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1. Overview 
 
This portfolio presents three pieces of work, firstly a piece of qualitative 
research, followed by a critical review of literature in a related area and 
thirdly, a piece of clinical practice in the form of a client study.    
 
This portfolio centres on the strategies we develop to find security for 
ourselves in an often ambiguous intrapersonal and interpersonal world.  
The Military Service forms a contextual backdrop to both the research and 
the literature review.   The research looks at offending behaviour in an ex-
Services group and at the strategies evolved by the men in order to cope 
with perceived social, task, cognitive and emotional demands of military 
life.   Within the research the role of alcohol emerged as a vehicle for 
socially connecting with others and additionally as a strategy by which 
many Services personnel managed anxiety and other difficult emotions.  
The literature review explores the prevalence of PTSD in the veteran 
population and reasons for poor treatment outcomes, one of which is this 
aforementioned strategy of substance use, and subsequent misuse.  It 
undertakes a critical review of a range of studies on treatment programmes 
claiming to tackle co-morbid presentations.  The client study steps away 
from the military into a civilian context, but maintains an emphasis on 
social relationships and perceived expectations in this regard.  It explores a 
clientȂs presentation of social anxiety, a form of anxiety concerned with 
social integration with others.  It explores her assumptions and habits used 
to monitor and manage her social impact and describes how she 
incorporated new cognitive and behavioural strategies to achieve a more 
secure sense of self in relation to others. 
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Increasing numbers of Services personnel are returning from on-going 
conflicts in the Middle East and there are rising concerns for the mental 
health of this group as they return to civilian life.  A proportion of ex-
Services personnel go on to offend and serve prison sentences.  A recent 
study by NAPO (2008) suggested that up to 10% of the prison population is 
composed of ex-Services personnel.   These are a group whose needs are 
particularly under-addressed in research and practice.   
 
Research on the mental health of Service personnel has tended to centre on 
the effects of combat exposure and the development and treatment of Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder.  Exploration of offending in this group has been 
quite limited and has tended to be of a quantitative nature, which in my 
view narrows the scope to develop new understanding of the issues.   This 
research sets out with the aim of exploring how the Military Service 
experience impacted on a group of men and their subsequent offending 
behaviour.  Ten ex-Service members participated in this study and a 
qualitative methodology, grounded theory was used to analyse their 
interviews.  To my knowledge this study is unique in its treatment of the 
research question.  A theory is proposed to describe the challenges 
encountered by the men and the strategies they evolved to deal with them, 
some of which I propose they may have carried with them into civilian life 
and potentially into their offending behaviour.   
 
 
2.  Literature Review 
 
In the early part of my training I completed a literature review examining 
treatment efficacy for PTSD with a particular focus on Trauma Focused 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy and Eye Movement Desensitisation 
Reprocessing.   This work was originally undertaken in 2008 and I set about 
updating the literature, interested as to where the debate had moved on to.  
15 
 
I couldnȂt fail to notice that while many treatment trials suggested 
significant reductions in symptoms of PTSD, many of them observed - often 
tucked at the end of paragraphs pronouncing positive treatment outcomes - 
much lower treatment success with combat trauma groups.  Some writers 
went on to offer explanations for this, stating that amongst other possible 
reasons, poor treatment results were down to high co-morbidity of 
substance abuse and PTSD in this population.  I became curious about this.  
From my review of the literature and research interviews, it seemed that 
frequent alcohol use was quite common in the Services and to my mind, 
couldnȂt just be dismissed as a ȁconfoundingȂ factor for poor symptom 
reduction and used as an excluding factor in efficacy studies with the 
veteran population.  It was part of the character of their experience.  In 
addition, I was aware from my thesis research that substance misuse in 
Service members (including alcohol and drugs) is a poorly researched area 
(Fossey, 2010).  This literature review as a consequence looks at how co-
morbid PTSD and Substance Misuse is understood and clinically treated in 
combat veterans.  I hope that I have produced a literature review which has 
practical relevance for Counselling Psychologists working with the ex-
Services population in mental health settings.    
 
3. Professional Practice 
 
The client study introduces Lily, a young woman who sought through 
therapy to reduce her symptoms of social anxiety.  I have chosen to present 
this client study because of its emphasis on the social nature of some 
anxiety and because I have tried to conceptualise the clientȂs difficulties 
within a holistic framework ȃin terms of temperament and history along with 
current social contexts and valuesȄ (Gilbert, 2006, p104), of relevance given the 
research emphasis on the individual and their context.  Finally it 
acknowledges how the therapist is part of the same social sphere and shares 
many of the same social concerns as the client.  It considers how my own 
16 
 
concern for my reflection in the eyes of another came into play in the 
therapeutic process as much as the clientȂs. 
 
There are different epistemological standpoints taken at different stages of 
this portfolio.  Contemporary literature is presented from a positivistic 
stance while the research study is presented from a relativist position.  I 
believe that they are compatible with each other in one portfolio as the 
former gives the reader a sense of where the current discussion is at this 
point in time while the latter encourages the reader not to take statistics and 
data at face value as the ȁtruthȂ.  I have tried to adopt a tentative style to my 
language when reporting research outcomes to reflect what I believe to be 
ȁideasȂ, rather than ȁfactȂ.   I have been stimulated by questions around the 
nature of knowledge and have become aware of how through identifying 
an epistemological research position, I have begun to ȁliveȂ it and seen it 
affect how I consume and evaluate information in day to day life.  Fish 
(2011) describes how an idea ȃcan generate a call to actionȄ. I have come to 
believe that the value of an idea or theory is in the contribution it can make 
to the discussion around a topic, professional consensus and ultimately 
practice, the emphasis on practice being a key element in this practising 
Doctoral portfolio.   
 
4. Personal Experience of completing this research 
 
I approached this research with some trepidation, not having entered a 
prison before nor had very much contact with military personnel.  I was 
going to be visiting a high category prison where many prisonersȂ offences 
were of a serious nature.  Prior to meeting with the participants I wondered 
what kind of men I would encounter along the way.  From the first 
interview I was struck by the degree and diversity of challenge many of the 
men had faced during their time in the Services and their sense of isolation 
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on leaving.  Many expressed hesitation around talking to someone about 
their experiences, fearing that they might be judged and wary that difficult 
memories might return, and some of them began their interviews with 
quite a guarded manner.  Many of these men had a profound impact upon 
me and their words have stayed with me over a year after we met.  All of 
the men presented here, I think, spoke honestly and openly, and many of 
them expressed the hope that while this was a difficult process to 
undertake, if it helped even one person, it would have been worthwhile.   I 
hope that you, the reader will find their and my efforts worthwhile.  
 
Fish, S. (2011, May 2nd).  Ideas and Theory: The Political Difference (May 2nd 
2011). The New York Times. Retrieved May 16th 2011, from 
www.opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/  
 
Fossey, M. (2010). Across the wire: Veterans, mental health and vulnerability. 
Centre for Mental Health. London. 
 
Gilbert, P. (2006). A biopsychosocial and evolutionary approach to 
formulation with a special focus on shame.  In N. Tarrier (Ed.) Case 
formulation in cognitive behaviour therapy The treatment of challenging and 
complex cases (pp. 81-112). East Sussex: Routlege. 
  
NAPO (2008). Ex-Armed Forces Personnel and the Criminal Justice System 
London: National Association of Probation Officers. Available at: 
http://www.napo.org.uk/about/veteransincjs.cfm. Retrieved December 1, 
2010.  
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Abstract 
 
The ex-Services population is estimated to make up between 3.5% to 10% of 
the prison population according to the Defence Analytic Services Agency 
(DASA, 2010) and National Association for Probation Officers (NAPO, 
2008).  Soldiers are believed to make up the largest occupational group in 
the prison system, numbering at least 8,500 (NAPO).  Many ambiguities 
exist around how the Services experience may impact upon personnel and 
potentially on subsequent offending behaviour.  In my view there is limited 
research which addresses the issue directly and discussions have tended to 
focus on the same constructs, generally considered through quantitative 
methodologies.  Given the high numbers of personnel returning from on-
going conflicts in the Middle East it is important that a new perspective be 
offered to the conversation.  In my view this population themselves are best 
placed to do this.  Ten male ex-Services personnel have been interviewed, 
within a qualitative research design and a grounded theory methodology 
has been used with the aim of giving a ȁvoiceȂ to the men themselves. 
 
Drawing from a situational interactionist influence a theoretical framework 
is proposed which addresses the interaction between these men and their 
context, situational demands they perceived and the strategies they evolved 
to meet them.   Challenges are addressed and strategies developed in the 
realms of interpersonal relationships, time and space, military action and 
emotions which helped them to survive on a number of levels.   These are 
represented by four core categories: Securing the Self, Structuring the Self, 
Defining the Self and Expressing the Self.  I propose that the men evolved 
these adaptive strategies over time in the Services and to varying degrees 
carried them into civilian life and in some cases into their offending 
behaviour.  The proposed ideas are discussed with regards to how they 
22 
 
complement existing theory and a case study is presented to suggest how 
they might be applied in clinical practice. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1. Overview 
 
Each year approximately 24,000 men and women leave the British Army 
(Fear, 2009).  The majority of people experience successful transitions back 
into civilian life (Van Staden, 2007; Iversen et al., 2005).  87.5% of a cohort of 
8,000 Service personnel who served in the Armed Forces in 1991were in full 
time employment six years post-return (Iversen et al., 2005) and it was only 
a minority who fared badly.  This research looks at a specific subgroup of 
this minority, men who went on to serve prison sentences for offences 
committed after leaving the Services.  Ex-Services personnel in prison are 
receiving increased professional, government and media attention in recent 
years and there are many questions around how their Services experiences 
may impact upon their reintegration back into civilian life and on their 
offending behaviour.   
 
 
2. Public Profile  
 
The support of ex-Services personnel appears to be high on the current 
Coalition governmentȂs agenda.  This government has promised to follow 
through on commitments made by the previous Labour government to 
improve mental health services for veterans and serving personnel in the 
MODȂs Service Personnel Command Paper ǻSPCP, ŘŖŖŞǼ.  Included in this is 
a pledge to examine the MoDȂs current systems of mental health assessment 
and evaluation; an increase in mental health professionals providing 
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outreach work for veteransǲ the introduction of a VeteranȂs Information 
Service (VIS) and the trial of an online early intervention service for serving 
personnel and veterans (Murrison, 2010). New services are to be supported 
by a three way partnership between the charity Combat Stress, the NHS 
and the MOD.  The Confederation of British Service and Ex-service 
Organisations (COBSEO), was given the green light to push ahead with the 
formation of the £35 million lottery-funded Forces in Mind Trust at the end 
of 2010.   
 
 The Prime Minister David Cameron stated that:  
"It is a priority to do more to help the mental health issues that veterans in our 
country have" 
       (BBC News, Oct, 2010) 
 
However, ex-Commanding Officer in Iraq, Tim Collins responded that  
ȃ“nnouncements like this have come thick and fast in the last ten years. “t the end 
of the day-ȃhe says, ȃits actions that count.Ȅ 
     (BBC Panorama, 9th February 2011).    
 
LetȂs have a look at some of the practical actions that have been taken to 
enhance support services for the ex-Forces group.  Within the NHS, the 
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme has 
established a Veterans Mental Health Special Interest Group (DoH, 2009) 
and guidance has been produced to support GPs in identifying and 
meeting the health care needs of veterans more effectively. More recently, 
in May 2011, the government announced that the military covenant, a 
commitment to provide support for ex-Servicemen and their families, 
would be enshrined in law.  Support includes priority NHS treatment for 
forces personnel and their families; council tax rebates for personnel 
serving abroad; a guarantee of places at schools of choice for forces 
children; a promise to pay forces' widows a pension for life and families 
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receiving priority consideration in allocating council houses (the Guardian, 
16th May, 2011).  
 
Two of the largest support organisations for ex-Services personnel in the 
UK are the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Families Association Forces Help 
(SSAFA) and the Royal British Legion (RBL). SSAFA describe their mission 
as to provide practical help and assistance to anyone who is currently 
serving or has ever served, even if it was only for a single day. They are 
one of the oldest Services charities, established over 125 years ago.  For 
over 90 years the Royal British Legion has helped veterans to stay in touch 
with fellow ex-Forces members along with offering practical support and 
undertaking nationally spotlighted fundraising campaigns including the 
annual Poppy Appeal, which coincides with Remembrance Day.   
 
There is a great deal of energy and a commendable range and number of 
charities in the UK working to support the ex-Services group, however 
there is a somewhat disparate nature to the co-ordination and 
communication of services which may be overwhelming for returning 
Services personnel.   One charity which seems to be overcoming many of 
the obstacles of a new enterprise is Help for Heroes, which in its first four 
years has raised both a strong profile and over £100 million along with 
setting up a rehabilitation centre.  Alongside realisation of ambitious 
targets they have strong links with both the military and charity sector, 
working in conjunction with the MOD, Combat Stress and the Royal British 
Legion on the Defence Recovery Capability project.  
 
One of the challenges faced by those serving prison sentences is that while 
they may benefit from the support of these charities, many of them can 
only be accessed once they have served their time and are back in civilian 
life again.  At which point they may find less productive habits easier to 
connect with than new contacts are to make.    Prison In-Reach (PIR) is an 
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initiative which tries to counter this by making themselves known to 
prospective clients while theyȂre still in prison.  It aims to ensure all 
Veterans, either in prison or on probation orders or licences, their families 
and resettlement services are fully aware of the forms and levels of support 
available to them from the Service and Personnel and Veterans Agency 
(SPVA) or the ex- Service charities.  Importantly, support may be accessed 
pre or post release. The group is co-ordinated by the Ministry of Justice 
(MOJ) which brings together Government departments including the 
MOD, the MOJȂs National Offender Management Service NOMS, the 
Prison Services and voluntary and community sector organisations.  Their 
website, which can be accessed within the prison service, highlights the 
help provided to all veterans on pensions, compensation, access to Service 
records, medical entitlements, and welfare advice/support and the services 
and support available from many other service providers including ex-
Service organisations.  Importantly, they can co-ordinate with The Royal 
British Legion, SSAFA and the mental health charity Combat Stress who all 
provide welfare visits to veterans in prison and to their families. 
 
One charity directing their efforts specifically at the ex-Services in prison 
population is the Veterans in Prison Association (VIPA).  They describe 
their core aim as to reduce re-offending and in turn the number of victims, 
by rehabilitating veterans who are currently in the Criminal Justice System.  
They co-ordinate regular meetings amongst their members and put them in 
touch with a range of relevant external service providers and agencies to 
address any issues that may need resolving.  One of their strengths is their 
network, linked as they are to a wide range of accommodation and 
employment agencies including Shelter, Aftermath PTSD, Soldiers off the 
Streets and a range of others.   
 
Historical and political context are important factors in the generation of 
veteran research and support.  The war in Vietnam prompted a lot of the 
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early enquiry into post-combat psychological health outcomes and 
American writers have paved the way in this area.  The field of military 
psychology has been expanding in recent years in the UK firstly on the back 
of large numbers of British soldiers returning from conflict in the Falklands 
in the early 1980s and later the Gulf War in the early 1990s and subsequent 
conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq.  Along with academic research, these 
conflicts have spawned many books by those who served, for example After 
the Falklands (Walters, 2007) and Hidden Wounds (Renwick, 1999) on the 
return to Civvy Street after serving in Northern Ireland.   The British 
Psychological Society is currently establishing an online military 
psychology forum for psychologists and others who want to share research, 
ideas and best practice.   
 
In Australia research has been prompted by conflict in Korea, Vietnam, and 
East Timor amongst others.  The governmentȂs Department of Veteran 
Affairs provides a wide range of services related to benefits, physical and 
psychological rehabilitation.  They publish a range of free health and well-
being factsheets for veterans, offer counselling services and have a network 
of professionals including psychologists, social workers and medical 
specialists on hand. They have linked up with the Centre for Military and 
Veterans' Health (CMVH) for research purposes with the ethos of seeking 
solutions to military and veterans' health issues through research, post-
graduate education and public debate. The centre brings together three 
universities, The University of Queensland, University of Adelaide and 
Charles Darwin University.  Recent publications have included a review of 
PTSD mental health group treatment programs (2011) and an examination 
of the risk of adverse health outcomes associated with frequency and 
duration of deployment with the Australian Defence Force (2011). In the 
charity sector, Veterans Supporting Veterans from All Conflicts (VSASA) 
has been set up and is staffed by a group of Veterans who provide their 
services on a voluntary basis.  In Canada there has been a slow but steadily 
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expanding body of research over the last 20 years, looking at psychosocial 
implications for veterans who served in the war in Vietnam and more 
recently examining the implications of peace-keeping duties for Canadian 
soldiers.  Most of the work into offending in the ex-Services population has 
so far emerged from the US the Vietnam era and more recently from the 
UK. 
 
There is less in the way of detailed understanding of the needs of those in 
the Prison Service and UK research in this area still in its infancy.  In 
recognition of this, the Howard League for Penal Reform was 
commissioned to investigate the needs of veterans in the criminal justice 
system and they reported back in November 2011.  Following an extensive 
review of the literature looking at health and social outcomes of UK 
military veterans, Fear and colleagues at the KingȂs Centre for Military 
Health concluded that there is a need for further qualitative work to explore 
questions currently not well enough understood. She suggests that 
qualitative studies could 
ȃbe used to examine the transition from military to civilian life...Ȅ Fear, (2009, pV) 
 
Through a qualitative investigation this research sets out to explore how the 
Services experience impacted upon a group of ex-Services personnel who 
made this transition and their subsequent offending behaviour.   
 
This research is particularly well placed within the Counselling Psychology 
arena.  Counselling Psychology, as a distinct discipline itself emerged out of 
a need to provide better support for war veterans.  The profession was 
developed and supported through efforts of the American Veterans Affairs 
department (VA) in the early 1950s (Munley et al., 2004).  In fact, Munley 
notes that the VA was one of the biggest employers of psychologists in 
America at this time and they were actively working with the American 
Psychological Association to formalise training in Clinical Psychology. As a 
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consequence of this alliance, the Boulder Conference was established in 
ŗşŚş, and it was here that the job title ȁCounselling PsychologistȂ was 
created and the name of the division changed from ȃCounseling and 
GuidanceȄ to ȃCounseling PsychologyȄ (Blocher, 2000, cited in Baker 
(2001).    
 
3. Prevalence of the Problem 
 
Estimates indicate that the ex-Services population makes up anywhere 
between 3.5% to 10% of the prison population according to the Defence 
Analytic Services Agency (DASA, 2010) and National Association for 
Probation Officers (NAPO, 2008) respectively.  NAPO suggests that soldiers 
make up the largest occupational group in the prison system, numbering at 
least 8,500 and potentially up to 20,000 when those on parole or community 
supervision are included. They reviewed 74 case studies from probation 
officers in England and Wales in 2009 and found that the majority were 
convicted of offences that were violent, occurred in a domestic setting and 
many were either drug or alcohol related. Mental health problems were 
commonplace amongst this group and the majority had suffered at some 
point with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), with a similar pattern 
shown by personnel under community supervision (NAPO, 2009).  Few 
had received any counselling or support after discharge and their ex-
Service status was rarely identified at the point of arrest or admission to 
custody.  Most of those convicted reported problems adjusting to civilian 
life and many referred to a culture of heavy drinking in the Forces and the 
negative impact it had on them.  
 
DASA and the Ministry of Defence (MOD, 2010) provided a breakdown of 
the most common offences of veterans in prison in a survey conducted at 
the end of 2009 and stated that violence against the person (33%) was the 
most common offence category followed by sexual offences (25%) and  drug 
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offences (11%). Comparisons suggested a higher proportion of veterans had 
been imprisoned for committing violent offences against the person and 
sexual offences than in the general population of prisoners.  In the US 
Noonan and Mumola (2007) found that military veterans in prison were 
more likely to be incarcerated for violent offences than were other 
prisoners.  DASA reported that 6% began their current prison sentence 
within a year of being discharged, 22% within 5 years and 41% within 10 
years of leaving the Armed Forces.    
 
4. Combat Exposure and Offending Behaviour  
 
ȃFirst Lieutenant Jimmy Cross carried letters from a girl named Martha...Dave 
Jensen who practiced field hygiene, carried a toothbrush, dental floss, and several 
hotel sized bars of soap heȂd stolen on R & R in Sydney....Ted Lavender carried 
tranquilizers, Norman Bowker carried a diary...Kiowa, a devout Baptist, carried an 
illustrated New Testament that had been presented to him by his father...almost 
everyone humped photographsȄ 
 
   Tim OȂ”rien, ǻŗşşŗ, p řǼ The Things They Carried  
 
OȂ”rienȂs book, based around his experiences in Vietnam opens with a 
description of the various necessities and mementos which he and his unit 
carried into War.  What is striking, alongside his fluency in bringing to life 
the day-to-day monotony of the mission, is the unique approach that each 
member of the unit takes; their individual expectations, fears and morale 
boosting strategies.  While they experienced many events as a group, what 
they each brought to the Services experience, how it impacted upon them, 
what they took strength in and what they each carried with them from it, 
the experience remained always a very individual one.   
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This section provides a review of research on offending behaviour in ex-
Services personnel ǻthe term ȁoffending behaviourȂ used interchangeably 
with ȁantisocial behaviourȂ as was used more prevalently in earlier 
researchǼ.  “n offence or crime may be defined as a ȁviolation of the rules 
that are set by the state, persons, groups or organisationsȂ ǻTimmerman & 
Emmelkamp, 2005).  Special attention is given to aggressive behaviour due 
to its frequency as a feature of ex-ServicesȂ offending. 
 
One of the most widely researched topics within Military Psychology has 
been combat exposure and its effects and it is this experience that has been 
most frequently examined in relation to offending behaviour.  Early reports 
on ȁshell-shockȂ paved the way for the current conceptualisation of military 
related trauma.  Intensive combat exposure has been significantly 
associated with post-military antisocial behaviour (Fontana & Rosenheck, 
2005; McFall et al., 1999; Resnick et al., 1989; Yeasavage, 1983) and higher 
combat exposure was linked with convictions for violent and nonviolent 
offence convictions even after pre-service antisocial behaviour was 
controlled for (Yager et al., 1984). On the other hand Boman (1987) 
suggested that no evidence existed for an association between service in 
Vietnam and subsequent violent aggression. Contradictory findings 
abound. Elder & Clipp (1988; 1989) strike a balance stating that while there 
are often negative psychological consequences of combat, there are also 
numerous references to increased camaraderie and resilience.  Barrett et al., 
(1996) carried the focus on combat exposure into the 1990s and reported 
that ex-forces who experienced high levels of combat were twice as likely to 
report anti-social behaviour than those with low to no combat experience.  
In general the research seems to conclude, veterans who see combat seem to 
suffer worse physical and mental health than those who donȂt ǻElder et al. 
1994). The majority of research exploring combat exposure and offending 
behaviour has been conducted in relation to the war in Vietnam with very 
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little contemporary UK based research. Although this is changing recently, 
it has also tended to be largely of a quantitative nature. 
 
A particular aspect of offending behaviour that has received attention of 
late is a potential relationship with risk-taking behaviour, noted as being a 
component in certain categories of offending (risk-taking behaviour 
includes increased verbal and physical aggression towards others, Kilgore 
et al, 2008).  Soldiers returning to the UK from Iraq have been suggested to 
show more willingness to engage in risk-taking behaviour on their return 
from combat (Hooper, 2006) and Kang & Bullman, (1996) found that Gulf 
War deployed veterans showed a 31% higher risk of death due to motor 
vehicle collision compared to non-deployed veterans.  Adolescents with 
more exposure to terrorist attacks in Israel reported more risk-taking 
behaviours than adolescents with no such exposure (Pat-Horenczyk et al., 
2007). Kilgore et al., (2008) suggest that specific characteristics of combat 
experiences were predictive of greater risk-taking propensity after return 
from conflict and of actual behaviour in the preceding month, including 
high levels of exposure to violent combat, killing another person, and 
contact with high levels of human trauma. The research seems to point to a 
higher prevalence of risk-taking behaviours in combat exposed ex-Services 
personnel.  
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5. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Combat Exposure 
 
One of the issues most frequently cited in conjunction with returning 
Service personnel, in particular in the context of offending, is PTSD.  Beal 
(1997) describes how the origins of the term can be found in the American 
War in Vietnam.  
 
Psychological problems, she indicates, experienced by veterans of the war 
provided a key catalyst for the inclusion of PTSD in the nomenclature of the 
DSM-III. Early references to ȁpost-event traumaȂ first appeared in war-time, 
during the First World War.  Shepherd (2002) writes a fascinating and 
comprehensive history of psychiatry during the world wars and traverses 
conflicts through the 20th century.  He described how a precursor to PTSD, 
the term ȁshell-shock,Ȃ emerged in 1915 to describe the physical and 
psychological after effects of being in close proximity to exploding shells.   
It was on the physical symptoms and their physical cause that doctors first 
focused, however physicians working at battle field medical centres began 
to shift the emphasis as they were seeing soldiers suffering symptoms 
without ever having been close to exploding shells, while many of those 
who had been, remained cheerful and unaffected.  While the term shell-
shock was discarded amongst the medical profession, the emphasis for 
doctors and psychologists on the ȁpsychicȂ or psychological implications of 
the war experience on soldiers remained.  Many years later, discussion once 
again arose, as many soldiers in the early 1970s were returning to America 
highly affected by their war experiences in Vietnam.  The public climate 
was changing, from initial distaste towards the conflict and its soldiers to 
concern for their unwilling participation in the war and potentially harmful 
exposure to atrocity. The terms of the day to describe these symptoms were 
empathic towards their experiences and now included ȁPost-Vietnam 
SyndromeȂ (Shatan, 1984).  The scope of the term was widening as it was 
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used to describe symptoms developing months after a range of traumatic 
experiences (which included road accidents, kidnapping and other things, 
along with war experiences).  Many psychologists and writers of the time 
(including Horowitz, 1979 and Shatan) pushed hard for the creation of a 
category which could be used to inform diagnosis of the disorder.  Beal 
(1997) writes how in the first edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, 
published in 1952, a stress response syndrome was listed under the heading 
of "gross stress reactions" while in the second edition in 1968 it became 
conceptualised as one of a number of ȁsituational disordersȂ. More recently 
she notes how the DSM-III has listed PTSD as a subcategory of anxiety 
disorders (this edition published very soon after the war in Vietnam in 
1980). In the current edition of DSM-IV (2004) PTSD is classified as a new 
stress response category.    
 
Military personnel are considered among the most at-risk populations for 
exposure to traumatic events and the development of PTSD (Prigerson, 
Maciejewski, & Rosenheck, 2001; Schlenger et al., 2002).  PTSD is described 
in the DSM-IV (APA, 2000) as a syndrome of three symptom clusters, re-
experiencing, avoidance and numbing, and hyper-arousal, caused by 
exposure to a traumatic event. In order to meet the diagnosis the 
disturbance must last at least one month and cause clinically significant 
distress or impairment.  
 
Rona et al (2009) found that experiences which brought people close to 
death, more so than simply deployment status, were linked to an increase 
in PTSD.  Seeing personnel wounded or killed, coming under small arms 
fire and being in close contact with the enemy were associated with a 
higher PTSD prevalence than other types of exposure. They found that 
having a sense of comradeship with others was negatively associated with 
PTSD.  Other research has found that most veterans with high exposure to 
such stressors did not develop war-related PTSD (Engelhard, 2007).  
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Exploration of further processes emerging from this research as relevant to 
the development of PTSD, beyond combat exposure, is undertaken in the 
Discussion chapter (see section 6.2).  Estimates for the prevalence of PTSD 
in the UK ex-Services population vary.  A recent study of almost 10,000 
veterans found a prevalence rate of 4% for probable PTSD (Fear et al., 2010), 
while the UK Medical Assessment Programme diagnosed PTSD in 13% of 
3,000 UK veterans who served in the Gulf War (Palmer, 2010). Compared 
with other types of trauma, the experience of combat has been shown to be 
related to increased aggressive behaviour and distinct PTSD symptom 
profiles (Beckham et al., 1997; Kilgore et al., 2008; McNair, 2002; Orth, 2006; 
Laufer et al., 1985).  
 
Combat veterans have been found to suffer from mental disorders such as 
anxiety and depression as well as PTSD (Hoge et al., 2004) with a reported 
19.7% prevalence for symptoms of common mental health problems and 
13% for alcohol misuse (Fear et al., 2010). Depression has also been 
associated with aggression (Painuly, Sharan, & Mattoo, 2004) and is 
proposed to play a part in moderating the relationship between response to 
trauma and physical and verbal aggression ǻOȂDonnell, ŘŖŖŖǼ.  Other 
reports suggest that mental health remains quite static after leaving the 
Services (Fear, 2009) however recent thinking suggests that this trend may 
be related to help-seeking behaviour in this population rather than an 
indication of an unchanging nature to their psychological health (Scheiner, 
2008; Hoge et al, 2004).   Help-seeking patterns in the veteran population 
are further considered in the literature review in Part C, section 7.  
 
In as much as there has been a wealth of research looking at the prevalence 
of PTSD in ex-Service personnel exposed to combat, with equal force there 
has been a volley of critical voices calling into question the value of this 
focus, debating the accuracy of reporting on combat exposure in Services 
personnel and the genesis of the PTSD diagnostic taxonomy.   This section 
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addresses the first of these issues and gives a platform to some of the most 
vocal critics.  The second issue will be addressed in part 12 of the 
Introduction. 
 
The first and largest investigation into post-Services outcomes in the US, the 
National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study (Kulka et al., 1990) 
reported that 31% of all men developed PTSD while another 22.5% 
developed partial symptoms.  McNally (2005, p 209) however queries how 
over half who served in any capacity had gone on to develop at least a 
subclinical form of the disorder even though only 15% who served in 
Vietnam were actually in combat units ȃrespondents including cooks and clerks 
as well as infantrymen.Ȅ 
 
Frueh et al., (2005) queries how reliable the data on combat exposure is, 
questioning the degree to which personnel have actually seen combat.  
They carried out an investigation into the personnel records of 100 men 
seeking Veterans Affairs specialty care for combat-related PTSD following 
the war in Vietnam and found that although 93% had documentation of 
Vietnam war-zone service, only 41% had objective evidence of combat 
exposure documented in their military record. There have also been 
suggestions of a less than static nature to reports of combat exposure with 
self-reports of combat histories subject to change over time (Southwick et 
al., 1997; Wessely et al., 2003). These critiques raise methodological concerns 
around assuming that all those whoȂve been on tour have seen conflict and 
whether it is of much real value to use such broad categories as  ȁcombat 
exposedȂ when evaluating the impact of military experience.   
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6. Post-Traumatic Stress & Aggressive Offending  
 
ȃPTSD can be linked to criminal behaviour in two primary ways: symptoms of 
PTSD can incidentally lead to criminal behaviour and secondly offences can be 
directly connected to the specific trauma that an individual experienced...Ȅ 
        Baker (2010) 
 
Baker asserts the above unequivocally in a fact sheet produced by the 
National Centre for PTSD in the US.  However a review of the literature 
cited does not leave the current author with these same firm conclusions. 
As we saw earlier, offences against the person are the most common 
Significant Experiences 
 
“t the outset, ȁexposure to combatȂ was a participant inclusion criteria 
based on my somewhat naive acceptance of the prevalent clinical 
discourse.  However, I have come to believe that this may have narrowed 
the scope of research and development of new approaches to clinical 
treatment. When combat exposed personnel in the current study were 
asked to describe their significant in-Services experience, some but not all 
referred to combat exposure.  This has led me to try to be cautious and 
open to the potential for a wider range of potentially unanticipated 
experiences to emerge as being of individual significance and to minimise 
the risk of doing the population a disservice by assuming degrees of 
significance on their behalf.  There are a range of aspects of the menȂs 
experience which are relevant to successful reintegration back into 
civilian life as will be shown in later parts of this study.  
October 2010 
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category in the ex-Services group with offences of a sexual nature also 
common.  While some authors emphasise the aggressive nature of sexual 
offending (Timmerman & Emmelkamp, 2005) there are a number of other 
specific considerations with regard to this offence category.  In the interest 
of space and a desire to offer a comprehensive exploration of the topic of 
aggression there will be limited reference made to the literature on sexual 
offending within the current study.  
 
The prevalence of aggression in this group appears to be high with one 
study reporting that approximately 75% of male veterans with PTSD had 
engaged in physical aggression over the previous year compared to 17% of 
non-PTSD veterans (Beckham et al., 1997). Within a military context, anger 
and aggression in particular are common manifestations of trauma (Novaco 
& Chemtob, 1998).  Male veterans with PTSD show higher rates of violent 
outbursts and aggressive behaviour, express more hostility and exhibit 
poorer anger control relative to those without the disorder (McFall, 1999; 
Taft, 2007) a pattern which seems to be more prevalent in men who have 
experienced combat related trauma as distinct from other trauma. Lakso 
(1994) concludes that increased aggression in war veterans is more 
appropriately regarded as a property of PTSD rather than a direct 
consequence of military combat. In line with this he reported that the 
severity of aggressive behaviour positively correlated with PTSD symptom 
severity (Byrne & Riggs, 1996; Glenn et al., 2002; Taft, Kaloupek et al., 2007; 
Taft, Street, Marshall, Dowdall, & Riggs, 2007).  Conversely, data is not 
readily available to suggest the proportion of ex-Services personnel with a 
diagnosis of PTSD who did not go on to offend. 
 
Various theories have been proposed to explain how PTSD may relate to 
aggression.  Hyper-arousal, one of the four symptom clusters in PTSD in 
particular has been related to aggressive behaviour and abuse in 
relationships (Monson et al, 2009).  The link has been hypothesised due to 
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residual arousal being attributed to provocative situations, increasing anger 
and aggressive impulses (Zillmann, 1971).  Heightened reactivity is 
suggested to reduce ability to engage in self-monitoring that would 
otherwise restrain the expression of aggressive behaviour (Chemtob et al 
(1994; 1997). 
 
Sayers et al (2009) investigated family reintegration problems in recently 
returned US military veterans and found that 75% of married or cohabiting 
veterans reported some type of family problem in the past week (including 
54% who reported conflicts involving shouting, pushing, or shoving).  More 
anecdotal evidence comes from the letters and recorded experiences of war 
brides (Litoff, Smith, Taylor, & Taylor, 1990) which provides 
documentation of the strains of family separation and the risk of divorce 
(Elder et al., 1994). 
 
In recent years a strong association has been found between the symptom 
clusters of avoidance and numbing and overall relationship satisfaction 
(Monson et al, 2009). More specifically, male veterans with chronic PTSD 
have been found to be less self-disclosing and emotionally expressive with 
their partners (Carroll, Rueger, Foy, & Donahoe, 1985) and to have greater 
anxiety around intimacy (Riggs, Byrne, Weathers, & Litz, 1998) in 
comparison to veterans without PTSD.   
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7. Cognitive Perspective on Anger & Aggression 
 
Chemtob et al (1994) suggest that a link between PTSD and violent and 
aggressive behaviour is mediated by anger, a proposition which leans 
strongly on a psychological model.  Here an event is given meaning as a 
ȁthreatȂ by an individual evaluating their self-perceived capacity to cope, 
and they behave accordingly.  The idea that our unique history and 
perception of the world significantly shapes our experience paves the way 
for an individual differences model and forms the basis of the constructivist 
epistemology adopted within this study.  Beck (1999) proposed a cognitive 
perspective on the process of anger and aggression and how it may play out 
which we will consider in more detail.    
 
Beck (1999, p 30) asserts that we interpret and misinterpret signals from 
others according to our values, rules and beliefs.  He describes how anger 
often follows hot on the heels of a knock to our self-esteem as we rationalise 
our situation to locate fault in the other personȂs character, rather than the 
situation - and so become angry at them.  Mobilising ourselves to attack, be 
it physical, verbal or imagined enables us to take back a sense of power and 
control over the situation.  He describes how in a combat context ȃWe kill 
enemy soldiers because they are bad, not because they happen to have been drafted 
into the “rmy just as we were.Ȅ  
 
Beck proposes that this interpersonal process works similarly between 
groups.  He described how soldiers and those in conflict construct an image 
of their adversary as dangerous, malicious and evil and this is backed up by 
selective memories of past wrongs and malevolent attributions which may 
not be entirely realistic. This image is one that he suggests is strengthened 
in Services training as a way to mobilise personnel to carry out operational 
instructions against the Enemy. Other writers in Australia have also 
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described how a pairing of stress and anger is often rehearsed in military 
training in order to increase the likelihood of responding to threat with 
anger or aggression, rather than with fear and vulnerability (e.g. Creamer & 
Forbes, 2004.)  Beck proposed that a construal of a situation which may be 
adaptive in one context may create challenges when applied in another and 
suggested that we often make cognitive errors such as over-generalisations 
and dichotomous thinking, or fix on ȁsingle-causeȂ explanations.  
Categorical dichotomous thinking can be adaptive when soldiers as a group 
are engaged in a fight to destroy a real enemy but may cause problems for 
individuals in everyday civilian disagreements.    We will return to ”eckȂs 
ideas later in the Discussion chapter with regard to thinking patterns shown 
by some of the participants. 
 
 
8. Alcohol and Drugs  
 
Alcohol problems have been found to serve as an additional risk factor for 
aggression in veteran samples (Savarese, Suvak, King, & King, 2001) and its 
role receives attention both in the main research section and in the literature 
in Part C.  A review of charges tried by the Army Courts Martial between 
1960 and 1980 showed that 90% of violent offenders had been drinking 
heavily at the time of the offence and only 10% had a previous history of 
offending (Blueglass, 1988). High alcohol use has been speculated to lead to 
aggressive behaviour on the basis of a relationship between impaired 
attention, cognitive processing and inhibitory control (Eckhardt & Jamison, 
2002; Gross, 1998).  Alcohol is proposed to be a way to self-medicate and 
reduce distress and heightened anxiety that accompany PTSD (Khantzian, 
1985; Stewart, 1996; Ullman, Filipas, Townsend, & Starzynski, 2005).  
Backing this view, in a recent study veterans who screened positive for 
PTSD or depression were twice as likely to report alcohol misuse compared 
to veterans without these disorders. An examination of PTSD symptom 
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clusters indicated emotional numbing symptoms were most strongly 
associated with alcohol misuse (Jakupcak et al., 2010).  Fossey (2009, p14) 
surmises that the average Services person still consumes far more alcohol 
than their civilian equivalent however he concludes that UK studies on 
alcohol use have not yet drawn any clear conclusions.  The role of alcohol 
emerged as a topic of importance to many of the men in this study and we 
can see the function it served for them in the Analysis Chapter (part 6.2).  In 
my view this is a good example of how qualitative research can be very 
useful in taking us further into new understanding on an issue.   
 
The incidence of drug related discharges for Marines has been found to 
increase with the existence of PTSD (Highfill-McRoy et al., 2010). 
Individuals with co-morbid PTSD and substance abuse problems are at an 
increased risk for interpersonal violence, imprisonment, and homelessness 
(Cuffel, 1994; Swanson et al., 1990; Tessler, 1989).  Theories posited to 
explain the relationship between PTSD and drug related charges include 
again, the self-medication hypothesis along with a sensation-seeking 
hypothesis, and a susceptibility hypothesis (Koenen 2003; Brady et al. 2004; 
McFarlane, 2004). Fontana & Rosenheck, (2005) propose that substance 
abuse has a role in veteranȂs offending behaviour and argue that this is due 
to the impact intoxication has on judgements of the appropriateness of 
certain behaviour.  Less reference was made by participants in this study to 
drug use, however as with alcohol, the role of drugs in the offending 
behaviour of this group requires further exploration as understanding is 
limited.   
 
 
9. Role of Pre-Services Experience in PTSD and Offending 
 
WeȂve looked at the relevance of exposure to a traumatic combat related 
event on the likelihood of later developing PTSD, however many authors 
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(e.g. Rona, 2009) indicate that only a minority of persons exposed to a 
traumatic experience actually go on to develop psychological symptoms 
(Hoge et al., 2004; Wessely, 2005; Yehuda & McFarlane, 1995). Thus, many 
people may experience the same incident and only a proportion of them go 
on to develop a stress response.  There is obviously a complex nature to the 
development of any mental health illness.  Early experiences are an 
important factor and while a full evaluation of the research is outside of the 
scope of this study, a brief introduction follows. 
 
A relationship between childhood physical abuse and combat related PTSD 
in Vietnam veterans has been found by a number of authors (e.g. Engel et 
al.1993; Lewis et al., 2006) and many believe that childhood vulnerability is 
an important modulator of later risk of  psychological problems, including 
PTSD (Engel et al, 1993; Zaidi & Foy, 1994).   Stepping back to incorporate 
pre-Services experiences, adversity in childhood is associated with 
increased risk of PTSD, self-harming behaviour, general psychological ill-
health, heavy drinking and smoking after exposure to subsequent trauma 
(Ozer, 2003).   
 
A relationship has been suggested between child physical abuse (e.g. sexual 
abuse and familial instability) and severity of PTSD, with 45% of combat 
veterans diagnosed with PTSD found to have a history of childhood 
physical abuse (Zaidi & Foy, 1994; Solomon et al (2008).  In addition, 
veterans with PTSD were found to have higher rates of childhood physical 
abuse, after controlling for combat exposure (26% vs. 7%) (Bremner et al., 
1993).  Other studies have mixed findings (e.g. Solkoff, Gray, & Keil, 1986) 
and Barrett et al., (1996) suggest that a pattern of childhood maladaptive 
behaviour while very relevant is not a prerequisite for developing adult 
antisocial behaviour.   
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10.  Role of Post-Services Experience in Offending 
 
What happens after leaving the Services has a part in the lead up to 
offending behaviour.  There seem to be a range of milestones to 
reintegrating back into day to day life after the Services.    
 
Research suggests that the social context to which Services personnel return 
is of potential significance to mental health.  Combat veterans appeared to 
be less negatively affected by wartime trauma if they encountered greater 
social support when they returned home (Fontana et al. 1997a; Johnson et 
al. 1997). 
 
A significant contextual circumstance post discharge is lack of permanent 
accommodation to return to (Van Staden et al., 2007).  She found that 
temporary accommodation created upheaval in the resettlement process 
and concluded that this has a detrimental impact on individualsȂ ability to 
plan for the future.  Lemons & Dirkacz (2005, p 23) conducted a qualitative 
study on homelessness in ex-Services personnel and cite the then Chief 
Executive of Combat Stress, Tony Elliot, who observed how overwhelming 
it can be to readjust to civilian lifeǱ ȃPost-traumatic stress disorder, alcohol 
misuse and other problems may have been handled while in service due to having a 
structured, regimented lifeȄ.  He suggests that the development of mental 
health issues within service may be contained by the boundaried lifestyle.  
Life on leaving contains much ambiguity which some struggle with.  
ElliotȂs comments give an insight into the complex interaction between the 
individual and environment and suggest how the transition into civilian life 
may create instability in oneȂs life due to its unstructured nature.  This is 
something to which we will return in the Analysis chapter.  Lemos & 
Dirkacz (2005, p viii) conclude from their study that ȃAlcohol, mental health 
problems and relationship breakdown were all key features. They were often 
intertwined, pushing the individual towards homelessness.Ȅ  
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11.  Role of In-Services Experience in Offending 
 
Although combat exposure is often considered the paramount stressor in 
war, more recently researchers have begun to emphasise the importance of 
non-combatant deployment stressors (Bartone et al., 1998; King et al., 1995; 
Litz et al., 1997a).  Booth-Kewley et al., (2010) found a positive association 
between deployment-related stressors and a higher incidence of antisocial 
behaviour.  Deployment-stressors have been suggested to have a more 
powerful impact on military personnel than was previously thought 
(Engelhard & Van den Hout, 2007; Vogt et al., 2005).   Within their study 
they asked participants to rate their experience of specific stressors 
including concerns about family members at home and lack of privacy and 
they offer deployment related recommendations to minimise their impact 
such as shortening deployments and improving communication with home 
during service. 
 
The experience of deployment has been found to greatly differ for 
personnel according to the length of deployment, degree of security, 
boredom and interruption of future plans, all of which are part of present 
day deployment (McCarroll et al., 2003). Van Staden et al., (2007) note the 
importance of in-Service factors which may have an impact on personnel 
including institutionalization due to the close knit community and a culture 
of drinking.  “ number of respondents mentioned boredom, ȁdowntimeȂ 
and being given seemingly pointless tasks as downsides to their time in the 
Armed Forces (Lemos & Durkacz, 2005).  Several studies have found that 
subjective indicators of stressor severity are actually superior in predicting 
the presence and degree of PTSD relative to objective indicators (Engelhard, 
2007).  We will return to some of these issues in the Analysis and 
Discussion chapters, as many of the participants placed emphasis here.  
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More recently some authors have taken on the challenge of integrating pre, 
in and post-Services factors into multi-factor models, two of which in 
particular do a good job of mapping the complexity of the relationship in 
my view.  Fontana & Rosenheck (2005) put forward a multi-factor model of 
antisocial behaviour and propose that it is not exposure to trauma per se 
that has the biggest influence, rather it is when in the presence of PTSD that 
its role becomes noteworthy.  They propose that PTSD plays a crucial 
mediational role between war-zone exposure and post- military antisocial 
behaviour.  They also argue for a mediational role of substance abuse in 
increasing the likelihood of antisocial behaviour in the ex-Services 
population.  Fontana & Rosenheck believe that pre-military experiences 
(including childhood physical or sexual abuse) and disruptive behaviour 
exert the largest effects on post-military antisocial behaviour.  Booth-
Kewley et al., (2010) also put forward a multi-factor model of antisocial 
behaviour and propose influential factors to include PTSD symptoms, 
deployment-related stressors, combat exposure, younger age and divorce.   
The complexity of these multi-factor models suggests that a unique 
interplay of factors is involved in an individualȂs offending behaviourǲ one 
size does not fit all.  
 
In both the Engelhard & Van den Hout (2007) and Vogt (2005) studies 
mentioned above participants were asked to confirm whether they had 
experienced any of a predetermined list of ȁstressfulȂ experiences rather 
than being asked to identify experiences they perceived as stressful.  This 
current research goes a step further and explores the in-Service experiences 
deemed of significance to the participants, by the participants and considers 
their perspective on how they may have factored into their offending 
behaviour. This approach mirrors the development of thinking around 
ȁstressȂ over the last řŖ years when stressful life event scales such as the Life 
Events Scale of Holmes and Rahe (1967) were critiqued as being too 
prescriptive and failing to capture the personal nature of stress.  More 
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constructivist approaches began to come into favour ǻsuch as ”eckȂs 
cognitive model) which allow for an individual construction of stress.    The 
men in this study refer to experiences that are both psychological and 
contextual in nature.  Their descriptions shape the broad parameters of the 
term ȁServices experienceȂ, combat being a significant but not the sole 
component.    
 
The idea that Services experience affects everyone in a unique way is also 
supported by research exploring gender differences.  Vogt et al (2005) 
found that women reported more interpersonal stressors and men more 
mission-related stressors following the same deployment. They also 
observed similarities in the ways that mission-related stressors impacted on 
men and womenȂs mental health.  Much of the relevant work so far, this 
study included, has been undertaken with male dominated participant 
groups which again will have led to a restricted view of the topic.   This is 
an important area which I suggest is worthy of further exploration in future 
research, however is outside the bounds of the current study. 
 
  
12.  A Narrow Viewfinder.  Critique of the Research Focus 
 
So far we have reviewed available research on the impact of Services 
experience and offending from a psychological perspective.  Much recent 
research published has been of an experimental rather than theoretical 
nature and PTSD has been given a starring role in the production, 
seemingly moderating the relationship between military experiences and 
offending behaviour, particularly aggression related offences.  The research 
outlined proposes a higher propensity to offend given the presence of a 
miscellany of risk factors but gives no indication as to what percentage of 
people demonstrating these risk factors donȂt go on to offend.  What 
distinguishes those individuals who commit an act which could be 
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categorised as an ȁoffenceȂ from those who donȂt?  Research up to now has 
repeatedly examined links between exposure to combat, PTSD and 
aggression in a reductionist, linear fashion, seemingly quite one-
dimensional in view, rather than allowing for interplay between individual 
values and attitudes, temporal experience and social context.    
 
Engelhard (2007) describes how PTSD is one of the few psychiatric 
disorders for which the DSM-IV classification implicates an etiologic factor: 
the traumatic experience.   Herein lies a tentative explanation both for the 
popularity and potential trouble with the diagnostic taxonomy for 
researchers and clinicians.   
 
Summerfield (2001, p98) argues that the origins of problems with the 
category can be seen in its name, the term ȃpost­traumaticȄ assuming a 
proven direct aetiological link between the present state and an index event 
in the past that excludes other factors. He states that this is ȃscientifically and 
clinically dubiousȄ.   In my view, given the vast number of studies on the 
topic of PTSD in the military literature, researchers seem to have developed 
an attentional bias, enthusiastically ȁtrauma chasingȂ and on sighting of a 
traumatic event, concluding that indeed the signs of destruction must be as 
a direct consequence.   It seems that the early conceptualisation of shell-
shock (coined during World War I) paved the way for this way of framing 
PTSD.  Shepherd (2002, p28) recalls how the early medical model of shell-
shock was dominated by the image of the shell itself, as having arrived out 
of the heavens and left the soldier a shattered gibbering wreck, his nerves 
destroyed and his special senses, like eyesight and hearing impaired.    
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This may also be problematic in terms of the provision of clinical support for 
the ex-Services group as while some may have experienced one or more 
traumatic events, they may in reality be more distressed by other aspects of 
their life (e.g. lack of future plans) and might find this more imperative to 
work on in a clinical context.  Given the sparse resources within the NHS, ex-
Services personnel who are not displaying highly distressing symptoms 
associated with PTSD could potentially be sidelined yet may greatly benefit 
from a small degree of clinical support to help them deal with the 
ambiguities they may encounter back in civilian life.   I propose that a 
broader perspective on the range of issues which may affect the ex-Services 
group could allow for more agile and relevant treatment approaches.  
 
Finding what youȂre looking for 
 
IȂm reminded of a story told by a friend of mine who returned home to 
find her front door open and her flat in disarray.  Only as she recounted 
the drama in response to police questioning, expressing relief that she 
herself had not been at home when burglars broke in did it dawn on her 
that it was just possible that she had left her door open in her rush to 
work that morning.  While her home was chaotic, nothing was actually 
missing, that the mess was of her own making now seemed entirely 
feasible!  So convinced was she that the event had been a burglary that 
she failed to consider possible alternatives until questions put to her 
enabled her to stand back and take a different viewpoint.    
         
      December, 2010 
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Summerfield expresses disbelief at a community survey carried out in a 
war-torn region of Sierra Leone where 99% of a group of 245 randomly 
selected adults were diagnosed with PTSD.  He claims that the diagnosis of 
post-traumatic stress disorder lacks specificity and fails to adequately 
distinguish between the physiology of normal and pathological distress.   
He critiques the DSM-IV criteria as subjective and worries that the 
diagnosis can be made in the absence of significant objective dysfunction. 
McNally (2005) questioned whether early advocates of the PTSD diagnostic 
category had discovered a disease entity in nature or whether they had 
cobbled together a cluster of symptoms.  PTSD first appeared in the DSM-
III in 1980 and he proposes that its origins can be clearly traced back to the 
war in Vietnam, a proposition backed by Summerfield, who believes that 
the diagnosis is a product of the post-war fortunes of the conscripted men 
who served there.  McNally states that their returning to an unwelcome 
reception as public opinion began to turn against American involvement 
served to enhance the difficulties they experienced in settling back to 
civilian life and factored into antisocial behaviour they demonstrated, 
which would agree with research mentioned earlier by Fontana et al. (1997 
and Johnson et al. (1997).    He suggests that many initially seen by 
psychiatrists were diagnosed as having a range of mental health illnesses, 
diagnoses which were later supplanted by PTSD and he asserts that the 
development of a compensation culture around the diagnosis served to 
strengthen its power in legal and medical fields.  He goes as far as citing 
how payments awarded for loss of body parts can be easily surpassed by 
awards for psychological damages.  A number of authors have drawn 
attention to symptom over-reporting patterns associated with PTSD (Frueh 
et al., 2003; McNally, 2003; Burkett & Whitley, 1998).  
 
Within the current study I have decided not utilise a measure of PTSD, not 
wanting to inflate the possibility that participantsȂ responses might be 
symptom related.  This is not to say that symptoms were not referred to by 
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some of the men, they themselves made reference to the label in some cases, 
rather that they would not lead our exploration of their experience and the 
lead up to their offending behaviour.  I believe that this approach widens 
the lens through which to view offending behaviour and moves us towards 
a more comprehensive understanding of the Services experience rather than 
assuming factors of significance a priori.   
 
Before we join the participants to hear their perspectives we will step back 
momentarily to consider how offending has been conceptualised up until 
now, staying initially within a psychological perspective and then moving 
to consider influences from the sociological research terrain.   
 
 
13.  Psychological Perspectives on Offending 
 
I have endeavoured to provide a contemporary perspective on current 
clinical research, however for the purpose of thoroughness some earlier 
theoretical models of offending will be briefly considered which give an 
insight into how the topic has been conceptualised through the years.  From 
my review there seem to be few models which directly address offending in 
an ex-Services population however I hope to show that the following have 
relevance to this studyȂs participants.  I will now consider perspectives 
from trait theory, psycho-dynamic theory, life course analysis, sociological 
and psychosocial models. 
 
13.1  Trait Model 
 
Early attempts to understand offending from a psychological perspective 
were of a somewhat reductionist nature.  Eysenck (1964; 2003, p105) 
suggested that ȃpersonality and anti-social behaviour are reasonably intimately 
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correlated.Ȅ He proposed that extroverts are more likely to engage in 
impulsive, risky and thrilling acts which increase cortical stimulation. He 
also suggested those scoring high on psychoticism were more likely to be 
involved in crime (2003, p92). However Gadd & Jefferson (2007) critique his 
theory as being too reductive, distilling personality and behaviour down to 
biology.  EysenckȂs influence can be still seen in the writing of 
contemporary academics such as Booth-Kewley et al., (2010, p 330) who 
distinguish between ȁexternalisingȂ behaviours such as antisocial behaviour, 
aggression and illegal activities and ȁinternalisingȂ behaviours such as 
anxiety and depression.  
 
13.2   Psychodynamic Perspective on Offending in a 
Veteran Population 
 
Wilson & Krauss (1982) constructed a typology of stress response 
ȁsyndromesȂ specific to the combat veteran and explored how these 
syndromes relate to the veteran's disposition to engage in criminal 
behaviour.  They built on the work of Horowitz (1979) who proposed that 
the persistence of emotionally distressing trauma-related thoughts 
indicated that the event had not been fully processed and so remained a 
potential determinant of behaviour.  
 
Wilson & Zigelbaum ǻŗşŞřǼ described a ȁsurvivor modeȂ of functioning in 
Vietnam veterans characterized by an altered state of consciousness, hyper-
vigilance, autonomic nervous system arousal and the use of survival skills 
and cognitive capacities learned in combat. They proposed that if the 
individual is in a situation they perceive as threatening which creates 
conflict with their self-concept, sense of morality, role obligations and 
commitments to significant others, a dissociative reaction may occur as a 
response. In this state they suggest that the veteran is likely to function in 
the survivor mode by behaving as he did in combat.  According to Wilson 
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& Zigelbaum (1983, p73), this syndrome is often associated with assaultive 
and violent actions.  They refer to a number of legal cases of their day to 
exemplify their ideas, for example that of Heads (The State of Louisiana vs. 
Charles Heads, ŗşŞŗǼ who ȁin a dissociative state killed his brother-in-law 
using search and destroy and ambush tactics and without much conscious 
recollection of what happened.Ȃ   
 
They proposed a second way in which the survivor mode may affect the 
veteran's disposition to criminal action which they called a ȁsensation 
seeking syndromeȂ. Drawing from the work of Zuckerman (1979) they 
suggest that men gain a sense of control over intrusive imagery by seeking 
out situations which provide a level of arousal similar to that experienced 
in combat activity (e.g., parachute jumping, flying, diving, gambling, 
motorcycle riding, etc.).  This enables an individual to feel fully alive and 
animated by ȁliving on the edgeȂ and performs a defensive function ǻFreud, 
1959) which blocks the onset of intrusive experiences. If the veteran is 
prevented from engaging in action-oriented enterprise, then they suggest 
they become fully symptomatic.  In their view, the sensation seeking 
syndrome re-creates the psychological elements experienced in combat and 
enables the person to ȃcontinue striving to master unconscious trauma by 
responding with self-initiated competencies that lead to successful outcomes.Ȅ The 
veteran is ȃcompulsively repeating life-death encounters in this syndrome and 
mastering them with survival skillsȄ.  They suggest that ȃat the deepest levels of 
consciousness many of these men fear that to cease behaving in this mode will mean 
actual or symbolic deathȄ (Wilson & Zigelbaum, 1983, p74). They offer a 
fascinating description on the potential transition from combat exposure to 
aggressive antisocial behaviour, however fail to suggest how this may occur 
and why for one individual and not another?  
 
They indicate a third way that the survivor mode may motivate criminal 
behaviour in the depression-suicide syndrome of PTSD whereby the 
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individual feels trapped in the trauma, flooded with painful intrusive 
imagery, hopeless, despondent, and often reports that he is "a walking shell 
of his former self that died in Vietnam."  They may, according to the authors, 
believe that they are the ȁvictims of fateȂ and pawns of the government who 
caused their psychological and physical wounds which may give rise to 
criminal action if they act out their anger.  Wilson & Zigelbaum  proposed 
that functioning in the survivor mode relates most often to assaultive 
actions since combat in the Vietnam War nearly always demanded combat 
assault operations (e.g., search and destroy, ambush attacks, helicopter 
assault, etc;). They asserted that certain aspects of experience were related 
to ȁcombat-likeȂ offending behaviours ǻgiving examples of manslaughter, 
assault and disorderly conduct) such as the number of weeks in combat, 
number and stressfulness of combat roles and exposure to stressors in 
Vietnam. We will return to this ȁsurvivor modeȂ later in the Discussion 
chapter as their ideas have particular relevance for certain participants.  
Psycho-dynamically oriented writers continue to produce interesting 
theoretical perspectives around trauma responses (Pat-Horenczyk et al., 
2007; De Zulueta, 2006; Van der Kolk, 1989; Brom et at., 1989), which 
unfortunately due to space limitations are beyond the scope of this study.  
 
14.  Life-Course Perspectives on Offending 
 
Whether an individual offended for the first time after the Services or as a 
continuation of a pre-Services pattern is an important issue when 
considering the role of Services experience.  Fontana & Rosenheck (2005) 
suggest that post-Services antisocial behaviour generally represents a 
manifestation of a life-history of antisocial behaviour.  Fossey (2009) 
describes how the Army has a history of recruiting school leavers with poor 
educational attainment from areas of social deprivation and Houchin (2005) 
suggests that these same socio-economic factors are linked to high levels of 
criminal behaviour, giving support to the assertion that propensity to 
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offend is largely a product of oneȂs context and lack of opportunities.  
DASA (2010a) indicated that in November 2009 only 21 of the male veterans 
in prison were officers, and 2,036 were from other ranks, statistics which are 
in line with the above assertions in my view.  Longitudinal research 
adopting a life-course perspective is helpful in addressing issues raised here 
however there are contradictory conclusions.  Some studies find that 
military service led veterans to experience worse outcomes than they would 
otherwise have experienced while others argue that the military provides a 
bridging environment by which some veterans experience more positive 
outcomes than they would have had otherwise (MacLean, 2007). 
 
Data from the Second World War suggests that the Services provided men 
with a ȁpositive turning pointȂ which changed their life course trajectories 
for the better (Elder & Shanahan 2006) with better qualifications and higher 
employment rates achieved (Elder & Clipp, 1988; 1989).  Bouffard (2003) 
found that Vietnam era military service reduced later offending in general 
and there was no significant effect of service on later violent behaviour.  
Other research from this period suggests that people returning from the 
Vietnam War did worse than those who stayed at home in terms of 
earnings, jobs and educational attainment (Rosen et al., 1982; Angrist et al., 
1990). Sampson & Laub (1993) surmise from extensive studies that it is not 
the occurrence of the event itself thatȂs important in predicting behaviour, 
rather it is the social bonds that develop as a result of that event that 
produces behavioural change.   Gadd & Jefferson (2007) critique Sampson & 
LaubȂs theory pointing out that when the pair later returned to re-interview 
a number of the original participants they found people who were more 
troubled than the initial analyses had suggested, undermining their original 
conclusions to some degree.  Gadd & Jefferson assert that there was a 
component of individual emotion and psychological change involved 
which was not adequately described in their conclusions which place such 
emphasis on social bonds. 
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Iversen ǻŘŖŖśǼ concludes that ȃthe marked differences between World War II– 
and Vietnam-era outcomes suggest that the effects of military service on criminal 
careers and more broadly, on social inequality, depend on historical time and place 
as well as on the timing of service in lives.Ȅ   
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15.   Sociological Perspectives on Offending 
 
Merton ǻŗşśŞ, přŖǼ saw crime and offending ȃas a normal response to 
pressures within which people were having to live.Ȅ   He explained offending as 
an outcome of the strain between oneȂs means and ends.  He reacted 
strongly against the psychological theories of the time and believed that it 
was wrong to assume that all deviance was a symptom of psychological 
abnormality and alleged that whether people turned to crime depended on 
their social position in relation to widely held cultural aspirations and the 
institutional means of achieving them. Gadd & Jefferson suggest that while 
Merton came from a sociological perspective he borrowed from psychology 
nonetheless based on his idea that whether an individual was liable to 
assimilate a cultureȂs materialistic ideal and act on it was determined by 
their personality and socialisation.   
 
This thesis is essentially an exploration of the interaction between the 
individual and their situation.    Ideas on offending which take stock of both 
the individual and those they interact with be they individuals, groups or 
institutions are of relevance here. For this reason an Interactionist 
perspective on offending is of value, which assumes that actions cannot be 
understood in isolation and that the meaning of behaviour can only be 
understood in terms of interacting subjects. Within this framework, crime is 
viewed as the product of interactions between antecedent situations 
(Timmerman & Emmelkamp, 2005).   The dynamics of the immediate 
situation are linked to social roles, meanings and behaviours and how 
personality is socially re-constituted in interactions in a ȁsituational theory 
of actionȂ an idea which underpins the grounded theory methodology used 
within this study (Matsueda & Heimer, 1997, p166). 
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Mead (1934) developed symbolic interactionism as a theory that supposes 
that human interaction and communication is facilitated by words, 
gestures, and other symbols that have come to acquire conventionalized 
meanings.  His starting point was with the social ȃWe must regard mind...as 
arising and developing within the social process within the empirical matrix of 
social interactionsȄ and he believed that meaning arises out of these gesture-
based conversations (Mead, 1934 p78).  A guiding principle of symbolic 
interactionism is that in our social world ȃeach must be able to take the attitude 
of the otherȄ encapsulated in the notion of the ȁlooking glass selfȂ ǻCooley, 
1922) which refers to the idea of being able to view our self as the mirror 
does. Mead speculated that uncontrolled behaviour such as aggression 
arises when opportunities to take the attitude of the other are restricted 
however he didnȂt develop these concepts in relation to offending to any 
degree unfortunately so it was down to other writers to shape and build on 
his initial principles.   
 
Influenced by the notion of meaning being constructed in the response of 
the other, ”ecker ǻŗşŜřǼ proposed a theory of offending known as ȁlabelling 
theoryȂ proposing that whether an act is deviant depends on how other 
people react to it.  According to this idea the causes of crime are not to be 
found in the behaviour of individuals but in the interaction between the 
agents of social control and individual actors. His ideas enable an 
interesting conceptualisation of the struggle faced by several of this studyȂs  
participants when actions carried out in civilian life were considered an 
ȁoffenceȂ for which they were arrested yet in the military context these 
behaviours were encouraged within the parameters of achieving specific 
military aims.  Many struggled for years with social shame and 
psychological guilt as a consequence of the inconsistency between what 
was deemed appropriate in different contexts as we will see.  
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Matsueda & Heimer (2007) develop the symbolic interactionist perspective 
in relation to offending proposing a theory of role-transitions, role-
commitments and crime.   They describe how social transactions are built 
up by peoplesȂ adjustments to each other and their situations.  When these 
adjustments are temporarily blocked they suggest individuals engage in 
role-taking, solving the situation by taking the role of others and this ȁmeȂ is 
then incorporated into the self in memory. When problematic situations are 
solved repeatedly in similar ways they become less problematic, and 
behaviour becomes more habitual, non-reflective and scripted (Matsueda 
1992; Heimer & Matsueda, 1994). Situations which are routine are proposed 
not to trigger deep cognitive processing and behaviour can unfold in a 
scripted fashion (Shriffin & Schneider, 1977; Langer, 1989). These ideas 
share interesting parallels with WilsonȂs ȁsurvivor modeȂ described earlier.  
Heimer & Matsueda stress the importance of social connections and context 
saying that ȃrole commitments constitute the structure of social networks and 
imply expectations and norms.Ȅ  They suggest that the greater the rational or 
emotional cost of jeopardizing a role, the greater oneȂs commitment is likely 
to be.  “ ȁrole-person mergerȂ can arise when a person becomes so 
identified with a specific role that they seek to enact the role even when it 
may be inappropriate (Turner, 1978).  We will return to these ideas later in 
the Discussion chapter. 
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                                     Framing the Research 
In setting out to review the relevant literature on offending it was a challenge 
for me to decide how to frame it.  Even though I had initially set out with more 
constructivist assumptions within my research methodology-which I wrote 
before commencing a review of the literature, I realised that while engaging 
with these varied ideas I had unwittingly become enveloped into a more 
positivist research ontology operating within much of clinical research which 
sets out to ȁdiscoverȂ how things ȁareȂ.  This repositioning of my perspective on 
ideas was something which I had to do throughout the research process right 
up until the end point where I debated how the outcomes of the study should 
be defined.  Was I producing findings or an analysis?  Was I constructing a 
model, theory or idea?  
This moment was my first experience of ȁcatching myselfȂ falling into the 
language of positivism.   
 
I stepped back from the numerous conundrums I was grappling with as I 
realised through wider reading that these issues formed part of a significant 
and ongoing debate in criminal theory.  Psychologists with a more individual 
orientation have long proposed intra-psychic explanations while sociologists 
have answered with group based ideas of the person who exists in an 
interaction with others in the frame of a wider society.  The Psychosocial 
perspective on criminal theory put forward by Gadd & Jefferson (2007) helped 
me to frame these sometimes contradictory perspectives.  It also fits well with a 
grounded theory methodology which is useful for constructing processes 
which play out as the individual interacts with and acts on their context.  
October 2010 
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16.   Psychosocial Perspective on Offending  
 
Gadd & Jefferson (2007, p4) critique the schism between individual 
psychological and sociological paradigms in research saying ȃWe are offered 
a view of the individual shorn of their social context or who acts purely on the basis 
of reason or ȁchoiceȂ based maximum utility.  Or individuals who are purely a 
product of their social circumstances not beset by conflicts in the inner or outer 
world.Ȅ They propose that a psychosocial paradigm best fits an exploration 
of offending as it emphasises the need to understand human subjects 
simultaneously as the products of their own psychic worlds and a shared 
social world quoting Frosh ǻŘŖŖřǼ who states that ȃThe social is always 
psychically invested and the psychological is socially formed, neither has an essence 
apart from the other.Ȅ  There are few models which marry psychological and 
social ideas of offending behaviour however Gadd & Jefferson attempt to 
create a model which gives equal value to individual and social factors, an 
intention which has also been a guiding principle of this research. They 
provide a comprehensive review of psychological and social thinking 
               Framing the Research cont. 
 
I believe that I have presented a literature review using the language of 
positivism (reporting many statistics and assertions of authors reporting 
experimental findings of relevance).  I hope that I have however done 
this in a tentative way which suggests a conversation and stokes a 
debate between conclusions as ideas.  In my view none of the ideas 
presented are ȁfactȂ, all must be interpreted on the basis of their intention 
and context, as seems to be the nature of things within a symbolic 
interactionist paradigm. 
March 2011 
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borrowing from a range of ideas (leaning heavily on psychoanalytic and 
life-course theoriesǼ. However, in my view, they donȂt construct a new 
psychosocial model, rather they do a good job of framing and integrating 
diverse established theory in a coherent and intelligent way.  I hope to offer 
a model which pays respect both to the contextual and psychological 
aspects of participantsȂ transition back to civilian life and path to offending.  
Within this chapter I have attempted to provide a comprehensive 
theoretical review and set in place a framework within which to position 
the current analysis.  Let us now move to consider the methodological 
underpinnings of this research design, before joining the participants in 
their world. 
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Chapter 2 
Methodology 
 
 
1. Introducing the Methodology 
 
In the first week of my undergraduate degree I tried out a philosophy 
module.  Along with 200 other students I considered the question thrown at 
us by the lecturer as he slammed his hand on the table on which he was 
perched ȃ”ut how do we KNOW this is a table?!Ȅ My mind raced-How did I 
know? How did I know that what I was seeing was the same as the people 
who sat on either side of me? What was white? How was a table? Assuming 
we could articulate our answers, would there be coherence in our responses 
and did that matter anyway? I have been reminded of that week many 
times while considering my beliefs around the nature of knowledge, the 
purpose of this research and the role I play in its construction.   Curiosity 
about the world and the other people who inhabit it has been a driving 
force behind our progress and wrapped up in this is an enquiry into the 
nature of knowledge, what and how do we know what we know?   
 
2. Knowing 
 
In the 19th and early 20th century the prevailing enquiry was into what could 
be proven to exist and therefore ȁknownȂ. The purpose of science was to 
offer causal explanations of social, behavioural and physical phenomena.  A 
realist paradigm emerged with an assumption of a verifiable means to 
study the natural world.  Scientists endeavoured to provide bare 
descriptions of their experience of the ȁrealȂ world ȁout thereȂ and claimed it 
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was possible to describe the world without bias using a theoretically neutral 
ȁobservation languageȂ.  Two important principles underpinned this 
conceptualisation of knowledge: verification, whether a statement could be 
compared with directly observed facts and a ȁcorrespondence theory of 
truthȂ which suggested that statements in the observation language have a 
direct match with observed phenomena (Hughes, 1997, p47).  At the core of 
this modern programme of discovery was a belief in a knowable world and 
with that, a knowable self (Gergen, 1992).  
 
Debate began to challenge this realist assumption of knowledge towards 
the end of the 19th century.  Questions such as how one could describe 
mental states such as ȁpolitical ambiguityȂ or ȁfalling in loveȂ generated 
passionate discussions.  Facts werenȂt just ȃlying around waiting to be picked 
by some wandering scientistȄ (Hughes, 1997, p 47). They had to be discovered, 
assembled and made informative.  Kant challenged the ȁobjectivityȂ of the 
observer stating that ȃhuman claims about nature cannot be independent of 
inside-the-head processes of the knowing subjectȄ (Ponterotto, 2005).  The idea of 
the ȁinvisible researcherȂ was challenged particularly in the field of the 
human sciences.   Dilthey (1976) argued that the study of human nature was 
fundamentally different from the natural sciences.   Culture, he believed 
was a product of the human mind, thus subjective and emotional as well as 
intellectual and as a result it required a different method of study.  He 
proposed that the goal of the natural sciences was scientific explanation, 
whereas the goal of human sciences was to understand the ȁmeaningȂ of 
social phenomena (Schwandt, 2000).  To the present day this distinction 
remains unsettled.   
 
Ideas around how knowledge is conceptualised broadened and shifted over 
the twentieth century from objective positivist paradigms through to 
subjective paradigms including post-positivism, critical theory and 
relativism (Lincoln & Guba, 2003).  These transitions are better understood 
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when situated in the context of political change, social and technological 
development, for example, the creation of the internet giving voice to 
independent ȁcitizen journalistsȂ as well as  established publicists.  “ttention 
to subjectivist methods of enquiry increased, with a passing glance 
developing into clear recognition and appreciation since the 60s seen by the 
increase in qualitative research in sociology and mental health fields. 
Interpretivist researchers set out to understand individualȂs responses and 
experiences within their own lives rather than in artificial lab-based 
environments.  Denzin & Lincoln (2003) capture this in their description of 
qualitative research as a situated activity that locates the observer in the 
world which aims to describe and interpret the experiences of research 
participants in a context-specific setting.  Pike (1954) took the issue on from 
another angle.  A linguist, he proposed that the question posed should be a 
methodological rather than epistemological one, discounting the possibility 
of a truly objective description. He proposed a dichotomy between an ȁeticȂ 
and ȁemicȂ description of behaviour or process, referring to an account 
produced by one observing the culture or an account that comes from a 
person within the culture respectively- in my view this research falls into 
the latter category.  This study also falls into the category of an idiographic 
study, which is a study which emphasises the unique process of each 
individual. 
 
3. Relating to Knowledge 
 
So where does the researcher sit in a world where reality is context and 
perspective dependent, where ȁtruthȂ is in the eye of the beholder?  “s a 
ȁwould be knowerȂ I believe that one cannot portray oneself as separate 
from an objective reality but, to use Denzin & LincolnȂs description, may be 
cast as an unaware actor in this historical reality  (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003).  
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For the qualitative researcher who aligns themselves with a relativist 
perspective, reality is understood as an interpretation, constructed in the 
mind of the individual, rather than being an externally singular entity 
(Hansen, 2004).   Our reality is influenced by our experience and 
perceptions, the social environment and the interaction between the two 
ǻPonterotto, ŘŖŖśǼ. We create or ȁconstructȂ our realities ǻMorgan & 
Smircich, 1980). People construct these realities through social interactions 
in which they use shared symbols (e.g., words, clothing, gestures) to 
communicate meaning (Fassinger, 2005), a perspective based in symbolic 
interactionism.  This leads to a variety of diverse realities in various 
societal, familial and individual contexts (Neimeyer & Mahoney, 1995). 
Individuals are active, creative, and reflective and social life consists of 
processes (Charmaz, 2006, p189).  Symbolic interactionism has remained a 
solid theoretical foundation on which grounded theory stands to the 
present day and on which this research is based.  Bringing this worldview 
into a research focus, facts and values are inextricably linked, truth is 
provisional and social life is processual (Charmaz, 2006).  Ponterotto (2005) 
cautions that oneȂs axiology, referring to the values and biases of the 
researcher influencing the study, may lead to the study becoming flawed, 
thus the researcherȂs values and lived experience cannot be divorced from 
the research process.  
 
Constructivists would not claim to live by an ȁanything goesȂ philosophy, 
otherwise there would be little chance of any coherence in our 
understanding of actions and events within the world.  A relativist-
constructivist paradigm operates on the principle of a ȁcoherence theory of 
truthȂ knowledge is deemed viable through a process of internal 
consistency and social consensus (Neimeyer & Mahoney, 1995).  They 
propose that a person ȃattunes his or her ear to recurrent themesȄ to 
punctuate the unending flow of experience.  A writer connects their words 
to make meaning of their lived experience as a musician composes notes to 
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create a musical score.  Pragmatists believe that some knowledge is 
cumulative and provides the basis for progression and evolution of thought 
and society as it can be useful in practical affairs and lead to useful action, 
the outcome of which can generate further plausible knowledge. The 
current research draws on a pragmatist influence in terms of its perspective 
on the construction of knowledge.  Consensus on a body of knowledge at a 
particular point in time allows us to operate with some shared assumptions 
for the ȁtime beingȂ however these assumptions may at a later stage be 
considered through discussion and consensus to be partly or wholly wrong, 
a view similar to that of Corbin & Strauss (2008) two important writers in 
grounded theory which we introduce shortly.   
 
 
4. Picking Holes 
 
The majority of the research which has been undertaken in this area to my 
knowledge has been conducted within a positivist paradigm. Two 
noteworthy studies previously mentioned will be further explored. As we 
saw, Kilgore et al., (2008) examined the effects of combat on risk-taking 
behaviour and found that specific combat experiences with higher levels of 
exposure to violent combat, killing another person and contact with high 
levels of human trauma were predictive of greater risk-taking propensity 
and behaviour post conflict.  KilgoreȂs study looked at participantsȂ 
behaviour within the month preceding the study which enabled an 
illuminated ȁsnapshot in timeȂ but in my view provided limited insight into 
the process occurring over time and space for the participants.   
 
Barrett et al. (2006) reported that ex-forces who experienced high levels of 
combat were twice as likely to report antisocial behaviour in comparison to 
ex-forces with low levels of combat.  Their study was an extensive one 
investigating the relationship between combat exposure and adult 
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antisocial behaviour in a sample of Ř,ŚşŖ male “rmy veterans.  LetȂs take a 
closer look at their conclusions.  Barrett and colleagues state that after 
ȁcontrollingȂ for a history of childhood behaviour problems, posttraumatic 
stress disorder diagnosis, and demographic and military characteristics 
they found that veterans who had experienced high levels of combat were 
twice as likely to report adult antisocial behaviour.     The study suggests 
the complexity of the interaction between life experiences and individual 
responses, however also suggests potential problems of adopting a 
quantitative methodology as they attempted to understand patterns of 
experience by loading factors or events in a linear, cumulative way.   They 
assert that  
ȃas expected, a history of childhood behaviour problems was a significant correlate 
of adult antisocial behaviourȄ however also note ȃ...more surprising was our 
finding that 20% of the veterans with no pattern of childhood behaviour problems 
reported four or more adult antisocial behaviours.Ȅ 
 
That their conclusions do not appear to describe the experience of one fifth 
of their population does not diminish their confident assertions.  They 
surmised that  
ȃwhen we compared very high levels of anti-social behaviour with no or low levels 
of combat exposure, the magnitude of the difference in the prevalence estimates for 
violence was ŘŞ%Ȅ 
       (Barrett et al, 1996, p577). 
 
There is a clear magnitude of difference across the group in the degree to 
which combat exposure was proposed to account for anti-social behaviour. 
In my view this highlights a challenge of seeking to discover a normative 
and generalisable pattern which also pertains to the individual in a 
meaningful way.  Given the high prevalence of ȁexceptionsȂ to the norm the 
reader is left with more questions, such as how experiences actually shaped 
participantsȂ responses, how might this process have played out and how 
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well would participants find their experience mirrored by the research?  
The concept of anti-social behaviour itself remains undefined in ”arrettȂs 
study.  Viewing anti-social behaviour in context, might there have been 
adaptive and useful reasons for the individualȂs behaviour which carried 
greater benefits than risks to their health and living conditions at that point 
in time?  In my opinion, this research area has developed in quite a narrow 
direction with the same constructs receiving attention and frequently 
addressed using similar methodologies.  
  
Given the high numbers of personnel returning from ongoing conflicts in 
the Middle East and the increasing profile given to anti-social behaviour in 
this population to my mind it is important that the scope of research be 
widened to incorporate constructs offered by this population themselves.  A 
qualitative methodology enables the researcher to get closer to the real 
experience of the participants and gives a ȁvoiceȂ to the individual men 
rather than conflated summaries.   Interpretive approaches and well 
conducted qualitative studies allow for indeterminacy rather than seeking 
causality and give priority to showing patterns and connections rather than 
to linear reasoning (Charmaz, 2006).  I wanted to choose an opening 
question which would help to explore what seemed to be some kind of 
ȁprocessȂ as I believed there was a dynamic nature to things which most 
likely shifted over time.  I moved back and forth on phraseology, aware of 
an internal struggle to untangle myself from positivistic debates (e.g. nature 
vs. nurture?) consumed during my undergraduate studies. The question I 
settled on but revisited a number of times was: 
ȁHow have the Services experiences of a group of men impacted them and 
their subsequent offending behaviour?Ȃ 
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5. Introducing Grounded Theory 
 
The aim of grounded theory is 
ȃthe investigation of the context within which the day to day lives of people are 
occurring – their interactions, their behaviours, their constructions of reality which 
are further reconstructed through the researcherȂs frame of referenceȄ 
       (Grbich,  2007, p71). 
  
Grounded theory is a method which is suited to trying to understand the 
process by which actors construct meaning out of inter-subjective 
experience (Suddaby, 2006).  Grounded theory researchers are less focused 
on the experiences of individuals, in contrast to phenomenological 
researchers who attempt to capture the rich detail of participantsȂ lived 
experiences and are more attentive to how such subjective experiences can 
be abstracted into theoretical statements about causal relations between 
individuals. Given that the current research question relates to challenges 
encountered in a particular context and individualsȂ understanding of the 
meaning of this experience in their lives today, in my view grounded 
theory was a methodology of much value.  Grounded theory is best used 
when no explicit hypotheses exist to be tested, or when such hypotheses do 
exist but are too abstract to be tested in a logical, deductive manner (Martin 
and Turner, ŗşŞŜǼ. Given this studyȂs emphasis on drawing ideas directly 
from the participants rather than being bound to existing constructs, 
grounded theory provides a means to step away from existing terminology 
and explore the data itself. 
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6. Re-Constructing Grounded Theory  
 
There have been a range of versions of grounded theory put forward since 
the early days of Glaser & Strauss (1967), the originators of the method and 
ȁdiverse sectsȂ dominate the literature ǻGrekhamer & Koro-Ljungberg, 
2006).  Glaser and Strauss started out by adopting a post-positivist ontology 
where one set of data was considered to produce one theory grounded in 
these data.  Strauss & Corbin (1994) later defined themselves as relativist 
pragmatists, embedding individual experiences within a historical era, 
while a relativist ontology with a constructivist epistemology such as 
proposed by Charmaz (2000) leads to a theory developed which is 
grounded in the process of meaning-making on the part of the researcher 
(Grekhamer & Koro-Ljungberg, 2006). 
 
Constructivist grounded theory reshapes the interaction between researcher 
and participant and brings the notion of the researcher as author to the fore 
ǻMills, ŘŖŖŜǼ.  Data ȃare reconstructions of experience; they are not the experience 
itselfȄ ǻCharmaz ŘŖŖŜ, pŗřŖǼ.    When a participant tells their story they are 
ȃrecasting events for our consumptionȄ, and that data remains a reconstruction 
(Charmaz, 2000, p. 514).      
  
Grekhamer & Koro-Ljungberg  ǻŘŖŖŜǼ take issue with CharmazȂs 
ȁconstructivistȂ signature as they believe it is not a clearly constructivist 
perspective as if this were so, then the data would be actively co-
constructed by interviewer and interviewee rather than re-constructed in 
the social situation of the interview (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995).  To my 
mind they are critiquing a constructivist epistemology with an argument 
more suited to social constructionism. I take the view that a re-construction 
best describes what emerges from the interview process.  An interviewee 
will have constructed their experience and its personal meaning prior to the 
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interview and will proceed to shape their story with an audience in mind.  
The interactive nature of the interview, style of questions posed and degree 
of space provided by the interviewer will encourage more or less reflection 
and re-construction by the interviewee.  We will look further at the 
interview process itself later in this chapter. 
 
Charmaz believes that the logical extension of the constructivist approach 
is to explore how the studied experience is embedded in larger and often 
hidden positions, networks, situations and relationships. In this vein, 
ClarkeȂs ǻŘŖŖśǼ situational analysis has been a useful starting point for the 
current analysis.  She aligns herself with Denzin (1989) as deeply 
committed to ȁsituating interpretationȂ.  She proposed that we need to go 
beyond the ȁknowing subjectȂ and be fully on the situation of enquiry. 
ȃ“ctionȄ she says, ȃis not enoughȄ (2005, p xxvii), referring to Strauss & 
CorbinȂs ǻŗşşŖǼ emphasis.   She strides confidently beyond Strauss and 
CorbinȂs tentative steps and positions the situation of inquiry as the key 
unit of analysis.   Her influence can be seen in this research in the use of the 
ȁsituational demandsȂ construct in the ideas presented in the Discussion.    
Clarke suggests the creation of three kinds of maps as analytic exercises: 
situational maps (including the major human and non-human elements), 
social worlds/ arenas maps bringing in organisational and institutional 
elements and positional maps which set out the various positions and 
controversy.  Her work sits within a paradigm that all knowledge is 
ȁsituated knowledgeȂ and in order to explore any shifting process 
methodological attention needs to be paid to objects in including cultural 
objects, media, all the nonhuman, animate and inanimate things that also 
constitute the situations in which we live (Clarke, 2005, Prologue p xxx). 
Representation of the situation, like that of the participants is also a 
situated perspective (Clarke, 2005, p8).  In the early stages of this research I 
constructed such maps to try and identify contexts participants may be 
situated within. The goal of a situational map is to lay out the most 
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important human and non-human elements in the situation of concern of 
the research.  She depicts how she intends to specify all the key elements in 
a given situation and understands them as ȃco-constitutiveȄ-as in part 
constituting each other (Clarke, 2005, p 66).  In order to begin to get a 
handle on the key elements, she suggests drawing out a messy situational 
map at the outset and following this with what she calls an ordered or 
working version.  This enables the researcher to employ divergent thinking 
and jot down element without need for structure, while the second map 
enables the researcher to start to group elements together and prompts one 
to come up with potentially more situational factors.  Following this she 
advocates carrying out a relational analysis between the elements on the 
first map, whereby one focuses on each element in turn and draws lines 
between it and many of the others and specifies the nature of the 
relationship.  This is then undertaken for each element on the map between 
it and all other elements on the map.    A messy and ordered map for this 
research may be found in Appendix B & C.  The ȁmessyȂ map also contains 
one example of a relational analysis carried out between one element and 
others on the map.  A further mapping exercise of value influenced by 
Clarke was to draw a social worlds map (see Appendix D).  She asserts that 
the meaning of the actions in an arena may be understood by developing 
an understanding of the perspectives taken by all the collective actors, the 
social worlds involved.  What are the meaningful commitments of the 
social world and how are these collectively acted upon in the situation?  
What is happening between particular worlds?  She surmises that  
ȃStructure is action and action is structure and everything is perspectivalȄ 
(Clarke, 2005, p 113). 
 
 
As I moved through coding to creating categories I became particularly 
interested in the perceptions and meanings the men constructed as they 
interacted with their situation and I became more influenced by StraussȂ 
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early emphasis on ȁactionȂ.  ClarkeȂs situational analysis was useful as a way 
to understand the context while the latter was more instrumental towards 
understanding the process between the men and their unique situation.  The 
memo below presents an early reflection on situating the research within the 
current discourse. 
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Situating the Research 
 
The Military Service is a historical, political, cultural and social institution.  
In the UK a vocal national media is often armed with a political message 
which helps shape public opinion.  People join the Services with expectations 
of the military world already in mind.  The Prison Service too has a strong 
political and social presence and a range of societal assumptions exist about 
what it means to be a ȁprisonerȂ which both glamorise and stigmatize. These 
same situational actors will exert influence on me as a researcher too.  Taking 
a prompt from Langridge (2007, p59) I considered the question 
How might the outside world influence the presentation of findings? 
 
There is a lot of attention on the topic in the three years since I have 
commenced this research.  I have become aware of a strong level of public 
support for returning personnel, particularly soldiers leaving the Army.  
The media seems to be presenting the forces group as one in need of 
support, as ȁvictimsȂ of their service.  T.V. programmes such as Channel ŚȂs 
Dispatches and the ””CȂs online mental health awareness campaign 
Headroom both examine the high prevalence of PTSD and depression in ex-
soldiers and the ripple effect on their families.   N“POȂs ǻŘŖŖŞǼ statistics on 
ex-forces in prison came about as I was completing the research proposal. 
On the plus side, I hope that there may be a wider audience interested in 
this study however the heightened media and professional interest in the 
area also raises my anxiety around ensuring that I do a credible job of 
interpreting the data and writing up the work. 
      12th September, 2009 
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7. Researching in Context   
 
The researcher, by virtue of their very presence, brings something to bear 
on the research process, an effect known in psychological research as the 
observer effect.  How the researcherȂs prior values, beliefs and interests 
may play into their perceptions of the data is a critical issue to consider 
within qualitative research as their influence may have as much of an 
impact as the participantsȂ on the outcome. 
 
An important opening assumption promoted by Glaser & Strauss is that 
researchers should defer reading existing theory until the data are collected 
and analysed and so commence with a mind-set akin to a ȁblank slateȂ.  This 
line divides researchers.  Morrow (2005) argues that bias is inevitable; she 
believes that researchers always believe something about the phenomenon 
in question and a greater grounding in the literature actually cautions 
against bias as it expands the researcherȂs understanding of multiple ways 
of viewing the phenomenon.   Suddaby (2006, p634) critiques Glaser & 
StraussȂ original position stating that ȃthe idea that reasonable research can be 
conducted without a clear research question and absent theory simply defies logicȄ.  
He suggests that the real threat of prior knowledge in grounded theory is 
that it may force the researcher into testing hypotheses rather than directly 
observing what comes from the interview.  Suddaby advises to be 
continuously aware of the potential that you are being influenced by pre-
existing conceptualizations within your research field and to try and retain 
the capacity to ȁmake the familiar strangeȂ ǻSpindler & Spindler, 1982).   
 
In recognition of the impact the researcherȂs assumptions may have on the 
re-construction of the data, a tradition which has become a standard in 
qualitative research is that of attempting to make oneȂs assumptions and 
biases overt.  In phenomenological research, the term bracketing has been 
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coined to describe the process of becoming aware of oneȂs implicit 
assumptions and predispositions and the process of setting them aside to 
avoid their undue influence on the research (Husserl, 1931).  This suggests 
that by naming our values and assumptions, they cease to exert influence 
and consequently we can isolate and remove them from the process, which 
seems quite a feat to pull off.  Charmaz (2006) adopts a more realistic 
approach in my view.  She proposes that grounded theorists often begin 
their studies with guiding interests, however these are ȁpoints of departureȂ 
to form interview questions, examine and think analytically about the data.  
 
We cannot help but have these guiding interests, to my mind they come 
hand in hand with curiosity.  Certain constructs help us in our efforts to 
make sense of our world, thus it is likely that they may emerge in some 
shape or form in what we perceive to be ȁvaluableȂ data.   Detailed reading 
undertaken around a topic will undoubtedly more strongly colour and 
narrow our perceptions.  I decided not to undertake an extensive review of 
the literature at the outset of the research process. While composing the 
initial research proposal I reviewed recent literature in brief to do my best 
to ascertain that this research was not similar to any other, returning in 
depth only when IȂd written the “nalysis chapter.   
 
The most important part of this process according to Charmaz is to be 
aware of bringing these interests into play.  She suggests that we should 
engage in frequent reflexivity and evaluation of the fit between our initial 
research interests and our emerging data so that we are not ȁforcingȂ the 
data into our sensitising concepts, but are instead being led by it.  
Reflexivity is the process of reflecting critically on the self as the researcher, 
the ȁhuman as instrumentȂ ǻGuba & Lincoln, ŗşŞşǼ.  It is one of the most 
important tools in the Counselling PsychologistȂs practice and in the 
constructivist researcherȂs efforts to draw credible findings from the data.  
In an attempt to raise awareness of constructs I might deem valuable, at the 
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outset I began a self-reflective journal in which I explored my assumptions 
around the topic. I carried out a reflexive interview with a colleague 
drawing on questions from Langdrige (2007) and the interactive nature 
created space where my assumptions could be verbalised and made more 
concrete.  
 
I also kept memos throughout the coding process so that I might remain 
alert to the appearance of my own interests.  I tried to tune into the accent I 
was hearing in the narrative, listening out for my own in the mix of 
participantsȂ competing voices.  One of the significant extensions that 
Charmaz brought to grounded theory was to bring participantsȂ voices to 
the fore through the use of direct quotes, as she advocated that this will 
help evoke the experiences of the participants.   I have tried to follow her 
advice around adopting a more literary style which I hope invites 
participants into a narrator role.   Charmaz asserts that the authorȂs voice 
also commands a presence and describes this process as the author ȁre-
envisagingȂ participantsȂ experience, ȃreflecting, witnessing, wondering, 
accepting - all at onceȄ (Charmaz & Mitchell, 1996, p. 299).    
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Guiding Interests 
 
Prior to my Doctoral training I had an interest in the area of trauma.  When 
thinking about potential research topics I had been drawn to exploring how 
traumatic events may impact upon people in what I perceived to be a 
catalyzing way.  I was curious about how an individual may experience this 
change process.  But what was my interest in trauma grounded in?  I have long 
been a fan of horror films and books, and can recall at the age of about 9 over-
hearing a librarian asking my mother if she was aware I was making my way 
through the adult horror section-I loved the thrill of being scared but yet 
having the ability to step back and take comfort in safety.  I can remember 
noticing this feeling in myself and observing how the protagonists handled the 
experience of fear and ambiguity both in the moment and later.  Over the years 
that followed as I became interested in psychology I remained curious of how 
people deal with frightening events-what aspects of ourselves do we draw on? 
Does the experience remain with us? How may it affect us? 
 
Through my clinical training I became interested in the construct of ȁselfȂ in 
relation to this process.   One of my therapeutic clients was an ex-soldier who 
had been referred with symptoms of PTSD and our work made a big impact 
upon me.  Here was someone who had stepped confidently and resiliently into 
his work as a medic, however after four years in the Army his emotions felt 
ȁout of his controlȂ in his words. I became interested in how he described the 
impact that a series of accidents had on him where he had been confronted 
with the death of close colleagues.  He referred to a sense at the time of ȁlosing 
himselfȂ.  This idea of ȁlosing oneȂs selfȂ evoked my curiosity.  What was this 
sense of ȁselfȂ that he spoke of?  What aspects of self can be ȁlostȂ and yet   ȁour 
selfȂ remain? Is there a tipping point after which we are no longer the ȁselfȂ we 
knew? Questions of this nature were a ȁguiding interestȂ in the background as I 
constructed my initial questions and began to explore participantsȂ experiences. 
                         February 2009  
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8. Designing the Research Method 
 
8.1 Working Ethically 
  
Prior to commencing the study, the research objectives, design and 
proposed procedure were reviewed and approved by the ethical standards 
committees both as part of City UniversityȂs Ethics procedure and HMP 
GrendonȂs Research “dvisory Group ǻGR“GǼ.  The ”PS Ethical Principles 
for Conducting Research with Human Participants was consulted at a 
number of stages throughout the study particularly during the research 
proposal, participant sampling and recruitment and the interview phase.   
 
8.2 Characterising the participants 
 
The group was composed of ten men aged between 34 and 50.  They were 
all ex-forces personnel who had served in the Army, Navy or RAF for 
between 3.5 and 22 years and were serving prison sentences for various 
offences in HMPs Grendon, Springhill and Bullingdon.  The majority of the 
men were British and one was Israeli.  Further background details are 
provided in the Analysis section in order to introduce the participants 
however given the sensitive nature of the topic, for ethical reasons around 
confidentiality, detailed demographics are not provided (Lee, 1993).   
 
8.3 Recruiting participants 
 
Recruitment posters advertising the study and setting out basic inclusion 
criteria were placed in prison communal areas.  Interested men were 
invited to contact their unit psychologist and on meeting the criteria were 
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provided with further information on the research study, practicalities of 
participating and a consent form.  Interviews were set up by the Forensic 
Psychology Service and all arrangements and requests went through them.   
The recruitment poster information for participant and consent form are 
provided in the Appendices. 11 men were interviewed in total however one 
of the participantȂs interviews was not used in the final data set for two 
reasons.  Firstly the man did not meet the minimum inclusion criteria 
presented later in this chapter.  He had left the Navy over 30 years prior 
and with over 20 years between his Navy career and index offence the 
period was much beyond the specified timeframe.  This was not the main 
reason for his exclusion however as another three participants who 
remained in the study had served in the mid-80s.  More significantly, 
during the interview he side-stepped the presented questions to bring the 
discussion back to his assertion of innocence in relation to his index offence, 
attempting to use the interview for his own agenda thus following 
discussion with my supervisor I decided not to use him in the final group 
(see Reflection box, page 79, for further thoughts on this case).  
 
 
8.4 Sampling 
 
I didnȂt have an optimum number of participants in mind however was 
guided by a number of writers. Morrow (2005) suggests that there is 
tentative understanding that the ȁmagic number ŗŘȂ is adequate, however 
within grounded theory and qualitative research generally there isnȂt an 
optimum number of participants sought.  Instead the researcher interviews 
participants and in parallel analyses the data to the point that the data 
becomes ȁsaturatedȂ, indicated when no further conceptual categories are 
emerging to describe what is happening.  Patton (1990, p 185) concludes 
that  
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ȃvalidity, meaningfulness, and insights generated from qualitative inquiry have 
more to do with the information-richness of the cases selected and the 
observational/analytical capabilities of the researcher than with sample size.Ȅ 
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                        Decision to exclude an interview 
 
One of the interviews was a challenging one for me and I had many feelings about 
whether to include it, before deciding not to. The interviewee answered questions to 
some degree (albeit in general terms and briefly).  In my view he was using much of 
the interview as a platform for assertion of his innocence, describing his conviction as 
a set-up, the poor way that the investigation was carried out and the quality of the 
judge.  He had a lot of anger towards what had happened to him and the fact that he 
was serving a three year sentence unjustly in his view.  I had some sympathy for him 
however encouraged him to stay with the topic, impressing upon him that our focus 
and my interest was on his military experience.  I felt uncomfortable at times with the 
interview boundaries (e.g. him asking me whether the lead singer of the Irish band 
the Dubliners was still alive?! making reference to my nationality and then to my age 
in saying that I was probably too young to remember them, then guessing how many 
years older he was than I).  I listened to the interview afterwards and wondered how 
he had perceived the participant recruitment poster-had he seen it as a potential 
platform from which to air his case?  I felt that this was the purpose which the 
meeting served for him, he told me about a book he had written his case and his 
intent to have it published.  I was reminded how before carrying out the interviews I 
had been concerned that the men would immediately make a causal link between 
their military experience and their offending by the very nature of the research topic.  
Might the men try and use their Services experience as a ȁget out of jailȂ card, 
literally?  Contrary to my presumption none of them made this direct link, while 
some of them did specify links between aspects of their military work and their 
offending behaviour.   Certainly, they each brought a personal motive to taking part 
in the interviews.  Many of them referred to wanting to help others in the same 
position as they had been in. In retrospect it would have been illuminating to ask 
them what had made them want to take part in the interview and what did they hope 
to get out of the experience?  
                                         February 2012 
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Morrow (2005) states that the two most important sampling principles 
within qualitative research are purposeful and criterion-based sampling, 
the former used to ensure that data gathered is as ȁinformation-richȂ as 
possible and the latter to identify participants who have experienced the 
particular process under exploration.  Expanding on the latter point, 
inclusion criteria were organised into two categories, ȁ“Ȃ representing the 
ideal participant group while criteria from ȁ”Ȃ were utilised if difficulties 
arose in recruiting to the first list. In addition a short list of exclusion criteria 
applied.  The final group of ten participants met criteria from lists A and B 
which in retrospect enabled a wide and hopefully more comprehensive 
exploration of the research question. 
 
Table 1. Participant inclusion and exclusion criteria 
 
A Inclusion Criteria  B Inclusion Criteria C Exclusion criteria 
Participant.... 
 
is serving time for a first 
offence, committed within 
one year of return from 
service 
 
has been deployed to 
serve in conflict, but has 
not been personally 
exposed to combat (e.g. 
was working in a unit in 
the vicinity of fighting but 
did not engage in direct 
combat) 
 
has sustained head injury 
through fighting which 
has resulted in significant 
memory loss, or 
permanent reduction in 
mental reasoning ability 
 
 
has no previous history of 
offending 
 
has previous history of 
abuse/ trauma prior to 
the forces] 
 
 
has a learning disability 
which impairs mental 
functioning ability  
 
has been in direct combat  
  
has impending trial or 
parole board review 
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is willing to share details 
of the offence category  
  
 
has no previous history of 
trauma (in the form of 
abuse or other kinds of 
trauma) 
  
 
 
8.5 Protecting the Participant  
 
“ number of steps were taken to try to ensure participantsȂ confidentiality 
within the bounds of the Prison Service.  Participants were advised that the 
researcher was working independently of the Prison Service in conjunction 
with City University and pseudonyms were used from the point of filing to 
protect anonymity.  Additional guidance was agreed in advance by the 
researcher and the prisonȂs Senior Forensic Psychologist and given to the 
men within the information for participant form with a view to protecting 
the confidentiality of their responses:   
 they could provide as much detail as they saw fit on offences for 
which they had been tried and sentenced 
 they might refer to additional untried illegal activity on the basis that 
they did not make specific identifying information known (such as 
date, time, location or individuals present) 
 if they did make identifying information known, this would be 
shared with the appropriate Prison Service authorities 
 should they divulge intent to harm themselves or anyone else this 
would be passed on to the Senior Forensic Psychologist   
 no information could be used in any way to substantiate claims by 
participants in relation to their offence 
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In any event where any of the above was unclear, advice was sought from 
the research supervisor.  All the men gave their written consent prior to 
their interview.  They were advised that they might leave the study at any 
time or defer from answering questions without explanation.  My aim was 
to treat the men with sensitivity throughout the interview process and be 
alert to any signs of discomfort with the questions. Nobody declined to 
answer questions however one of the men recalling a difficult time he had 
been through said that heȂd like to move on to another topic, which we did.  
At the end of each interview we discussed whether the men were attending 
counselling within the prison and how they might use this to discuss any 
memories which might have surfaced for them.  For these men and those 
not working with a counsellor, we considered who else might be a good 
source of support should it be needed.  I drew on the notion of containment 
from my practice as a Counselling Psychologist and suggested the men 
make some time following the interview to reflect on the experience of the 
interview and advised them that their experiences may be in mind over the 
coming days, so this would not come as a surprise if it were the case.  We 
reviewed a list of support Services available within the prison and in 
partnership with the Prison Service from a list prepared in advance (list is 
included in the Appendix) and a copy was left with each participant.  
  
Complete interview recordings or transcripts were not shared with anyone 
beyond the supervisor and the researcher alone had access to personal data.  
Files containing personal information, details of Services occupation, unit 
and offence were saved on computer using a coding system and password 
protected documents.  Paper based files were kept in a locked filing cabinet.  
Identifying information will be destroyed on the completion of the current 
thesis, as will original audio-tapes and transcripts (and within a maximum 
of 12 months following this date).  
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9. Sharing Results 
 
Interviews were audio-taped and transcribed by the main researcher.  Brief 
transcript excerpts and coding were reviewed by the research supervisor 
and two colleagues for the purposes of quality checking. The results are 
contained within the Doctoral thesis of Jayne Grimes, who will have final 
ownership of the thesis and material.  Jayne Grimes and her supervisor will 
seek to publish the results in the appropriate peer reviewed journal(s) in the 
Psychology, Counselling Psychology and Military Psychology fields.  
Findings and excerpts from the study may be disseminated to relevant 
members of the prison system (e.g. staff and therapists and other relevant 
parties).  Participating prisons will be authorised to obtain copies of the 
completed work, along with certain other services such the Police Service 
and charities in order to help improve their service provision to this group.  
Results of the study may be communicated to the participants in a format 
which presents summary findings, taking care to exclude information 
which could be linked with any participant directly.  
 
10. Collecting the Data  
 
10.1   Setting up   
 
Permission to meet participants was gained from the Psychology Service, 
wing officers and participants themselves in advance of the interviews.  
Rooms were made available which ensured privacy for the participant and 
safety for the researcher.   The interviews were recorded using an Olympus 
digital recorder placed between the participant and researcher.  The content 
of the participant information form was discussed with each man, questions 
answered and both participant and researcher signed the consent form in 
each otherȂs presence.  Each interview lasted between ŝś and şŖ minutes 
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with interview start and finish times noted.   I met with two of the men 
twice, the first as he sought to have some preliminary questions answered 
around confidentiality before he made up his mind about participating.  At 
the end of the first meeting he confirmed that he would like to go ahead 
and set up an interview.  I met with another participant twice as cell lock up 
occurred earlier than arranged on the day we met due to staff shortages. 
 
10.2    Interviewing 
 
The constructivist position espouses a hermeneutical approach to data 
gathering and understanding which maintains that meaning is hidden and 
must be brought to the surface through reflection (Schwandt, 2000; Sciarra, 
1999).  Within qualitative research the most common way this is achieved is 
through the interview.  Interviews take a variety of forms including 
structured, semi-structured and unstructured.  They differ in purpose and 
outcome and are a regular feature in our lives. Our career may depend on 
our ȁpotentialȂ ascertained within a recruitment interview, a house purchase 
may rely on the mortgage advisor judging our reliability to return 
borrowed credit and our continued freedom may rest on the defence of our 
innocence in a police interview.   
 
Kvale ǻŘŖŖŞǼ defines an ȁinter-viewȂ as an interchange of views between two 
people conversing about a common theme.  This suggests parity in 
participation and disclosure which isnȂt the reality of most interviews.  The 
interviewer is driven by very different motives than the respondent and 
these are important to acknowledge in examining what is built on the 
ȁconstruction site of knowledgeȂ ǻKvale, ŘŖŖŞ, pŘŗǼ.   The reality is that the 
dialogue is more of a ȁdirected conversationȂ ǻLofland & Lofland, ŗşŞŚǼ.  
One person has more awareness of the topics for discussion and 
information flows in one direction.  At the heart of the dialogue is the active 
nature of the process which leads to a contextually bound and mutually 
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created story (Gubrium and Holstein, 1995).  I was aware of multiple 
contexts in which these interviews were bound including the authority of 
the judicial system, the protocol of prison procedure and the political 
backdrop of the military tours.  These were very present for me during the 
interview process, e.g. in the 20 minute security clearance on entering the 
prison and the geographical locations and reference to certain ȁenemyȂ 
groups which formed a backdrop to the menȂs narration of their 
deployment experiences. Here follows a selection of reflective memos 
prompted by my experience of interviewing within a prison context and a 
consideration of how my own demographics may have impacted upon the 
process. 
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 Going to prison 
 
I had never been inside a prison before completing these research 
interviews and had images only from TV and books.  I was curious, excited 
and nervous before going-what would it be really like?  On my first visit I 
met with the psychologist to go through the interview structure and I 
remember asking him about confidentiality parameters and being 
particularly concerned about my responsibility if participants were to 
divulge something which the prison authorities would need to be made 
aware of.  This seemed vague and therefore potentially dangerous ground 
to me in advance of the interview however we were able to clarify criteria 
which I then included (see below) in the Information for Participants form 
in a section headed 
 
Would my taking part in this study be kept confidential?  
“The only circumstances in which confidentiality would be breached would be in the rare 
situation in which it was judged that you or someone else was at risk of serious harm.  In 
addition if you were to reveal identifying information related to an incident for which you or 
anyone known to you has not been tried.  In these circumstances we would endeavour to 
discuss the matter with you and would disclose only information of immediate relevance to 
the prison authorities.” 
 
These were important boundaries to have in place, both for the men and for 
me.  In retrospect I also think it was part of my process of preparing to meet 
with men who had committed all manner of crimes. I had fleeting moments 
of nerves before going to the prison and meeting the first participants. 
Might I be in danger in any way? I thought of other students interviewing 
participants in rooms at City University and reflected on how much easier 
that would have been!  Experiencing nerves also had the effect of stoking 
my curiosity and interest in the people with whom I would meet and the 
stories they would share.   
The first interviews were with two men in HMP Springhill and were set up 
in a prefab room.  Within seconds of entering the building, I was alone with 
the first man (cont.). 
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I felt pretty vulnerable at this point.  Inside the prison there was much less 
communication around what was happening, when the guys would be there, 
why they were delayed etc; in contrast to the timely communication which had 
taken place in advance by phone and email with the prison staff.  In the prisons 
I felt that I waited around a lot more, unsure of what might be happening next, 
my lack of control reflective of that of the men in this environment.   
The first participant was a big and broad, tattooed, shaved headed man who 
had served in the Army and in the Specialist Services. However my 
perceptions of toughness were immediately challenged-he seemed more 
nervous than I.  I moved from feeling nerves to taking on a role of putting him 
at ease.  I explained things carefully, provided background information on the 
project, giving him a heads up as to the kind of questions I would be asking 
him, reminded him that he could decline to answer or could leave the 
interview at any time.  And this pattern was to repeat itself.  I became 
conscious that for these men meeting with a stranger to talk about their 
Services experiences was by no means an easy thing to do, probably bringing 
back memories of things which they had struggled to leave behind.  They had 
no idea how I might be as a person, as an interviewer and what the process 
might be like for them, both during the interview and afterwards.  I hadnȂt 
expected this, and I began to relax as I realised that the process was equally 
nerve-wracking for us both!  
Interviews took place in small meeting rooms off the main wing corridors, 
prefab buildings, group therapy rooms, legal visits rooms. I always made sure 
that the guards knew what time I expected to conclude the interview so they 
would come by the room.  Over time I felt more at ease there, but was often 
reminded of my position as a visitor.   
 
On the wings, when it wasnȂt lock-up time, men walked freely around, sat in 
groups together.  One day I was standing in the corridor waiting at the guardȂs 
office. 
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In the early stages of the interview process I began to think about the 
influence of some of my own demographics.  A memo written at this time 
follows.  
At the end of the corridor sat a small group of men chatting.  I was wearing a pair 
of boots, with a small heel which I was reminded of when I heard one of the guys 
in this group say something about boots and the others laughed and became 
involved in a conversation. 
 
I couldnȂt help but wonder if my boots had prompted this conversation.  In that 
moment I was very aware of being from outside, of my gender, the infrequency of 
women visitors inside the prison etc; Just my being there in the corridor for that 
short moment had an impact on the behaviour of those around me.   
        February 2012 
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Researcher Demographics 
 
As a female researcher interviewing participants in an all-male prison, my 
gender is immediately relevant. I begin to suspect that I’m hearing quite a 
censored version of the men’s experience when I hear apologies for their 
cursing early in the interviews- I suspect this would not be so forthcoming if I 
were male. If they feel they need to protect me from their words, what else of 
their experience may they be shielding me from?  I grew up in Dublin, a city 
where words such as ‘fuck’ thread their way through everyday language.  So 
far, I have responded by extending a few curses in my early exchanges which I 
hoped would signal, superficially at least that they need not be so formal.  My 
civilian status and lack of military experience probably means that I am 
getting a ‘cleaner’ version of their experience.  One of the men reinforced my 
speculation around this by describing how it would be easier to discuss his 
experience with an ex-Army person as they would “understand where he was 
coming from, rather than a student.” I was interested to hear that an ex-Army 
student colleague was feeling baffled by the number of acronyms being 
thrown at him in his research interviews with an ex-military population. I was 
not baffled. I was not getting many of them, possibly decisions being made 
that I needed to have things explained or clarified.  I interpreted this to mean 
that events were probably being ‘de-militarised’ for my civilian ears.  I 
wondered what else was being ‘de-militarised’ of their experience?   
 
Aside from demographics, my status as a ‘free’ citizen seems relevant.  How 
might the fact that only one of us has the freedom to walk out the door affect 
the men’s openness in our interview?  What power was imbued on me by my 
interaction with the prison staff as a primary point of contact?  Two of the men 
spent a lot of time at the outset of the process ascertaining who would have 
access to the data.   All of these issues played in my mind through the 
interview process and emphasised that the participant, researcher and context 
all shape the emerging construction.    
 
 
  18th October, 2009 
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As I began to conduct the interviews I wondered what the process might 
evoke for the participants.  Prior to this interview many had already 
contributed to numerous others. Police interviews on arrest, a battery of 
psychological assessments on arrival to prison, therapeutic assessments, 
parole board interviews and other research interviews to name a few.  This 
came across to some extent in the response style of some of the men. Those 
who had been in prison for some time demonstrated a fluid style and were 
inclined to speak for longer with minimal prompting while others remained 
more tentative. As a comparison, within one interview I made 58 
interventions while in another I made only 22.  Some of the men were 
reflective in style while others spoke in more of an ȁoff the batȂ manner with 
this distinction seemingly falling in line with whether or not the men had 
attended counselling.   This was particularly evident in participants from 
HMP Grendon, built on a therapeutic community model and requiring 
participation in group therapy three times per week.  One of these men told 
his story in a way I experienced as akin to a ȁreprintȂ edition- he knew what 
he wanted to get across and required little in the way of prompting, while 
for others the version seemed more like a first edition, ȁhot off the pressȂ, 
with ideas articulated into concrete terms within the interview, a truer 
process of construction.   
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My Irish nationality 
 
Growing up in Dublin, Ireland, the presence of British Army was a 
longstanding storyline for me.  They were first deployed to Northern Ireland 
in ŗşŜş, Ş years before I was born.  I grew up hearing about the ȁTroublesȂ, 
frequent news headlines reporting retaliatory bombings from the IRA, the UVF 
and other breakaway groups.  The faces of those involved in the politics of 
Ulster were familiar to me, featuring as they did on the national news on a 
regular basis.  I recalled going through British Army checkpoints as a child 
visiting my aunt in County Antrim and seeing British Soldiers patrolling the 
street with guns, which as a kid added a touch of excitement to our visit, 
however later I began to be aware of my growing resentment for their presence 
and what they symbolised.   
I reflected on this in advance of meeting with the men.  Northern Ireland as a 
proximate conflict zone is very much in the culture and history of the British 
military.  These men also would have grown up hearing about the long history 
of fighting there.  During their Army training they would have watched videos 
about the nature of combat characteristic of the area, guerrilla warfare often 
amongst civilians.  Some of them might have served in Northern Ireland, and 
they would be personalising the scary faceless soldiers of my childhood in 
some way.  They were doing their job I reasoned, they did not have a personal 
grudge against civilians in the areas they patrolled.  This rational approach I 
tried to adopt was challenged with a jolt by Ray as he described the kind of 
exchange he would have with civilians in Catholic areas where he was posted 
in the early 80s as a young soldier. 
ȃyou wouldnȂt say, ȁExcuse me, IȂm going to search you now, can you just put your 
backȂ-you know, itȂs Get against the fucking wall!-they were shouting You fucking 
British bastard!, and you were hostile back, but in a way it was alright because you 
didnȂt relax, if you relaxed you was vulnerable…Ȅǻcont.).  
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(cont.) 
During this exchange and some others in our interview I was really aware of 
my own memories and views coming to the surface.  This British man was 
talking to local Catholics, who had a right, in my view, not to want him in 
their street.  Ray had been trained to be wary of Catholics.  I had been 
brought up Catholic, and while not religious as an adult, I felt myself 
empathising with them and angry on their behalf.  I had been socialised to 
be wary of the British Army.  How dare this British soldier approach these 
people like this? Yet, at the same time I could hear how driven by fear for his 
safety RayȂs approach was.  Ray himself called our attention to my thoughts, 
saying 
ȃI mean, I understand that youȂre from Dublin so I understand you could be 
Catholic, so I understand that, but what IȂm saying is you have to, listen the IR“ is 
the enemy and when you went into the Falls Road they were IRA sympathisers so 
really and truly, the area is your enemyȄ 
His naming my position reminded me in that moment to do my best to stay 
neutral, to listen to his experience and to stay with his experience on the 
streets in Northern Ireland.     
       February 2012 
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Charmaz (2006) advises trimming the list of questions to as few as possible 
however I brought many more questions to the early interviews than IȂd 
have time to use (26 questions in the first interview schedule vs. 10 in the 
later schedule!).  I had designed an initial set of research questions for 
advance approval by the PrisonȂs Ethics Board and tried to be expansive to 
ensure breadth at the outset.  In hindsight I was probably also trying to 
manage my concern that the interview might go ȁoff trackȂ.  I worked as an 
Occupational Psychologist for many years and was used to having a sense 
of control in interviews. Some of my anxiety may have come from 
ambiguity as to how things might unfold in a more explorative interview.  
Questions were piloted on colleagues and in consequence some amended to 
enhance clarity and relevance. The earlier interview schedule covered a 
broad scope of questions from early motivations for joining the Army right 
up to index offence.  As I moved through the later interviews I narrowed 
the range of interview topics, something particular to grounded theory 
interviewing, with the aim of moving towards the development of a 
theoretical framework.  Grounded theory interviewers must remain active 
in the interview and alert to interesting leads (Gubrium & Holstein, 2001).   
I put the same opening question to all of the men What made you decide to 
join the Services? which I intended to be a positive question to situate us at 
the beginning of their Services experience, provide a sense of their initial 
expectations and act as a starting point from which to consider their actual 
experience.  An excerpt from the interview schedule used in the first two 
interviews is presented below. 
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Table 2.    Sample Interview Questions November 2009            
                                            
Interview questions  November 2009                                         
 
2. Tell me about your deployment experience? 
 
4. If a friend of the family was considering joining the Services 
what would you tell them? 
 
5. What was the Army like for you? 
 
11. How did this experience (combat) affect you? 
 
12. What was it about this experience that affected you? 
 
20. How would you describe the person you were before the 
Army/combat experience and the person you are now? 
 
 
The focus in the early interview schedule was on how the men had 
interpreted their Services experience. If they had had direct combat 
experience they were asked further questions around this.  However, many 
of the men had not experienced combat, or importantly, even if they had, it 
was not necessarily this experience which they highlighted as having 
significance for them.  In consequence I began to challenge my assumption 
of the central role of combat experience and instead tried to listen to the 
experiences the men identified as important and follow up these instead, 
exploring their short and long term impact.  A copy of a full interview 
schedule is included in the Appendix I.  I decided not to include an 
example of a full interview transcript in the Appendices in view of the 
sensitive nature of the interview content and I sought to keep the protection 
of participants at the forefront of the interview and write-up process.  The 
following excerpt from the interview schedule moving into the final three 
interviews shows how the questions became more focused as I began to 
tailor them to particular processes. 
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Table 3.    Sample Interview Questions June 2010 
                                                       
Interview Questions  June 2010 
                                                                                                       
 
Events and emotions 
 
How did you recharge your batteries when you felt you needed to? 
 
How did you deal with your reaction to difficult events while in the 
Army? 
 
How do you deal with these emotions now? 
 
 
I used prompting questions to draw out the menȂs thoughts about their 
experience.  Examples follow from two of the men, Dave and Rhymer, on 
the topic of emotion. 
 
 
Table 4.  Interview Excerpts  
 
Interview Excerpts 
 
 
Dave 
R*: Did you talk about it with the others? (feeling upset after witnessing 
a scene of destruction in Kosovo) 
 
P*: No, you don’t do that with other soldiers (sounded emphatic) 
 
R: So something that was a real shock to you… 
 
P: No, it’s not the done thing in the Army, no, no 
 
R: And why is that? 
 
P: You’re showing that you got some kind of fear there- a weakness in 
your armour isn’t it? 
 
R: And do you agree with that? 
 
P: Yes, to be honest, 
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If you’re in a combat situation and you have a chink-or if you ever get      
caught, that’s the other thing you have to remember, if we ever got 
caught, we could be taken prisoner, you can’t afford to have a chink in 
your armour.  You can’t afford to let anyone know that you got a 
weakness there anyway.   
 
Rhymer 
R: So that was if you got bad news, you were saying you were 
encouraged to go and drink it out of you and fight it out of you… 
 
P: Yeah, not just bad news, if you’re in a situation that was bad, if you 
fired on someone and you felt bad for it, or if you lost a friend or if you 
split up with your girlfriend, or if you got a Dear John or if your friend 
fucked your girlfriend or whatever, you were encouraged to fucking get 
pissed, let it all out, have a fucking scrap and then crack on with the job 
man.  
 
R: What you think about that? 
 
P: Bollox.  Innit.  Sitting in therapy-we’re in my group room-and you’re 
saying to me, why do I say that now? Well actually, at first I found it 
very weird, but it did used to work, I did used to get pissed and fight 
someone and get my aggression out and shout off my mouth quite a bit 
and get that out, whatever I wanted to say and the next day, alright, 
crack on with the job… 
 
*Key: R-Researcher P-Participant 
 
The interviews were recorded and transcribed by the researcher using 
audio-typing software ǻExpress Scribe, v ś.ŖŗǼ and coding using CharmazȂs 
(2006) approach as guidance. 
 
 
11    Analysing the Data 
11.1 Coding 
 
The coding process involves breaking down data in order to classify it and 
the concepts we create or employ in classifying the data along with the 
connections we make between these concepts, provide the basis of a fresh 
description (Dey, 1993, p30).  Within grounded theory, coding generally 
begins after the first interview and continues throughout in order to enable 
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theoretical sampling, to which we will return shortly. Practical 
considerations meant that I began coding after the second interview, and 
generally coded interviews after every subsequent two.  Participants had 
volunteered from a number of prisons and there were large geographical 
distances between the prisons and the researcher thus we tried to be 
efficient in setting up interviews with at least two men from the same 
prison scheduled each day.   
 
 Charmaz presents coding prompts which were very useful at the 
outset: 
 What process(es) is at issue here?  How can I define it? 
 How does this process develop? 
 How does the participant act while involved in this process? 
 What does the participant profess to think and feel while involved in 
this process? 
 When, why and how does the process change? 
 What are the consequences of the process?   
        (Charmaz, 2006, p 51) 
 
Through line by line coding initial descriptions of the activity or process 
taking place were generated.  Staying close to the data, GlaserȂs suggestion 
that coding with ȁgerundsȂ (referring to a verb which functions as a noun, 
e.g. ȁLaughing became a way to avoid her emotionsȂǼ.  This helps to detect 
which process was influential throughout each coding stage according to 
Charmaz (p 49, 2006).  I was particularly interested in the idea of the 
situation as starting point; how had the men acted towards their situation 
and how had it impacted upon them?  On average 200 codes were 
generated for each interview.  Cross checking of initial coding was 
undertaken by peers who were also using grounded theory methodologies.  
They were asked to code data excerpts and later review coding generated 
by the current researcher.  This was useful as they identified similar 
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processes, using different language to describe what was happening and 
additional processes prompting review of initial coding (an example of this 
can be seen on page 90). The research supervisor also reviewed and agreed 
with coding excerpts.  The following table illustrates an example of line by 
line coding. 
 
11.2   Coding Line by line 
 
 Table 5. Coding Line by line Example 
 
Line by line coding   Statement 
 
Ray, sharing his response to the news of  a friend’s death  
 
Not wanting to stand out 
from others 
 
Knowing the rules 
around emotions 
Needing to project a 
strong persona 
Drinking to suppress 
emotion 
 
 
 
Being aware of 
acceptability of certain 
emotions 
Everything was a laugh.  What it 
does is, coz you’re all together, 
you’re all in the same boat, no-one 
individual stands out, everybody 
knows, so it’s a taboo subject.  You 
don’t want to be out on the town 
and you’re all there and you start 
thinking I miss him and you all start 
crying, Fuck you know, that’s taboo, 
you have to be, it’s a macho thing 
isn’t it.  Come on boys, let’s go and 
get pissed up, let’s get in a fight or 
whatever, no problem.  Every 
emotion is suppressed by alcohol.  
The only emotion they want is for 
you to be angry when they say be 
angry. 
 
Lenny, describing his early days in the  Army 
 
Feeling security through 
the rules and regulations 
Being part of a family 
Comparing the term 
‘family’ with ‘Army’  
Adjusting to Army life 
over time 
Starting to like that the 
Army was making my 
decisions 
The feeling of security through the 
rules and regulations of the Army, 
they become your family, you no 
longer, when I first came into the 
family-into the family! Into the 
Army-Freudian slip-eh, into the 
Army, I was very negative towards 
the military experience, but as time 
went on I became more and more 
akin to the military decisions and the 
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Becoming ‘militarised’ 
Doing things the way the 
military wanted me to do 
them 
Being able to predict 
what each person was 
going to do 
Protecting your buddy 
military rules and regulations, and I 
started to like it, because somebody 
else was making the decisions.   
 
By the end of my basic training I 
was militarised, which basically 
means I was a robot, so I did things 
according to the way the military 
wanted me to do things.  
So when I went into combat 
situation, I knew that the person 
next to me was going to do x, y and 
z and he knew that I was going to 
do the same set of things which was 
going to protect him. 
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Table 6. Cross-checking initial coding with colleagueȂs coding of same 
segment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Initial Coding 
Changes in behaviour and thinking/”ecoming a person he didnȂt want to be 
Changing perceptions of self/Feeling ashamed of earlier actions 
Changing perceptions of self/Losing faith and respect for self 
Changes in behaviour and thinking/Acting contrary to beliefs 
Changing perceptions of self/Recognising that he didnȂt want to be like that 
Motivation to be in the army/Deciding to leave the army 
Changing perceptions of self /Leaving to save his ȁselfȂ 
Expressing and experiencing emotion/Becoming moody and withdrawn 
Expressing and experiencing emotion/Exploding with anger 
Expressing and experiencing emotion/Feeling necessity of holding back emotions 
Changes in behaviour and thinking/Condemning mankind he once prayed for 
Changing perceptions of self/Valuing life more 
Expressing and experiencing emotion/ Seeing life like a video game, bereft of emotion 
 
ColleagueȂs Coding 
Old Me\That person doesnȂt feel like me 
Old Me\I became numb. 
Old Me\I just became twisted. 
How old me was created\It was, on different levels\I wrongly start to accept that 
How old me was created\a neanderthal, that they created 
Old Me\How old me was created\It happened over a period of 
How old me was created\I began to disregard others 
How old me was created\I realised that I was no longer 
How old me was created\and then I did let go 
New Me\Life was fun 
An internal process of questioning 
Experiencing a shift in perspective\I was terrified of what I was 
Realising that I have to get out 
New me was Created\Losing Myself\The choice: Get out or lose myself 
Losing Myself\IȂm going to lose everything 
Losing Myself\"what little is left of him" couldn't go back to conflict 
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These tables above show descriptions generated by myself and my colleague 
during coding of the same segment, an example of one of the numerous 
pieces of cross-checking I carried out within the coding stage of the analysis.  
I believe it to be a good example of where colleagueȂs feedback helped me to 
ȁsee moreȂ in the data as  my thinking around my coding was consolidated 
and stretched to incorporate further descriptions of what was occurring.  I 
had been noting the processes of change around RhymerȂs behaviour and 
thoughts, a perception of ȁlosingȂ his self and his reference to his emotions in 
this segment.  My colleague also highlighted this transition and a process 
around his losing of his self.  She also brought something more, making an 
interesting distinction between an old and new self and she identified a 
process of creation of this new self.  I incorporated this distinction into 
further focused coding and later made direct reference to an ȁoldȂ and ȁnewȂ 
self within the third subcategory Believing the Self, also referencing it in 
relation to another subcategory Black and White Thinking (as can be seen on 
page 138, paragraph 2, lines 3-7). 
 
Glaser & Strauss (1967) advocate that at the heart of grounded theory is the 
use of the constant comparative method in order to establish analytic 
distinctions.  I compared data across different stages of single interviews, for 
example comparing how the men referred to the expression of emotion 
within their unit in the Services and later in their relationships in civilian life 
and how different men described the expression of emotion across 
interviews (for e.g. see Appendix).  I compared statements and incidents 
across interviews, comparing how each man experienced the first few weeks 
after they were discharged from the Services and I made sequential 
comparisons by looking back to earlier interviews in the light of coding from 
later interviews. The constant comparative method implies an intimate and 
enduring relationship between researcher and site (Suddaby, p 640).  I tried 
to follow the philosophy of Spindler & Spindler (1982) and make the familiar 
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strange asking myself how I would describe the action taking place if I had to 
use totally different words to those of the interviewee? A number of what 
Charmaz ǻŘŖŖŜ, pśśǼ calls ȁin vivoȂ codes were used referring to codes which 
use participantȂs specialised terms as a way to help preserve their meanings.  
Most notable is the phrase ȁswitching onȂ used by one of the participants, 
Doug, which was elevated from an in vivo code to form one of the sub-
category labels.   
 
The next stage was focused coding, used to synthesise and explain larger 
chunks of data which involves using the most significant and/or frequent 
earlier codes to sift the data (Charmaz, p 57).  In my experience this was a 
particularly important part of the analytical process as these decisions were 
instrumental in beginning to shape the data. “ccording to Charmaz, ȃYou 
act upon the data rather than passively read themȄ and itȂs this position which 
encouraged me to align myself to her perspective rather than Strauss & 
Corbin, Glaser or other writers.  ItȂs at this point of shaping and giving 
value to some concepts over others that I see that we act on the data, our 
guiding interests entering into the process, possibly slipping in 
unannounced or their arrival spotlighted with the help of the reflexivity 
process.  I used a qualitative data management programme MAX QDA 
(2007) which was helpful to enable me to carry out focused coding and 
examine data I had organised under the same coding category.   
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11.3 Coding with Focus 
 
 Table 7. Focused Coding Example 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12 Sampling & Sorting 
 
Next I considered how these codes might relate to each other and began to 
integrate them into categories and under theoretical codes.  I like GlaserȂs 
description of attempting to ȁweave the fractured story togetherȂ which 
depicts my experience of this stage of the process.  I did this in two ways, 
firstly sorting and resorting lists of codes into groups and creating 
overarching codes or categories to describe the process contained within. In 
order to bring movement into the exercise and loosen myself from the 
constraints of a list format I also began drawing, tearing up and re-drafting 
Focused 
Coding  
Statement 
 
 
 
Becoming 
numb to 
experiencing 
emotion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lenny 
 
Whatever happened, I dealt with it on a very superficial 
level.  
So no emotional response.  It was different to the first time 
I started, on the second and the third and the fourth time I 
lost somebody, you start to become numb, it becomes part 
of, it becomes the norm.  You know that the people you’ve 
gone into combat with are not going to be the same people 
you come out with (long silence).   
 
Doug 
 
The strongest memories were of me, keeping him alive, 
while everything else was going on around me like white 
noise.  
It’s within my view, it’s dulled, I’m wrapped in cotton wool, 
it’s there but it’s not there, there’s my concentration, but I 
think that comes back down to the point before, don’t think 
about these things, just get on and do it and everything 
else just fades to grey.  You’re not experiencing. 
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diagrams, lines darting and arching to connect various levels of codes, 
within and between interviews.   
 
An important part of weaving the story together was to undertake 
theoretical sampling, which involves constructing initial hypotheses about 
the data using the vocabulary of categories and returning to the data to 
discover if these categories help to describe what was happening in other 
parts of the data.  Theoretical sampling is a process of data collection 
whereby the researcher simultaneously collects, codes, and analyses the 
data to decide what data to collect next (Glaser, 1978).   How much of the 
data was described by constructed categories? If the categories were like a 
flashlight, how full was the beam? How much of the data became 
illuminated? I found that some of the data could be encapsulated by these 
categories whilst it was also necessary to construct new categories which 
better organised the codes. The power of grounded theory is down to its 
capacity to fold data back in on itself as a way to ensure that organising 
categories which emerge represent the critical actions and processes 
occurring (Charmaz, 2006).  Moving back and forth between the data, 
memo writing and the emerging system of categories I began to make 
crucial decisions about which categories would be focused and elaborated 
on, the meaning of each category, the characteristics and variation 
contained within them and where gaps existed between them.   This 
deliberate theoretical sampling allows the researcher to develop the theory 
based on emerging concepts (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  The processes of 
constant comparison and theoretical sampling have been described by 
Suddaby ǻŘŖŖŜǼ as the ȁcore analytic tenetsȂ of grounded theory.       
 
Charmaz (2006, p72) proposes that memo-writing is an integral part of 
grounded theory because it encourages an analysis of data and codes in the 
early stages of the research.  Memos help capture thinking around the 
comparisons you make between data and codes and move you from codes 
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to theoretical categories, the building blocks of theory. Memos I had penned 
during line by line coding became important as I moved to characterise the 
properties of particular categories.   The memos I created were organised 
into theoretical, methodological and personal reflection categories.  The 
following is an example of a theoretical memo written in the early stages of 
the analytic process which helped me explore characteristics of what would 
later become the subcategory ȁSuppressing EmotionȂ.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           Losing a Sense of Self 
 
Progressively closing down or isolating oneself from emotion is 
described by some of the men who also go on to talk about ȁlosing 
a sense of selfȂ or no longer recognising themselves.  Does one 
recognise oneself better when in touch with one's emotion?  
Might experiencing emotion at the appropriate time of an event 
or soon afterwards enable one to understand and accept oneȂs 
feelings and sense of self to a greater extent during and after that 
event? Many of the menȂs experience suggest this might be so.   
Conversely, does suppressing oneȂs emotion mean itȂs harder to 
accept how one feels?  Might a consequence of this somehow be a 
reduction in oneȂs acceptance of how and who one is?   
If I can define my feelings and response over time can I use this 
description to help ȁdefineȂ me?  
If I can't describe or say anything about how I feel is it more 
difficult to define who I am? 
Might cutting oneself off from one's emotions be related to a 
gradual loss of oneȂs ȁsense of selfȂ?   
What is the relationship between emotion and 'self'? 
December, 2009 
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Defining the properties of the categories through further sampling, coding, 
memo writing and creation of new categories continued until I believed I 
had saturated the categories.  Saturation is proposed to be achieved when 
gathering new data no longer prompts new theoretical insights and when 
no further characteristics of the core category emerge (Charmaz, p 113) 
although Dey (1999) prefers the idea of theoretical sufficiency as more 
realistic than ȁsaturationȂ something which seems to be a more plausible 
outcome.  I tried to sort these theoretical categories and codes in a 
meaningful way - as a representation of participantsȂ experience, to me the 
researcher and the reader.  I put pen to paper to map out the categories and 
their relationships to each other for each participant.  This was an exciting 
stage of the analysis as the categories really came alive into coherent 
processes and I could also more visually gauge how well each diagram 
seemed to represent the interview data and where gaps still existed.   Two 
examples of these diagrams can be found in Appendix K.   Through 
diagrams I further characterised the categories.  The table below shows an 
example of the outcome for one subcategory, Suppressing Emotion.  The 
development of one core category, Expressing the Self is mapped out from 
initial coding to core category in Appendix M.  
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Table 8.   Developing the subcategory Suppressing Emotion 
 
Characteristics of subcategory Suppressing Emotion 
 
Codes (participant #)  
 
Boxing feelings away (7)  
Blotting out (drinking to) (7) 
Switching emotions off (1) 
Restraining emotions (3) 
Blocking out emotions as a way to get through experiences  
“Showing emotions was against my rules to survive” (10) 
Suppressing emotions to see job through to the end (6) 
Using humour as “a way to deal with it” (9) 
“Taking situations in your stride”(7) 
Feeling was an obstacle to carrying out orders (regretting 
 this later-“causing me problems”) (10) 
Successfully isolating self or isolating my brain (10) by “Disappearing into a 
bottle” (10) 
Individuals with feelings is subdued (10) and one who can 
 cope on a very deep level emerges (10) 
Drinking emotions away (4); drinking to mask emotions (3) 
Being incongruent with/ pushing own emotions away (8) 
Being numb to danger; being numb to emotions (6) 
Self-harming as a way to cope; block out the thoughts (7) 
Losing identity; losing own sense of who he was as alcohol/ drugs 
 took him “out of his head” and blocked thoughts and emotions (10) 
 
 
 
I made an initial attempt to integrate the subcategories together into core, 
substantive categories.   Four core categories seemed to best capture the 
process emerging and again through diagramming I considered different 
ways to link them.  A diagram of the proposed theory is contained on page 
164 of the Discussion chapter while an earlier version can be found on page 
197. 
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How did the participants respond to me? 
All of the men were friendly at the outset of the interviews; they all went to 
effort to build some rapport with me.  Some of them wanted to know what 
would happen with their interview afterwards, speaking quite tentatively at 
first, talking about things in a matter of fact way, giving little of themselves and 
feelings away.   
During my meeting with Dave I was prompted to speculate how he might be 
measuring the impact of the things he was telling me.   Talking about his time 
in Bosnia and conducting Serbian air-strikes he says ȃIȂm not going to lie to you 
about it.  We thought that we were getting one back on people.Ȅ I wonder does he 
consider holding back on this detail around ȁgetting one backȂ?  I imagine that 
the men are gauging how their actions may sound to my civilian ears.  Later in 
the analysis process I began to consider again the relevance of my civilian 
position.  Many of the men described how their difficulty settling back into 
civilian life given how their military actions might be judged by family and 
others.   Maybe they anticipated a lack of understanding from me as from other 
civilians when they had tried to talk about troubling times in the military?  The 
majority of the men seemed to open up to me a lot.   
I sensed that two of the men seemed to protect their experience more than 
others, didnȂt want to go into a lot of personal detail.  ”illy and Rosso tended to 
talk in more general terms, telling me how it was in their unit, describing the 
culture, leadership or lack of it, the atmosphere, what they did on a day to day 
basis- furnishing answers in blocks, but sometimes talking more about the 
others around them than themselves and their real feelings.  They were both 
very angry about their perception of bad management and lack of support 
when times had been hard for them during their Service.  Billy for example, 
reverted to much shorter answers when we were talking about difficult issues 
such as his discharge from the Army, in contrast to other parts of the interview 
where he talked unprompted for longer periods.  
Feedback from some of them was that they had found the interview experience 
to be better than they had imagined and that while it had not always been easy, 
it had been good to talk about their Services time.   
          February 2012 
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13 Making Conclusions Credible 
 
Lincoln & Guba (2003) make a distinction between method and 
interpretation in examining validity in qualitative research.  Initial efforts to 
define rigour and validity of method borrowed from positivism and 
suggested criteria that sat in parallel to those used for quantitative criteria.  
These parallel criteria are intended to very loosely achieve the same 
purposes as internal validity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity in 
quantitative research (Lincoln, 1995).  Credibility in qualitative research is 
said to correspond to internal validity in quantitative approaches.  I have 
tried to achieve credibility by trying to work in a transparent way 
throughout the research process, keeping an audit trail including a project 
plan and record of research activities along with a reflective diary.  Through 
this I hope to open up the project so that it may be examined by my 
supervisor, academic peers and other stakeholders.  Transferability is 
proposed to correspond to some degree to external validity or 
generalisability and this I hope to achieve by doing three things, firstly 
making reference to how the proposed model might be applied in practice 
with an ex-Services client (see Discussion chapter).  Through this I hope to 
make a transition from a theoretical model to an applied and transferable 
one.  I have sought to show how the proposed theory relates to other 
relevant theories in the field on returning Services personnel (see 
Discussion chapter).  Dependability is suggested to correspond to reliability 
and I have tried to meet this by taking care to provide a clear step by step 
description of the methodology used so that another researcher would be 
able to replicate the study using the same process.   Confirmability is 
suggested to be related to objectivity, which runs counter to the 
constructivist ontology behind this research. However, through the 
continued practice of reflexivity I hope that I have been able to come to an 
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understanding of my role in the research and how both participant and 
researcher construct the outcome.  
 
Maxwell (2006) similarly defines validity in qualitative research as the 
credibility of a description, conclusion, explanation, interpretation or any 
kind of account.  It is important to recognise that the construct of validity is 
a more tenuous and complex one in qualitative research than quantitative 
thus while I have endeavoured to show how this research meets validity 
criteria above, in my view this is not the full picture-the issue deserves 
further examination.  Maxwell describes validity as a goal, rather than a 
product and importantly, given that this work is framed by a constructivist 
ontology, validity is relative, depending on the circumstances and purposes 
of the research-the question of validity cannot be removed from its context.    
Durkheim (1966) grappled with the paradox of how to make meaning 
socially representative.  He asserted that society is not a mere sum of 
individuals, a statement which for me captures a central challenge for 
qualitative research.  When considering knowledge from a relativist 
perspective, the question is not of social wholes or a reality of individuals.   
In response to this challenge, Lincoln (1995) proposes that truth and any 
agreement on what is ȁvalid knowledgeȂ arise from the relationship 
between stake-holding members of the community and their negotiations 
or dialogue; this is ongoing and conclusions are never fixed or unvarying.   
Lincoln & Guba propose that over time a ȁcrystallisationȂ of these realities 
takes place as a virtual reality shaped by social, political, cultural, economic, 
ethnic and gender values emerges with many angles and dimensions.  So 
my question now is not so much about how relevant this groupȂs 
perspective is to a wider population, but how I might interpret and 
disseminate the findings so that they become part of the discussion of the 
Counselling and Clinical Psychology population and become meaningful to 
them and the wider professional community.  With this in mind I have 
actively forged links with a number of relevant groups and organisations in 
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order to raise the profile of this piece of research including ex-Services 
working parties, research institutes and charities who are all working 
directly with the ex-Services in prison population.   
 
Also relevant to qualitative research are ideas proposed by Lincoln around 
intrinsic criteria (Lincoln & Guba, 2003).  Lincoln (1995) developed a 
number of considerations under the banner of authenticity which include 
fairness, ontological authenticity, educative authenticity, catalytic 
authenticity, and tactical authenticity.  Fairness relates to a quality of 
balance from all stakeholders involved which should be heard through the 
text, thus I have tried to ensure that all participants have an equal voice in 
the analysis.  The reality was however that some participants had much 
more to say and articulated their thoughts and feelings to greater depth 
than others ǻoffering ȁinformation-richnessȂ as Patton ǻŗşŞŖǼ described 
earlier).  With ontological authenticity participantsȂ individual 
constructions are improved, matured, expanded, and elaborated by taking 
part.  Prison staff advised me that many members of the ex-forces 
population remain reluctant to identify themselves as ex-Services and to 
discuss their experiences with others.  For some of the men this interview 
was the first time they had talked about what they had encountered and 
how their experiences may have stayed with them, even though many years 
might have passed since they left the Services.  I hoped that through 
participating in this study they might be encouraged to continue speaking 
about their experience and potentially become aware of other ex-Services 
personnel in the prison.  Through this, educative authenticity might be 
achieved, whereby participantsȂ awareness around the psychological 
constructions of others is raised.  Catalytic authenticity speaks of the extent 
to which action is stimulated.  LincolnȂs leanings towards critical theory are 
clear within his validity criteria.  His ideas have helped me consider the 
message and audience of my research and propelled me to consider how 
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best I can communicate the outcome back to the men who gave their time 
and commitment to this research. 
 
Throughout this research I have tried to work in an authentic and credible 
way and I hope that I have been able to present the research methodology 
with openness and transparency.   Authenticity and credibility are judged 
not just by the researcherȂs intention, but equally by the sensibility of the 
reader to the work.  Now that I have set the framework for this thesis, letȂs 
move on to hear the menȂs experience.  I invite you, the reader, to judge the 
credibility and authenticity of the work for yourself.  
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Chapter 3 
Analysis 
 
1. Introducing the Participants 
 
The following men took part in these research interviews.  Brief information 
is provided to give the reader a sense of their age, occupation and length of 
Service.  Pseudonyms have been used for all participants and anyone to 
whom they refer within this chapter. 
 
Table 9.  Introduction to the participants 
 
Name Age 
(at 
interview) 
Service Duration in 
Service 
(years) 
Age on 
joining 
Service 
Billy 32 Army-Soldier 6.5  18 
Cliff 35 Army-Soldier 
(pre) Army 
Cadets 
4 16 
Dave 38 Army-Soldier 16 17 
Doug 54 Army-Soldier 
(post) French 
Foreign Legion 
3 
 
17 
Johnny 27 RAF 
(pre) Air Cadets 
5 13 
Lenny 50 Army-Soldier  
 
4 17 
Martin 37 Navy 8 18 
Ray 52 Army-Soldier 
(pre) Junior 
Soldiers 
 
9 15 
Rosso 50 Army-Officer 12 22 
Rhymer 35 Army-Soldier 
(pre) 
Junior Leaders 
4 16 
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I decided to make reference to the menȂs index offences only when I 
perceived it relevant to a particular point, rather than presenting them as 
standard.  This decision came about after numerous discussions with my 
research supervisor and colleagues.  My intention was to give the 
participants as direct a voice as possible within this research.  In my view 
presenting their index offence at the outset may lead the reader to identify 
the men with their offences and potentially be less open to hearing their full 
experience.    I tried to remain open to their experience within the interview, 
asking them about their index offence only towards the end of the interview 
schedule after all questions related to their Services experience had been 
addressed. The Analysis chapter which follows presents the four core 
categories and four subcategories contained within this thesis.  This chapter 
makes reference to the data and its construction by the participants and 
researcher. These ideas will be further considered in the light of relevant 
literature in the Discussion chapter.  
 
Section One: Securing the Self 
I. Integrating with others 
II. Protecting self through others 
III. Being in the eyes of others 
IV. Submerging the self 
 
Section Two: Structuring the Self 
I. Dealing with time 
II. Finding self in routine 
III. Being purposeful 
IV. Locating self in the present 
 
Section Three: Defining the Self 
I. Denigrating judgement 
II. Black and white thinking 
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III. Switching On 
IV. Believing the self 
 
Section Four: Expressing the Self 
I. Putting on a brave face 
II. Suppressing emotion 
III. Redirecting emotion 
IV. Emerging emotion 
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1. Securing the Self 
1.1 Securing the Self: Integrating with Others 
 
Integration into the Services began for all of the men with a social process.  
From the outset assimilation into the unit and acclimatisation to the 
perpetual proximity of colleagues was paramount.  Integrating with others 
was the first significant milestone which every man had to negotiate. It was 
made more complex by the overt and covert hierarchies of rank and clique.  
How they managed this critical early stage paved the foundation for the 
road ahead to military life and onward into civilian life.   Lenny depicts the 
nature of the relationship echoed by at least a third of the men in this study 
saying ȃWhen I first came into the Family-into the family! into the Army-Freudian 
slip-eh into the Army...Ȅ  Lenny served as soldier in the Israeli Army during 
which time he was posted to the Lebanon. He regarded the Army as his 
family both in service and continuing into civilian life.    This definitive 
process leads as the first of four core subcategories of Securing the Self.  
 
Doug described what he carried of this social process into civilian life ȃthe 
feeling of brotherhood is what remains when you leave, I think a lot of people...tend 
to think that the loss of that is the loss of their family and...Ȅ he goes on to say 
ȃthat can play quite a pivotal part in how they interact with society.Ȅ  Ray reflects 
back on his experience of friendship in the Army with a sense of longing 
ȃThe thing IȂve craved that IȂve never found since is the comradeship, the friendship, 
itȂs more like drugs than friends.  I search for that in civilian life but IȂve never 
found it.Ȅ His use of words like drugs and craving bring to my mind the 
phrase ȁchasing the dragonȂ used to describe the relentless pursuit by the 
addict of the initial heroin high never again caught.  His words capture 
something of the unique nature and intensity of relationships developed 
within the Services. 
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1.2 Securing the Self: Protecting Self Through Others 
 
Many of the men described their socialisation into the Services as all 
encompassing, reaching a point where ȃmy life belonged to them and their life 
belonged to me.Ȅ At least four of the men used this phrase (including Lenny, 
Doug, Dave and Martin who we will meet along the way).  They described a 
sense of responsibility towards their ȁbuddyȂ and their ȁunitȂ and this deep 
sense was honoured even at the expense of their own life.   
 
Doug described how ȃyou become a member of the group, or a member of a pair 
and during that training...that pair is placed upon you as being of greatest 
importance and then the pair become two pairs and the four pairs become...and so 
on, so there is a pyramid of trust and mutual protection and you live that.Ȅ In 
return for their commitment to their unit Doug and others stated that they 
developed trust in the reciprocal physical and psychological safety offered 
and received.  Faith in the military system and their self-confidence became 
intertwined. Explicitly they placed emphasis on protecting the physical 
safety of others and in so doing implicitly protected their sense of belonging 
and acceptance.  I observed that this sense of being protected seemed to 
become even more cemented as they undertook more tours and were 
increasingly exposed to threat.  Supporting and replying on your buddy in 
real and immediate danger appeared to advance ethos into practice. 
 
Martin illustrated the nature and his degree of faith in colleagues ȃyou can 
have a best pal outside, but in the Services that goes a lot further, your life is in their 
hands and their life is in your hands, regardless of what job or Service youȂre inȄ 
and for many this trust remained long after they left.  Dave said ȃYou know if 
you get in a mess that theyȂre going to be there, theyȂre going to stand by you,Ȅ 
interestingly stated in the present tense.  For Dave, the men in his unit 
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remain trusted by him even though 10 years have passed since he left.   For 
some of the men it was their first experience of real friendship. Dave sees 
himself as remaining outside of the civilian social world as the Army bond 
forged a bridge that his social confidence couldnȂt cross ȃI think theyȂre the 
only friends I ever-IȂm not a very good at m-IȂve got a few friends here, IȂm not, I 
donȂt think IȂm very good at socialising to be honest. ThereȂs not the bond there. In 
the Army thereȂs a bond.Ȅ   
 
Comradeship and loyalty to another remained a significant characteristic of 
many of the menȂs offences, some of their actions involving an extreme 
show of loyalty.  Following the Services Doug became involved in a job 
largely out of loyalty to childhood friend.  Rhymer described how he went 
beyond the necessary in order to show his gratitude to a man who he felt 
had looked out for him and protected him.  He spent almost a year after the 
Army living alone, afraid to connect with others for fear that he might lose 
them.  He recalled ȃThe family bit around the table, I didnȂt relate to any of that 
shit.  I couldnȂt relate to that.Ȅ  Gradually however he developed a sense of 
ȃcomradeshipȄ with a man who showed him care and respect and Rhymer 
began to open up to this social world.  When this man asked for his help to 
move stolen goods Rhymer responded to a growing sense of loyalty, his 
actions escalating into more serious jobs eventually culminating in his index 
offence.  He describes how ȃI slowly got introduced into the criminal life and I 
then kind of took, got a buzz from it, coz it was a family again, it was a unit again.Ȅ  
Conversely, some of the men experienced the Services as a very isolating 
experience and describe how their isolation was part of the process leading 
up to their offences.  Johnny, Cliff and Rosso felt isolated and poorly 
connected with others for long periods of time in the Services.  Their sexual 
offences to some extent enabled them to counter poor social connections 
within the Services by connecting with others. 
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This sense of comradeship in general however was one of the most positive 
aspects of many of the menȂs Services experience, friendships of a depth 
never again reached in civilian life. Unquestioning loyalty offered and 
received in return. This is seen from Ray as he depicts how ȃthe person behind 
relies on the person in front, you eat, sleep, breathe together, everything is done 
together you know, and itȂs a fantastic feeling. 
 
1.3 Securing the Self: Being in the Eyes of Others 
 
In contrast to the above experiences, for three of the men I construed a 
waning and crumbling of their confidence in the hands of others as over 
time they felt they were pushed too hard, unsupported and excluded by the 
group.  They developed a sense of themselves as expendable, became 
weighed down by paranoia and shame as they felt judged as lacking and 
unable to cope.  I developed the subcategory being in the eyes of others to 
describe how the menȂ s continued sense of confidence rested on being 
positively evaluated by others.  Johnny highlighted this, describing the 
difficult nature of career progression in the RAF.  He explained how 
frequent movement occurred between units for operational purposes with 
members often selected by existing teams.  Life was perceived as a constant 
competition ȃno matter how much you try...there will always be someone there 
whoȂs got better experience than you, so you feel inferior to everybody elseȄ saying 
of his experience ȃevery time it was like being the last kid on the football team that 
got picked in school, you know IȂd be always the one sat there.Ȅ ”illy described 
how ȃthey try to cocoon you, I try to progress, they try and keep you down all the 
time, youȂre so expendable.Ȅ  “nger was evident in these two men as they 
recollected their Services experience.  I heard how feeling held back by the 
competitive and political nature of the system was exacerbated by the very 
public platform of their successes and failures.  
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The subcategory being in the eyes of others introduced the importance of 
being able to disconnect from others as well as connect with them.  Cliff 
gave a sense of being trapped in a social system, albeit in a different way; 
unable to find space and solace away from others. There were signs of how 
this close proximity could create an oppressive environment.  Cliff described 
how his struggle to cope with increasing feelings of anxiety and low mood 
was exacerbated by his sensation of being evaluated by a wall of eyes 
around him which evoked feelings of anger for him ȃlike Chinese whispers, 
they were saying ȁHeȂs on nutty tabletsȂ... and I started being bullied.Ȅ  Being able 
to spend time and space away from others when required seemed to be as 
important as time spent in company however this space appeared difficult 
to find in this highly social context.  Feelings associated with being excluded 
in years following the Services were responded to with anger and 
aggression by some of the men.  The experience of being shunned and 
undermined was pivotal in Cliff, ”illy and RayȂs index offences, the three of 
them reacting violently to trigger events.  Many years later I hear a sense of 
disconnect in how some of the men position themselves in relation to the 
military, they use more ȁIȂ and less ȁweȂ vocabulary.  Hearing not just what 
they said but how they spoke and the emotion with which they expressed 
their story underscored for me how crucial the process of Integrating with 
Others was in securing an overall sense of well-being in oneself, unit and 
Service and how a struggle to build and sustain connections with others on 
leaving the Services was relevant in understanding the lead up to their 
offending.   
 
1.4 Securing the Self: Submerging the Self 
 
Cohesion with oneȂs unit was actively sought by the men at least in the early 
stages of service and a sense of having a shared goal came through from 
them all.  Reaching a point where one had full assurance and confidence in 
the other as described by Lenny took time ȃI knew that the person next to me 
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was going to do x, y and z and he knew that I was going to do the same set of things 
which was going to protect him...and you look at the next person down the line and 
the next person down the line, each had a specific job to do, each was part of the 
whole.Ȅ  Many of the men referred to how their individual ambition to 
accomplish became realised through the success of their teams rather than 
their individual efforts.  How did this impact upon their sense of 
individuality?   Doug explained how he felt he had to submerge his sense of 
being unique, describing how Army training ȃstrips you of your individualityȄ.  
This experience forms the third subcategory submerging the self.    
Alongside the more formal training there appears to be a social conforming 
process mentioned by everyone and seemingly facilitated according to the 
men by a prevalent drinking culture across the tri-Services.  The use of 
alcohol was referred to by all men and it seemed to serve many functions, 
one of which was to facilitate social bonding.  Many of the men also referred 
to fighting with civilians as a means to demonstrate physical strength and 
allegiance to each other.  Doug described a transitional experience which 
drew his attention to an invisible line between his individual and group 
identity.  On a night out with his unit he directly challenged the level of 
violence being meted out by a peer during a civilian fight which culminated 
in his unit turning against him and physically ȁlaying into himȂ shortly 
afterwards.  While he quickly recovered from the physical attack, 
psychologically he learned more painfully there were longer lasting negative 
consequences of expressing his personal values.  ȃI just felt outside the circle... 
the lowest point IȂve ever beenȄ he said, questioning whether his individual 
beliefs were ȃstrong enough to be held up above the groupȂs?Ȅ Many of the men 
echoed this struggle of being stripped of individual values and morals in 
exchange for the groupȂs collective one.  Doug used a psychological term 
ȁclassical conditioningȂ to describe the process of being ȃstripped of those 
individual morals and...then you have a collective one and that collective one is you 
defend him because heȂs your buddy and because heȂs part of your unit and thatȂs 
how youȂre taken forward.Ȅ  He experienced a shift in his membership status ȃI 
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wasnȂt in the inner circleȄ which carried such a sense of exclusion for him that 
he concluded ȃI should have just done what the others done, coz that was what 
was expected of me.Ȅ This experience not only affected DougȂs sense of 
individualism but was relevant to his later offending behaviour. 
 
A sense of living in a disconnected space was a common one portrayed by 
all the men.  Ray described how the sense of security he had achieved 
through his unit could no longer be found on his return to civilian life and 
ȃonce again you go back into this cocoon and you keep yourself safe.Ȅ   Many years 
after the Army he clung to a failing relationship, fearful of being alone again 
ȃI desperately didnȂt want to be on my own.Ȅ  Fear of being rejected and alone 
again was an important aspect to his offence.  His wife announcing that she 
was leaving him evoked overwhelming reminders of his childhood isolation 
and feelings of rejection, which, among other things were a trigger to his 
violent attack on her.   
 
Many of the men described how they found it difficult to reconnect with 
partners after returning from the Services.  Doug describes his feelings after 
the Army and how they affected his relationship: ȃDeflated.  ItȂs hard to 
describe.  I was disappointed, I felt let down, unrecognised for really what IȂd 
achieved and the things IȂd witnessed I couldnȂt then relay to my girlfriend at the 
time, it sort of shut down that relationship.Ȅ  Rhymer illustrates the lack of 
connection he felt on his return saying of his immediate family  ȃYouȂve 
known me all my life and I feel like I donȂt know ya and you donȂt know me, and I 
couldnȂt relate to them on anythingȄ and…ȃI just feel like I was left on my own.Ȅ  
Doug and Ray both describe their counteractive wish to connect in partner 
relationships whilst at the same time feeling unable to share their 
experiences.  Doug conveys this saying that ȃthere was no development in the 
relationship, trust, openness, intimacy...knowledge of your partner and vice versa... 
if only one side is able to give and the other isnȂt, it falls by the wayside.Ȅ  
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To me they appeared less able to assert their individual needs to their 
partners as before.   I believe that this might in part be a consequence of 
putting aside individual goals and merit for the success of the unit. On 
leaving the Services they faced the challenge of countering this earlier 
process to ȁresurfaceȂ the self, bringing their wishes and goals to the surface 
again.  Martin shared this sentiment.  He found that when in a relationship 
he was suspicious and untrusting of his partner and he thought that ȃsome of 
this may stem from my Services experience.Ȅ He speculated that his work in a 
highly secure communications team in the Navy led him to be suspicious of 
people, which carried through into his way of integrating with others after 
his Services career.   Finding it a struggle to cope with being around people, 
Cliff recalled being unable to talk about his feelings with his new wife, was 
anxious and ashamed but unable to explain.   He used to ȃstorm out of the 
house, take the car and...just disappear.Ȅ  He ȃcouldnȂt cope with being around 
people.Ȅ  I think that the experience of being evaluated by others carried for 
Cliff into civilian life-he expected others to be critical of him and question 
his mental well-being, thus self-enforced isolation was preferred.   
 
The four subcategories of Securing the Self may be part of an iterative and 
dynamic social process occurring during transitional periods and appeared 
relevant for the men as they moved initially from civilian life into the 
Services and back into civilian life again.   
 
Many of the men countered a vacuum experienced in social relationships by 
maintaining links with military networks. Billy bluntly asserts his rationale 
for interacting only with Army mates while on leave ȃCivvies, canȂt be 
bothered with ye! Their problems, they hadnȂt done the stuff IȂve done at that age, it 
was trivial.Ȅ Maintaining Services connections was a way to remain part of 
the unit or family in a world where many had difficulty connecting with 
others, and for some these links were important in the lead up to their 
offence.  Doug described how ȃthe group that we had in that local pub stretched 
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the generational gap and they were all ex-paras, same unit as IȂd been in... so they 
knewȄ and many ex-Army men he knew joined associations such as the 
Foreign Legion.  Dave worked in security in the Middle East after the Army 
and later got involved in drug-smuggling and he observes parallels with his 
Army experience noting that ȃyouȂre not part of the Army anymore, but youȂre 
still working with ex-soldiers, with people that you trust.Ȅ  Doug describes why 
maintaining Army connections through the Legion was so important ȃthose 
whoȂve been in the Army and think theyȂve made a mistake and want to go back 
canȂt get back in, so there is only one way to tell, to feel that bond, to have that 
family again...to keep the active sense of belonging of soldiering and the 
comradeship.Ȅ  This sense of re-creating a familial attachment, of being part of 
a unit again was, for some of the men, an important factor in the lead up to 
their offence as we will see in the next section. 
 
Doug described some of the factors which influenced his involvement in his 
offence.  His earlier struggle of going against Army loyalties and 
submerging the self was evoked when, on his new wifeȂs insistence, he 
declined to let a longstanding friend move into his home.  His guilt over this 
remained and when this friend, with whom he had grown up in a childrenȂs 
home, asked for his help in carrying out a job, this time he felt he could not 
refuse ȃI think that carries on that when he led me into this offence, that when he 
asked me, the thought of actually saying no to him again and letting him down...and 
I went yes without thinking about it and what it truly involved.Ȅ He went on to 
emphasise the conflict he experienced at the idea of letting his friend down 
saying ȃI made that mistake once before, going against the groupȂs wishes, going 
against loyalty and once bitten, twice shy.Ȅ He believes that he submerges 
himself to the group even today ȃI think I carry that over with me now, IȂm 
quite prepared to put my differences aside for the group, same with the group hereȄ 
referring to the community heȂs part of. 
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2 Structuring the Self 
2.1 Structuring the Self: Dealing with Time  
 
The menȂs narratives are interspersed with frequent references to time and  
emphasise the impact of being idle & busy, time either unfolding like 
seemingly endless space to be filled or so saturated with activity it swept 
them up leaving them unable to catch their breath.  All of the men referred 
to ȁdealingȂ with time, either navigating their way through free time or 
adapting to it being structured and mapped out.  Time was depicted as a 
commodity of which there was often too much or too little and the men used 
expressions such as bored, restless, slow and ȁtime on my handsȂ to describe 
their experience of it.   
 
Perception of time changed across career and character.   The romanticism of 
CliffȂs childhood dream of driving tanks gave way to a relentless monotony 
which was more a chore than his responsibilities.  The disparity between his 
dream and reality came as a shock to him as he describes his first six week 
training exercise ȃthatȂs when totally reality hit,Ȅ endless days of being ȃsat 
there in the turret for hours and hours.Ȅ His description of being in the tank is 
literal and also symbolic of his claustrophobic experience and lack of control 
ȃthereȂs not much visibility in the tank- the commander has the majority of that.  
IȂve just got a little square hatch.Ȅ  Johnny describes the crawling quality which 
time held for him in the RAF ȃsometimes it was a tedious trawl through the day.Ȅ 
Johnny believes that being physically and socially isolated at an RAF base 
and having so much time to fill, created the context for his offending, in his 
words ȃled me on to my offending.Ȅ 
 
CliffȂs experience of time contracted as he moved to the cavalry regiment 
and found himself physically stretched beyond his endurance ȃTwo hours on, 
four off, youȂd never get a proper sleep, and in the end I couldnȂt cope with itȄ to 
the point that it had a detrimental impact on his psychological health.   It 
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seems that Cliff was unable to ȁcome up for airȂ between this cramped 
monotony and frantic vigour ȃcoz on the battlefield you canȂt pop your head out 
for a bit of air can you?Ȅ An excess of time again characterised life for Cliff as 
he tried to settle into married life.  Time that had been stretched taut with his 
workload now hung empty and slack ȃ”asically I was just plonked in… IȂm out 
here on my own, nothing to do and got all this time on me hands.   IȂm used to being 
run off my feet and not enough hours in the day. I was quite agitated and 
frustrated.Ȅ He goes on ȃI didnȂt know how to deal with the time, I had no 
structure in life anymore and I sort of fell apart.  I canȂt explain, I used to just run 
off, sit somewhere and just look at the sea.Ȅ  Time was experienced by many of 
the men as something to be ȁfilledȂ or ȁdealt withȂ, depending on whether an 
excess was perceived as innocuous or threatening.    
 
Many of the men referred to the role alcohol played for them in filling time, 
Dave commenting ȃYou tend to have a lot of time on your hands, and thatȂs when 
the drinking culture came in.Ȅ The demanding nature of Services life had 
positive aspects for some of the men as it meant that they were distracted 
from painful memories. Martin explained ȃthe Services helped me in a sense 
because I was always busy, I didnȂt have to sit and think about them ǻdifficult 
childhood experiences).  I boxed it away and stuck it in the back of my mind and... I 
was constantly distractedȄ Drinking to deal with time was a strategy that 
continued for him into civilian life, ȃbasically because I wasnȂt employed or out I 
had a lot of time just sat doing nothing and it started to rear its head.  In the 
beginning I was more effective at suppressing it than in the later stages and the way 
I started to deal with that was to drink.Ȅ  On leaving, with little to fill his days, 
time took on a menacing quality ȃwhen I left the Services that distraction was no 
longer there... over a period of time that sort of came into it as wellȄ, referring to 
the lead up to his offence.   
 
Cliff observed how his drinking escalated in the Army after he witnessed a 
horrific road crash and its aftermath, images returning to him even up to the 
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present day.   When Dave was working, he was busy and distracted and 
didnȂt think about the scenes of destruction he had witnessed in Kosovo. 
However now in prison with little to occupy him, many of these images are 
returning ȃI forgot about it when I was in the situation, like when I was in security 
work I mean things like that never came up.  Think itȂs when IȂve got something 
occupying me.  Think thatȂs where being in prison doesnȂt help either, coz thereȂs 
nothing.Ȅ He refers to being caught with alcohol in his prison cell recently 
saying ȃthatȂs probably why I had a drink the other night, coz thereȂs nothing to 
occupy me, when IȂm doing nothing, I canȂt sit still.Ȅ  
 
 
2.2 Structuring the Self: Finding Self in Routine 
 
Cliff referred earlier to no longer having structure in his life anymore after 
the Services.  Many of the men recalled Services life as structured and 
regimented, relative to their life before.  Getting up at the same time each 
day and following a sequence of tasks through, while some struggled to 
adapt, their Forces routine remained ingrained.   Dave described his daily 
routine in the present tense ȃI still lived and breathed it. I still get up in the 
morning every day and go for a run. I still iron my shirts the way you do in the 
Army.Ȅ  Looking back, Lenny speaks wistfully of the lifestyle ȃthe Army can 
be a wonderful life, itȂs very disciplined, it gives you routine, it gives you order, it 
almost feels as if you no longer have responsibility or control.Ȅ  Being provided 
with structure gave the men a sense of where and who they were in life, a 
sense of safety and security in the day to day routine.  It was a way of them 
structuring their self and removed the need for decision making around 
their life.   Dave expresses his confusion on leaving the Army ȃthey didnȂt 
teach you about money handling.  That was my beer tokens, my clothes, my car and 
that was it.  So, you got no idea of real life as such, you got your food three times a 
day, you got fed there, you had your room, you had your TV... they donȂt really 
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prepare you.Ȅ  Billy describes his response to all that he had to get his head 
around when he left the Army ȃIt took me 3 years to- P45-whatȂs that? HadnȂt a 
clue!  I was 22.  Somebody said rent money and council tax- what you talking 
about?Ȅ  Returning into civilian life involved letting go of the learned 
routines and taking ownership, not just of the intricacies of day to day life 
but more significantly the content and direction of their days, lives and their 
post forces identity.   How they dealt with an absence of structure was an 
important factor for some of the men in becoming involved in their 
offending behaviour, which we will consider later in this chapter. 
 
The structured life to which the men adjusted served the purpose of the 
Service, cascading down to objectives for their unit.  Adapting to this life 
meant the men put aside their own priorities to a large extent in order to 
take on their ServiceȂs goals.  In making reference to purpose and goals 
while in the Services however the men tended to refer to more personal 
goals rather than strategic goals of the military undertaking.  They each 
emphasised aspects of the operation which seemed to give them a more 
personal sense of purpose. Dave described his purpose as ȁto protect the 
victimsȂ ǻof Serbian attacksǼ, and ȁundertake a mission.Ȃ RayȂs purpose was 
to ȁprotect my buddy and unitȂ and Doug was driven by ȁloyalty to his unitȂ, 
each of them finding something personally meaningful for themselves.  
Lenny distinguishes starkly between his military and civilian life ȃIn the 
Army you had a reason for living, to do what youȂre told to do, whereas in civilian 
life, you donȂt have reasons to do that, you donȂt have reasons to live.Ȅ The 
frequency with which this topic arose for the men led me to create the 
subcategory being purposeful.    
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2.3 Structuring the Self: Being Purposeful  
 
The sense of being ȁwithout purposeȂ was one of the most difficult things 
Dave struggled with after leaving the Army and now again as he 
contemplates leaving prison. ȃI donȂt really feel like I have a purpose in life if you 
want the truth.  I donȂt know if itȂs coz IȂm used to the adrenaline rush, but now I 
donȂt feel like thereȂs any purpose for me.  ThereȂs nothing that can match what IȂve 
done.  I find it very difficult, I get very agitated, I find it difficult to settle at one, at a 
mundane thing and just do a mundane thing.Ȅ   Lenny depicts the shock of 
leaving the Army ȃone day you were in the military and the next you were in 
civvy street, it blew my mind, I couldnȂt cope with it.Ȅ  
 
Dave reflected back on how it had been to undertake a mission full of 
purpose ȃWeȂd ...done what weȂd been asked to do.  You gotta remember a clear 
mission is the objective set out to you, your job is to achieve that mission.  And then 
when you get decorated for it when you get back, itȂs like youȂve been rewarded for 
what youȂve done.Ȅ  His sense of achievement was consolidated by the 
external validation he received for carrying out the mission and he was 
rewarded for acting with a clear purpose.  There is neither praise nor reward 
from others for goals he now tries to set in place for himself. He expresses 
worry now ȃIȂve not got a plan for what IȂm going to do when I get out and thereȂs 
no way I can see forward to making a plan coz thereȂs...nothing for me, and 
normally IȂve got a strategy or plan for things like that...I canȂt see a purpose 
anymore for my life to be honest.Ȅ   
 
Following the Army, like many other ex-forces personnel, Dave went into 
private security ȃYouȂre still getting shot at, people still getting blown up and 
things but at least you think thereȂs a purpose, out here thereȂs no purpose.Ȅ He got 
involved in work leading up to his offence when his security company in the 
Middle East lost their contract and he returned to the UK ȃand thatȂs when I 
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started getting into trouble.  Came back and...felt like I didnȂt have any purpose, 
didnȂt have no belonging.Ȅ  He goes on to say ȃI met some people involved with 
smuggling drugs into the country.  My job was to make sure it got from A to B 
without anybody robbing it.  It felt like...uh stupid really…like looking after 
something, which I was used to doing, and there was an element of risk involved and 
I thought it was some kind of purpose.Ȅ  The language Dave uses around his 
offending behaviour and reference he makes to ȁlooking after somethingȂ 
and ȁpurposeȂ strikes me as important as they are the same actions he 
emphasised when talking about his Services life.  They are actions around 
which he seems to experience pride.  Doug similarly associates clarity of 
purpose with his offence ȃI never went through the whole of this offence thinking 
I was a criminal.  That job involved a mission and thatȂs how I went about it.Ȅ  Cliff 
sees characteristics of his Army life in the lead-up to his offence likening 
what he was doing to a ȃmilitary operationȄ and noting the draw of once 
again being in possession of a clear purpose.  He recollects how he began to 
stalk women saying ȃthere was times I went out, it was like a little secret mission, 
IȂd go and stalk women…eh….probably similar to the…doing a runner and hiding, 
a secret military mission wasnȂt it?Ȅ Many of the men appear to have 
developed motivation and focus and experienced great adrenaline through 
carrying out a clear and certain military operation. Leaving the Services left 
many of them bereft of goals to aim for or a clear strategy to follow.  It seems 
that a number of the men recovered this sense of purpose for themselves 
through their offences. Once again they had a clear mission to undertake in 
which they could invest themselves entirely, and with it the potential to feel 
the satisfaction of a mission successfully accomplished.   
 
2.4 Structuring the Self: Locating Self in the Present 
 
When the men were busy and engaged in their Services role it seemed that 
they tended to focus on the operation at hand, their attention remaining in 
the here and now.  As some of the men prepare to leave prison and return 
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again to civilian life they appear caught up with future oriented questions.  
Rosso who is due to leave prison next year expresses his current struggle 
ȃYou donȂt know whatȂs coming next.  Half way through the process IȂm a bit more 
sanguine about whatȂs coming up, itȂs the last thing you think about before you go 
to bed, you got all this hanging over you, and the first thing you think about when 
you wake up.Ȅ  Preparing to leave the Army appeared to bring attention for 
some of the men to questions of a teleological nature while others were 
concerned with getting by in the here and now.  When I looked back on the 
interviews I began to ask what location in time the men seemed to exist in 
while they were in the Services and civilian life.  I wanted to understand 
more about the temporal position they assumed and its relevance to their 
offending.   
 
For Ray, this focus on the present day was a conscious one as it meant that 
he did not have to share anything of his childhood with colleagues.  In his 
experience, others in the Army ȃonly wanted to know about the present, not the 
past.  So that suited me.Ȅ Attending to life in the present tense gave him 
freedom from harsh early memories in a childrenȂs home.   For Lenny 
focusing on the lived moment was a necessary precaution both when 
serving in the Israeli Army and in civilian life ȃEverything is done as if itȂs the 
last thing youȂre going to do. I mean for example, if you walk out in the road in this 
country and kick an empty box of cigarettes, you donȂt expect it to blow your leg off- 
but in Israel you donȂt kick rubbishȄ.  There could be unexpected threat to oneȂs 
life in everyday situations, requiring attention to remain with oneȂs 
immediate sensory experience.    
 
Lenny draws attention to threat of a different variety which came in the 
form of bad news about the injury or death of colleagues.  He describes his 
strategy for handling the death of a friend ȃ“t the time I think I was very very 
upset, but that upset didnȂt last very long because you didnȂt have time to be upset.  
YouȂd go back into your position.Ȅ  Finding security in routine actions and 
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locating (one) self in the present, back in your ȁpositionȂ was a way of 
dealing with difficult feelings around current events, their past or a possible 
future.  Rhymer illustrates this idea of locating himself in the present as he 
describes his concentrated attention on getting by day to day after leaving 
the Army.  He squat in abandoned houses, stole to eat and made minimal 
social contact.  He describes how he broke into a bakery, recalling ȃI aint 
going to go for no money, actually I want cream-cakes, that kind of illusion in my 
head that I was living normally but actually I wasnȂt, because somebody who was in 
that position through no choice of their own would probably steal something in a 
shop that they could sell, put a deposit on a decent house, buy some decent clothes, 
and better their life, but I didnȂt, I would just take to live.Ȅ  He reflects on living 
for that moment, a hand to mouth existence, not because there was no 
potential for more but because a focus on the here and now meant that he 
could avoid contemplating what he had seen in Kosovo and how it had 
affected him.   
 Rosso presents a different characteristic of locating self in the present as he 
attempts to make sense of the lead up to his offence.  He hypothesised that 
after a highly stressful period of time in the Army he wanted to live in the 
present moment “I think there was a large element of doing it while I can, I think 
thatȂs it, there are only so many summers on the planet and I donȂt believe in God, 
this is it as far as IȂm concerned, IȂve got bloody close to being killed several times 
and I was thinking it might be tomorrow.Ȅ  Looking forward evoked 
uncertainty and anxiety, back, regret and anger whereas in the present tense 
he could simply enjoy his immediate experience without concern for any 
time other than now.    
 
Others make reference to finding it hard to settle and sustain anything for 
any period of time.  Cliff illustrates this ȃquite quickly I got promoted to 
department supervisor, I was a keen hard worker... I just couldnȂt maintain it, 
couldnȂt settle...Ȅ Dave describes his tendency to move around from one job 
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to another ȃI tried proper jobs, didnȂt really settle into any of them and obviously I 
went out and did what I did.Ȅ I see shared commonalities between  military 
operations, DaveȂs drug smuggling and CliffȂs description of stalking 
ȁmissionsȂ- all being of a short-term nature, having a tangible goal, a clear 
sequence of steps and calling for a focus on the here and now.  I wonder if 
working on short-term military operations for many years created a 
familiarity and preference for work of the same nature for these men?  Add 
to the equation a degree of excitement, risk and adrenaline and hear DaveȂs 
comments on the nature of work he did in civilian life ȃI got offered a sales rep 
job...but I only lasted a couple of days.  It was just mundane, you had people turning 
you away who didnȂt want to speak to you.  You got a car and an excellent salary 
and stuff, but it just wasnȂt...Ȅ  I am left with a sense of the challenge of 
retiring into day to day life after the Services and believe that for some of the 
men their offences offered them a chance in the short-term at least, to be 
fully engaged in and to live entirely in that moment. 
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3  Defining the Self 
3.1 Defining the Self: Denigrating Judgement  
 
Along with a social process, there appeared to be a cognitive transition 
experienced by many of the group.   Ray starkly puts across his perception 
of the ArmyȂs attitude towards the exercise of individual judgement ȃThe 
Army does not want you to think, it thinks for you. If you think too much in the 
Army youȂre going to go wrong.Ȅ  Johnny found ȃthe thing that wound me up, 
not blowing me own trumpet, but...I was quite clever, and if I didnȂt think 
something made sense I found it very hard to just keep my mouth shut and get on 
with it.Ȅ  He continues ȃIt was always about following rank and authority...and 
that was the whole thing behind basic training... where you get told to do something, 
you donȂt ask, you donȂt question it, you just get on with it.  I couldnȂt handle it.Ȅ  
Many of the men found this a difficult adjustment to make.  Doug was 
aware of his resistance in the early days of training.  He explains it as 
ȃresistance against the conditioning, to doing without being told, as though there 
was some kind of dissonance between what I was doing and what I felt.Ȅ  In my 
view, he seemed to be denigrating his own judgement as he became part of 
a collective unit ȃKilling was wrong, sort of, doing that was wrong, itȂs not fair.  
Everything that I was used to was fair, now things arenȂt fair anymore.Ȅ He 
appeared to experience a cognitive dissonance between what he was being 
tasked with and his own morals and asserted this through ȃsarcasm and 
general disobedience in my training.Ȅ  He got into trouble with senior ranks as 
he was perceived to be ȃquestioning... rather than doing what IȂm being told 
without thinking about it.Ȅ  Johnny remembers how he questioned ȃWhy do we 
need to do things again?Ȅ and recalled Ȅif I knew a better way, I was doing it 
different to everybody else and thatȂs not what being part of a team is, everyone 
singing from the same hymn-sheet, not one person singing higher and fancier.ȃ 
Social convergence was a natural disciplinarian.  Doug ȃfinally got through itȄ 
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reaching an understanding that ȃyouȂre just a cog in the machine, this is what 
you become.Ȅ  Johnny makes sense of his training by concluding ȃthat ...part of 
basic training, ȁ”ullshit ”affles ”rainsȂȄ was necessary repetition to learn to 
efficiently follow orders, put aside oneȂs own way of doing things and carry 
out oneȂs role, each one just as the next soldier. 
 
Lenny suggests beyond social assimilation there was a further personal 
payback ȃIf I did things the way the Army wanted me to do things, things went ok.  
If I did things my way, things didnȂt go ok.Ȅ  He illustrates ȃThereȂs a route to 
take.  When you dismantle an M16, if you disassemble it in the correct manner 
when you go to put it back together again itȂs going to work.Ȅ  In following 
instruction he got an assurance that things would work as he expected.  
Over time he noticed how he adapted his thinking ȃas time went on I became 
more and more akin to the military decisions and the military rules and regulationsȄ 
and in parting with his judicial independence ȃI started to like it, because 
somebody else was making the decisions,Ȅ he gained freedom from the 
responsibility of making decisions and concluded ȃThatȂs a very good example 
of the way that the Army life changed me.Ȅ   
 
Recognition of a cognitive shift came about for many of the men only with 
later reflection.  Day to day many of the men experienced tasks as 
exhilarating, exciting and daunting with a real buzz evident in their 
descriptions.  ThereȂs great energy in RossoȂs description of moving on to 
specialist training.  He ȃlearned to drive every big vehicle that we could get our 
hands onȄ and had a chance to ȃmake all our stupid mistakes, well it never really 
mattered, we were all soldiers, and that was good fun as well, we were like 
apprentice leaders.Ȅ 
 
A combination of excitement and surprise were crucial to developing 
reliance in safety procedures as summed up by Rosso ȃit is a fine line, youȂve 
got to train realistically otherwise when you get to war time people arenȂt prepared.Ȅ  
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Doug reflected on how the disparity between following his own judgement 
and instruction became less jarring as he undertook more tours.  ȃI think it 
became less obvious as the situation was jacked up, so the more involved in what 
soldiering was about, which was combat, the less it comes ǻoneȂs resistanceǼ.  I 
suppose that in combat it didnȂt at all.  When I was told to stop firing I stopped.Ȅ As 
the men undertook more tours and had to rely more on their training they 
began to accept and value its significance over and above their own 
judgement.  It appeared that the men adapted to the expectation that they 
follow directives within the Services, challenged their superiors less and 
became more accommodating of procedures.  This is particularly so in 
Rhymer, Billy, Dave, Doug and CliffȂs index offences where there was a 
sense that the establishment and execution of a plan superseded the exercise 
of their own judgement and their tendency to question themselves or their 
behaviour.   We will explore this further in the subcategory ȁswitching onȂ 
later in this chapter. 
 
3.2 Defining the Self: Black and White Thinking 
 
Many of the men experienced a subtle change in their thinking over time 
which seemed prompted by the emphasis on a right and wrong way of 
doing things as mentioned in the previous section.  Some of this seemed to 
come from a growing awareness that the consequences of making the wrong 
decision could be a colleagueȂs peril.    Lenny explained ȃYour decisions had 
catastrophic results if you didnȂt do it the right way.  WeȂre not talking about going 
to the supermarket and you see some fish marked down and you get food poisoning... 
in the combat or military situation itȂs a matter of life and death so itȂs very 
polarised, itȂs the black and white situation.  There was no maybes, maybes got you 
killed.  There was no middle ground.Ȅ  Lenny reflected that ȃevery situation is 
really black and white, thereȂs no grey, it either happens or it doesnȂt happen, so 
youȂre either happy with it or not happy with it.Ȅ   Polarisation of his thinking is 
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still evident for him years later ȃI find that still today I deal with things 
unconsciously on a black and white level, and I hadnȂt realised thatȄ the latter part 
of this comment referring to discovering this through the course of our 
interview.  He went on to say that he was excited about speaking with his 
Psychologist about this new observation. 
 
Doug became uncomfortably aware of a dichotomy to his thinking whilst 
moving bodies after a battle during the Falklands War.  He reflected on the 
impact this job had on him ȃUnfortunately it split my way of thinking in two.  
Those IȂd served with were treated with reverence and respect and those in 
Argentinean uniform, I wasnȂt spitting, I wasnȂt kicking them or anything like that, 
but I was dropping bodies and chucking them into pits...and that felt sort of strange, 
having the attitude that thatȂs just a stranger, a body, these are my buddies, these 
are not.Ȅ  This way of thinking featured for him in Army life and beyond 
ȃsome time has passed, but I can still clearly recall how I thought, the way I 
thought, the logical process, if this goes wrong, thereȂs two options to take, right I 
can prepare for that...this is exactly what you do before you go into battle.Ȅ  Dave 
suggests a polarisation to his thinking as he recalls ȃnot to sound like weȂre 
evil, but it was either us or them.  One of our guys, he ran a bayonet through him, 
heȂd run out of ammunition, but it was either him or the other guy.Ȅ  I can hear a 
similar process in how Ray perceives civilians in Northern Ireland ȃthe IR“ 
is the enemy and when you went into the Falls Road they were IRA sympathisers so 
really and truly, the area is your enemyȄ they were either ȁwith me or against 
meȂ, on-side or positioned as the enemy.  He goes on to describe the purpose 
and consequence of viewing things in this way.  Perceiving people and 
events in a black and white manner seemed to reassure him and precluded 
him from having to constantly think about how to respond ȃyou didnȂt relax, 
if you relaxed you was vulnerable, if you were alert you were ok, so in a way they 
kept you alert because you knew that that was a hostile area.Ȅ  A consequence of 
this was his interaction style with civilians ȃif you know someoneȂs hostile 
against you, itȂs only human nature that youȂd be hostile against them... we was 
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sometimes very abrupt in the way we did things...you wouldnȂt say, ȁExcuse me, IȂm 
going to search you now...,Ȃ itȂs ȁGet against the fucking wall!Ȃ they were shouting 
ȁYou fucking ”ritish bastard!Ȃ and you were hostile back.Ȅ When RayȂs wife 
announced that she was intending to leave him, in that moment, I believe, 
Ray slipped back into black and white thinking, the default position when 
under threat in a military situation.  I propose that she became the ȁenemyȂ 
and he responded accordingly, stabbing her multiple times.  
   
Rhymer illustrates the necessity of dichotomous thinking as a way to retain 
confidence in his sense of himself.  He describes how towards the end of his 
Army career the distinction between himself and the enemy had begun to 
blur and the clarity of his palette began to muddy.  In his mind his enemy 
was defined as ȃanyone who could commit such acts on other peopleȄ a definition 
which had remained clear through many tours.  However on one occasion 
he remembered ȃopening fire on any position that opened fire on us and...after 
that skirmish... thinking to myself, oh my God, what have I just done? IȂd been in 
that situation before and opened fire and never thought about anything. Basically 
when youȂre firing a bullet at somebody youȂre trying to kill them and theyȂre trying 
to kill you and I remember the time when I actually realised ȁOh shit, IȂm no better 
than these people.ȂȄ  Adopting black and white thinking as a cognitive 
strategy removed the need to think deeply about oneȂs actions and what the 
consequences meant to him and about him- but the above shows that 
boundaries were not impermeable.   Rhymer reflects on this moment as a 
catalyst after which he was never the same soldier or man again.   He went 
on to experience a crisis of confidence in who he was, distinguishing 
between an ȁoldȂ and ȁnewȂ me.  Managing the bleed when a black and white 
distinction no longer held, led Rhymer to reassess his whole perception of 
himself.  This will be further explored in the fourth subcategory believing in 
the self.   
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3.3 Defining the Self: ȁSwitching OnȂ 
 
The development in oneȂs thinking proposed in the two previous sub-
categories appeared to progress into a mode of operating which I call 
ȁswitched onȂ, borrowing a phrase from Doug.  Switching on was described 
by him as ȃa way to get the job done, to do what I had to do, to know the details, to 
be able to perform the task, rather than switching on as a person, as an individual.Ȅ  
Dave gives me a sense of ȁswitching onȂ during combat ȃyou donȂt realise all 
the bullets are flying until all the adrenaline is gone, all youȂre making sure youȂre 
doing is not getting clipped or wounded.  Sometimes youȂd be absolutely shattered... 
itȂs when you come back and everythingȂs settled and you think, ȁI could have been 
dead.ȂȄ  ȁSwitching onȂ enabled him to see a job through to the end without 
being mentally overcome ȃIȂve seen guys that have been clipped or wounded but 
they carry on ȁtil the end and all of a sudden they fall down in a heap. I think you 
learn to switch off.Ȅ   
 
Doug observed that for years after leaving the Army he was ȃDoing without 
thinking, without the consequences...going through like an automaton, going 
through the actions, that problem once itȂs been dealt with, the next one comes up.  
Generally thatȂs how I dealt with problems in life.  I think life in general.Ȅ  
Switching on as a way of operating was apparent to him in his offence ȃIȂm 
not there doing something illegal, IȂm in a job doing something which involves 
weapons, it involves me doing something and I go through the same process, this is 
what IȂm expecting, this is what IȂm going to do, bang bang bang, right gain entry, 
IȂm going to do my search, I come back down, I complete my sweep, nothingȂs going 
wrong, next step, next step, next step.Ȅ He saw himself as ȃSwitched up, switched 
in.  IȂm in a role, IȂm a soldier again.Ȅ   There was a sense of safety for him in 
this role and in following it through just as in the Army ȃwhen those problems 
arise you donȂt have to think about ǻthemǼ and stop you can still carry on, itȂs a 
momentum that still carries on.  If you come to a full stop like that in warfare, no-
one knows what the other personȂs doing and thatȂs where it all goes up in the air.Ȅ 
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He sees this way of thinking weave into his offending behaviour concluding 
ȃthatȂs exactly what I did in my offence.Ȅ When something occurred outside of 
DougȂs plan, he was jolted and thrown off course.  He describes what 
happened while carrying out the job which he is serving time for ȃThereȂs 
someone here who shouldnȂt be here, you think ȁOk stop, do we have a problem? Do 
we have an eventuality to cover for it? Ok where are we? ThatȂs not good. Where do 
we go from here?Ȃ and thatȂs where the decisions come.Ȅ  He marks this thinking 
point as the space where he began to question himself and his part in the job 
ȃwhen you stop at a point and have to start to think about it, you start to question 
yourself about what is going on and you realise, where am I, what am I doing? And 
although you know all along youȂre there, youȂre not...youȂre in a role, youȂre not 
yourself, youȂre caught up playing a role and suddenly youȂre left without the role 
there and you think, what am I doing? What the hell am I doing?Ȅ  This was a 
frightening moment where he was forced to think about what he was doing.  
No longer was he responsible to a plan but now, down to his own 
judgement was the fate of a young girl who was at home, contrary to their 
preparation.  Once again he was forced to weigh up his own moral 
judgement against loyalty to his partner.   
 
Dave is aware that planning ahead for all eventualities is now part and 
parcel of his approach to life ȃI always find IȂm working out things, ȁwhat if this 
happened, what would you do?Ȃ which is the famous thing in the Army, ȁwhat if this 
happened?ȂȄ  Billy sees similarities between his Army and civilian approach 
to fighting (he was serving time for GBH), echoing the idea of ȁbeing in roleȂ 
ȃGoing into attack and going into an assault, itȂs the same, I can adapt that and take 
it out on civvy street. See a target, take him out, neutralise him, treat the casualties 
after, I know it sounds bizarre, but thatȂs the mix of it.Ȅ  Doug spoke about this 
ability to switch into a role and carry out a complex operation with a tone of 
pride.  He noted that on leaving the Army, another reason beyond 
camaraderie which prompted men to join groups like the Foreign Legion 
was to test oneself and keep oneself ȁswitched onȂ.  ȃHave I still got it 
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mentally, can I still perform?  “m I up to the task? Can I physically still do it? Ȅ 
evoking questions asked by many of his peers in the ex-forces community.   
 
 
3.4 Defining the Self: Believing the Self 
 
Denigrating judgement, black & white thinking and ȁswitching onȂ seemed 
to be cognitive strategies which the men evolved to deal with demands of 
the situation they encountered.  This subcategory explores a transition in the 
menȂs beliefs about themselves, as their actions challenged their previously 
held notions of self.  In RhymerȂs words below can be traced the process 
presented thus far.  His words suggest a sequence from denigrating his own 
judgement, polarising the other as the ȁenemyȂ and ȁswitching onȂ to 
carrying out a mission to kill ȃHow can a man kill another man? Before you 
know it youȂre in the Army and itȂs like ȁYou must kill the enemy.Ȃ  They train you, 
every day, kill kill kill, and eventually, you accept it. ThatȂs the hard bit.  ThatȂs the 
heart-breaking bit, for any human-being I think when anybody is willing to kill or 
die for a country.Ȅ The closing words of his sentence point to a fourth stage in 
the process, relating to trying to make sense of oneȂs actions in relation to 
oneȂs beliefs, a process IȂve called believing the self possibly the most 
difficult adjustment made, based on the emotion with which the men 
expressed the following sentiments.    
 
Lenny struggled to make sense of his actions and tried to reconcile how 
different rules could apply in diverse contexts ȃI started to realise that there 
was a situation where itȂs ok to kill, a necessity to kill, yet in civilian life youȂd be in 
prison. That really messed with my head...I couldnȂt quite compute that if you know 
what I mean... and even to this day, I find it very difficult to come to terms with.Ȅ  
He tried to make sense of his actions by rationalising that he was ȁfollowing 
ordersȂ however says that ȃhasnȂt been able to cut the mustardȄ as he brings his 
own moral judgement to bear on his actions.  Doug reflects ȃOver the years 
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IȂve thought about it and I think there was a difference between what I was made to 
be, or do and what my core beliefs are and that stretches over into my offending 
behaviour. ȃ He defines what he perceives to be the toughest struggle for 
anyone leaving the military ȃyouȂre in there ŘŚ/ŝ and when you come out itȂs 
detaching yourself from what youȂve become to getting back to what you was, and 
itȂs therein lies the difficulty...coming back from what theyȂve made you into, back 
into what you was before... thatȂs even harder for a soldier whoȂs been through 
combat.Ȅ I have called this category Defining the Self because I think at the 
heart of things was a struggle to redefine oneself experienced by the men as 
they were no longer in service to nor served by their soldier identity.  Who 
had they become as they stepped into civilian life? How might they marry 
their actions carried out in a military context with the diverse norms and 
moral standards of this new life? 
 
At the closing paragraph of black and white thinking Rhymer was 
struggling with the realisation that ȃwhat I was becoming I didnȂt want to be.Ȅ 
He saw himself as no better than the ȁenemyȂ ȃI was terrified of what I was 
becoming and I knew that I couldnȂt become worse than that...I saw myself as a bad 
person.Ȅ   Part of the difficulty for him was trying to frame his actions within 
the bounds of his spiritual beliefs ȃthat was the conflict, religion and war.Ȅ  He 
described a long process of evaluating his own spiritual beliefs and the 
systems that called on him to act against them and he attempted this in part 
by personifying these systems ȃI felt angry at England, my religious counsellors 
from young coz they never prepared me for this.  They told me about the sanctity of 
the 10 commandments and all that, but when you have an official body of men who 
can sit down at a table with a woman, the Queen and say, you know what, ȃThou 
shalt not kill, but if you kill for me, itȂs OKȄ that whole parody just destroyed me 
spiritually.Ȅ  He added ȃI lost faith in mankind due to those experiences.  
I.lost.faith.in.mankind. I realised that man actually deserved to be hurt.Ȅ   
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His perception of the world changed as he tried to deal with his inner 
conflict ȃI seemed to value life a lot more.  The mundane was no longer mundane.  
It was like fun... like thank God for sunlight, or breath or air…thank God for life.Ȅ  
ȃOver a period of timeȄ he felt that ȃsomething happened in my head...I just 
became twisted...I became cold.  I became numbȄ and he recalled how ȃeven 
though I was happy for life, I think selfishly, it was my own life I was happy for and 
I began to disregard others.Ȅ   He dealt with the discrepancy between his 
beliefs and actions by employing black and white thinking to portray others 
as bereft of feeling in contrast himself.  Gradually he seemed to let go of 
elements of his ȁselfȂ ȃat some point I had to let go... and I realised that I was no 
longer how I thought, I was no longer affected by what I was seeing or what I was 
doing…Ȅ  He existed, be as it was in a numb bubble, however reached a 
threshold ȃI was still seeing the same shit and being reminded of the imperfections 
of men and myself and I wrongly started to accept that this is how men are and 
thatȂs when I suppose  I realised that you know what- I have to get out, or IȂm going 
to lose myself, IȂm going to lose everything I am, IȂm going to lose everything and if 
I leave now there might be chance of some kind of salvation….Ȅ He didnȂt think 
that he could ȃhold on to what little is left of me by going through another 
conflict.Ȅ   There appeared to be a threshold beyond which Rhymer felt his 
ȁselfȂ could be ȁlostȂ and the prospect was so threatening that he chose to ȁget 
outȂ of the Army rather than experience this.  ItȂs painful for him even to call 
to mind the person he was and he shares his hesitancy about taking part in 
this interview ȃ I didnȂt really want to go back there coz that person to me was a 
bit of a Neanderthal.Ȅ He realises ȃThat person doesnȂt feel like me anymore.Ȅ 
Lenny also refers to a sense of losing his self and depicts his efforts to cope 
ȃI lost my own self within trying to cope with the situation, so by isolating myself 
and the feelings and the trauma I became a unit rather than a person... I did lose my 
identity.Ȅ   
 
Some of the men appeared to cope with this inner conflict by rationalising 
their actions as being necessary within that context and they seemed to 
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avoid becoming caught up in personal crisis.  Others managed to move on 
only by reconstructing a new identity or sense of who they were.  Rhymer 
makes reference to an ȁold meȂ vs. a ȁnew meȂ dichotomy ǻshowing elements 
of black and white thinking) while others returned with a sense of being 
older than their years and peers.    Doug noted that the ȃperson I was when I 
left the Army was much older than his years and more in tune with the older 
generation.  The young just didnȂt get the sense of triviality of life, religion was gone 
and all that had gone out the window, the way I was as a kid had gone, IȂd now 
become an O“P in a ŘŖ year old body.Ȅ  Dave shares this outlook ȃIȂve changed, 
seen more in my lifetime than others, than a generation sees in their lifetime.  IȂve 
seen things that would make most people ill I would have thought...IȂve got a 
different perspective on life.Ȅ  Martin describes how he went into the Navy ȃas 
a child and came out as a quite an aggressive man.Ȅ    
 
The subcategory believing the self deserves further elaboration.  Living to 
oneȂs espoused beliefs seemed to contribute to a sense of self or identity for 
the men.  Acting against those beliefs appeared to lead to efforts to 
rationalise oneȂs actions in that context apparently enabling one to retain a 
sense of ȁselfȂ.  For others this wasnȂt adequate, their actions couldnȂt be 
rationalised and brought them to the boundaries of their previously known 
ȁself.Ȃ This began in the Army for some, or commenced for other when they 
returned to civilian life as they began to reflect on their actions.  It seems that 
a process of dismantling and reconstructing of oneȂs beliefs began.  
Describing the experiences which had a significant impact on him Rhymer 
explains ȃDeath. Everywhere.  The taste of it in the air.  The experience of it.  The 
finality of it. Death.  Which is something I struggle with now to this day.Ȅ  Many 
of the men experienced turmoil after playing a part in anotherȂs injury or 
death or encountering their own mortality, turmoil in which they struggled 
for a long time after leaving the Services.   Their descriptions were 
characterised by efforts to create new meaning.  For Lenny, being close to so 
many who lost their own lives had a conversely positive impact on who he 
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became.  For many years in the Army he had, in his words, a ȁdeath-wishȂ.  
He said of surviving while many around him didnȂt ȃThem dying and me 
talking about it in the present has changed my idea of my own life.  I wasnȂt meant 
to die, IȂve got something to do, I donȂt know what, but IȂve got something to do, 
thereȂs rhyme and reason to living, itȂs not just ȁisȂȄ this realisation of his has in 
part come from talking about things in the present within therapeutic work 
with his Psychologist. 
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4 Expressing the Self 
4.1 Expressing the Self: Putting on a Brave Face 
 
All of the men referred to rules around expressing emotion.  There was a lot 
of coherence from the men in their description how and explanation as to 
why emotions such as fear and anxiety should be reserved from display.  A 
show of strength and resilience was the order of the day across the tri-
Services.  Rhymer says emphatically ȃYou canȂt have pussies defending your 
country! ȃHow can the military say...ȂWe can send out troops to Helmand and we 
can winȂ if your boys are wearing pink, sucking bunnies, asking each other how they 
feel, hugging and crying with each other?!Ȅ Cliff was painfully attuned to 
othersȂ responses and spoke of the stigma he perceived around suggesting 
that you werenȂt coping ȃPeople didnȂt talk about it coz itȂs a macho thing, you 
canȂt show weakness.Ȅ Expressing emotions implying ȁweaknessȂ might lead 
to them losing face.  Putting on a Brave Face forms the first subcategory in 
this section.   Cultural expectations in relation to emotion were apparent to 
Johnny in the Air-Force through the tone of everyday conversation.  Spare 
time would be filled by talk about othersȂ difficulties ȃif I spoke to the wrong 
person, hello gossip, IȂm going to get the piss taken out of me.  That was a sign of 
being soft.Ȅ  Dave considers discussing experiences with his unit ȃyou donȂt do 
that with other soldiers!Ȅ  He added ȃitȂs not the done thing in the Army, no, no.  
YouȂre showing that you got some kind of fear there.Ȅ  He describes the very real 
and necessary rationale for such cultural treatment of emotion ȃif youȂre in a 
combat situation or if you ever get caught-we could be taken prisoner-you canȂt 
afford to have a chink in your armourȄ thus the cultural ȁstigmaȂ of showing 
emotions such as fear, worry or guilt helped protect oneȂs physical and 
psychological safety in the short-term.   However this also seemed to 
contribute to confusion for some of the men when they were unable to 
express real feelings of distress and get the support they needed. 
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Cliff witnessed a horrific road crash on a training exercise when a civilian 
car drove at speed directly into a turning tank with all passengers 
immediately killed.  Images from the event played over and over in his 
mind and he felt traumatised and wracked with guilt ȃI didnȂt know what to 
think of it.  People were getting hurt all the time around me and I didnȂt feel safe 
and...frustration at being unable to understand it.  There were a few lads who were 
in tears after it.  Obviously itȂs not the manly thing to do and they all had the piss 
taken out of them.Ȅ  He was very conscious of a stigma around showing his 
feelings and the need to maintain a brave face ȃI couldnȂt show emotion and 
that it was bothering me, so my thing was to go and get pissed, obviously it would 
disappear then and IȂd become violent and angry.Ȅ Further attention will be 
given to the role of alcohol in the next subcategory.  
 
 
4.2 Expressing the Self: Suppressing Emotion  
 
Rosso led a high profile operation leading multiple troops and began to feel 
increasingly under equipped with resources to meet the objectives set by his 
superiors.  He became frustrated and angry and tried to ȃdistract myself by 
doing, spending hours in the gym every day, I was on the road a lot and thatȂs as 
best as I could do to cope with it.ȃ  IȂm interested in his use of the word distract, 
to divert attention elsewhere rather than experience mounting frustration 
and anger-get on the road and on with the job.  I began to listen out for 
examples of how other men experienced their emotions when faced with 
challenging experiences.   Dave describes why looking away was his 
strategy.  He witnessed scenes of terrible brutality in Kosovo and considered 
talking to members of his unit ȃweȂre all close, but youȂre not going to sit there 
and discuss it coz you donȂt want to bugger yourself up or mess yourself up for the 
next thing...you donȂt want to be behind a pack of ammunition boxes, you want to 
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be out there in the thick of it.Ȅ Lenny highlighted the benefits of suppressing 
emotions ȃif I didnȂt block things out I wasnȂt going to be able to do what I needed 
to do.  I could not follow orders. I could not achieve my goals...or the goals of the 
platoon or division.Ȅ  Dwelling on rising emotions could make the job more 
personally challenging.   Putting on a brave face was also done for the 
protection of others so that oneȂs anxiety would not provoke the same in 
them.  All of the men referred to the strategy of suppressing emotion and it 
appeared to be a constructive choice with benefits for individual and unit, 
certainly in the short-term.  Later weȂll explore the longer-term nature of this 
process.  
 
Humour was also a tactic for dealing with difficult events ȃYou joked about 
death - you even joked about the people that had died.  I think through humour, 
black humour...I became... able to deal with thingsȄ although Lenny adds the 
caveat ȃtheoretically, because years after that, IȂm still dealing with the same 
situations.Ȅ  Rosso makes reference to using this strategy even now.  His cell 
neighbour commit suicide a couple of weeks prior to our interview and he 
recalled how ȃaǼ you make a joke of it and  b) you resort to practical things, not 
necessarily in that order.  Joking and flippancy as a way of dealing with it and 
practical because youȂve got to be.Ȅ  
 
In the short term suppressing emotions enabled one to carry on with the job 
without being overwhelmed, however Rhymer observed ȃI realise now, the 
long-term damage of suppressing feeling which was what we were doing... 
suppressing fears and anxieties...itȂs not the right thing to do.Ȅ  Lenny felt that 
refusing to let things he had seen hurt him ȃwas a big mistake as it caused me 
problems later on in life.  I didnȂt deal with the situations I thought IȂd dealt with. 
Laughter and humour was a plaster, and IȂm afraid that the wound was way too big 
to have a plaster on it, so even up to today IȂm still dealing with the same situations, 
IȂm still trying to accept the situations, IȂm still trying to understand what went on 
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and how I reacted.Ȅ  I wanted to understand more about the consequences of 
suppressing oneȂs emotions over time. 
 
Lenny still remembers the shock of first losing a friend in combat.     The first 
time he pushed emotions of grief for a friendȂs death away however sadly he 
went on to lose more friends in Lebanon and suppressed his emotions over 
time to the point that he ȃisolated myself, or isolated my feelings, and didnȂt allow 
myself to feel.  No emotional response.  It was different to the first time, on the 
second and the third and the fourth time I lost somebody, you start to become numb, 
it becomes the norm.Ȅ  He stopped making friends for fear of losing them 
ȃ...and you stop getting close to people.Ȅ  He described how he handled 
emotions arising in relation to his involvement in the shooting of a young 
soldier ȃWith my emotions, I was a bad person, without my emotions, I had done 
something rightȄ his narrative suggesting to me that applying a ȁblack and 
whiteȂ outlook to his emotional experience may also have enabled him to 
suppress his emotions.  He explains ȃthe moment you bring humanity into it, 
youȂre going to question your actions, or I did ǻandǼ thatȂs bad during war, because 
you become unable to fight.Ȅ Emotion and humanity were intertwined.   
Suppressing feeling appeared to be an integral part of the process of 
ȁswitching onȂ explored in section three, rather than grappling with the 
reality of having harmed another human being.  ȃIn hindsightȄ Lenny 
believes Ȅwhat happened was, the mind can only take so much and then it starts to 
protect itself so it brings into the mix plausible acceptance of a situation.Ȅ  He 
strikingly depicts the internal struggle to account for his actions ȃmy brain 
was telling me that was the right thing to do, my emotions told me youȂll never be 
able to live with that.  So my individuality had to disappear, I no longer could be, 
allow my feelings and emotions to run riot, I had to isolate them. If I didnȂt isolate 
them I was not going to be able to cope- with emotions I would have gone nuts.Ȅ  In 
retrospect, Lenny reflects on the process of his actions and emotions 
becoming disentangled and ȁmechanisedȂ as ȃquite an operation to do, 
considering it was just a natural processȄ.  He recalls how ȃit was just something 
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that happened... it was almost like an evolutionary path, that to keep myself sane 
and...in one piece...I wasnȂt going to be able to get through what I was experiencing 
without blocking out those emotions and feelings.Ȅ   
 
Alcohol was a critical weapon to facilitate the suppression of emotion.  Ray 
proposed that in practice ȃeverything in the Army is either geared towards being 
a soldier or getting pissed.Ȅ  He explained how ȃevery emotion is suppressed by 
alcohol ȃand was particularly aware of this when casualties occurred ȃwhen a 
person gets shot, first thing they do is take you off the streets for ŘŚ hours, youȂre 
not asked how you feel about it, you get pissed, you get that out of your system...you 
take a kip and then you go back out.  ThatȂs the only time when youȂre allowed to get 
pissed is when someone gets fucking shot or blown up or whatever.Ȅ   
 
Rhymer became aware of the message around alcohol early in the Services ȃI 
remember seeing those above who would train us, seeing their reaction to 
stress...and you kind of keep that in your head, you think, alright, when IȂm stressed 
out thatȂs what IȂll do, thatȂs what he does and I look up to him.Ȅ  He became 
accustomed to using alcohol as a way to deal with his emotions ȃat first I 
found it very weird, but it used to work, I used to get pissed and fight someone and 
get my aggression out and shout off my mouth quite a bit.Ȅ Alcohol was 
prescribed as the standard antidote for a multitude of symptoms ȃsomeone 
would leave or dieȄ or ȃif you got a Dear John or if your friend fucked your 
girlfriend or whatever...you were just told ȁletȂs go down the pub, letȂs have a drink, 
fucking get it out of you, have a couple of fights with someone, amongst yourselves 
usually and fucking sober up tomorrow and...Ȅ using a frequently uttered phrase 
which expressed the onward motion encouraged ȃcrack on with the job man.Ȅ   
Cliff recalled how after witnessing the road accident, drinking ȃbecame a way 
to deal with me emotions.Ȅ  The majority of the men saw alcohol as an accepted 
means to cope with emotions.  Ray surmised that ȃ“lcohol is the militaryȂs 
way of therapyȄ  
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Leaving the Army and connecting back with family and friends, learned 
strategies of suppressing emotions remained in place for some.  Doug 
experienced difficulty switching feelings back on again.    He believes ȃitȂs 
hard to right twenty years of non-feeling and get those feelings back again, thatȂs the 
problem, you switch off the bad things and you switch off the good as well.Ȅ He felt 
that his emotions remained ȁswitched offȂ when he left the Army up until 
very recently which had a detrimental effect on his relationships with his 
children and then partner  
 
For Ray, who had been brought up in a childrenȂs home, suppressing 
emotion in the Army consolidated a childhood strategy.  When he left the 
Army and met his partner he reflected how ȃeverything was strange and I 
think eventually she got a sense of itǲ ȁWhatȂs up with Ray, heȂs not always there?ȂȄ 
reminding me of LennyȂs notion of ȁdisappearingȂ self.  Ray carries on ȃIȂd 
never give her the answer...was afraid to coz it would mean opening up. IȂd been a 
can all my life, an unopened can, like a can of corned beef that would stay fresh, and 
you... open it and it would go stale.  So I would never open this can.  I loved her 
dearly and I wouldnȂt say I didnȂt trust her, but I didnȂt trust myself.Ȅ  Joining the 
Army placed Ray in a cultural context where suppressing emotions was 
valued and allowed his natural tendency to become more sedimented.  He 
was also offered a new tactic in alcohol as a means to deal with his feelings, 
which he carried into his life after the Army ȃwhen something used to come up 
inside I used to think...IȂm uncomfortable with this, so I go down the pub and have a 
couple of beers and that would relax me.Ȅ   I propose that keeping emotions 
suppressed and being removed from oneȂs own emotions and those of 
others may have hardened the men to the human impact of their actions.  
This most likely had a functional value in the Services but when carried into 
post Services life may have permitted behaviour of a more detached and 
aggressive nature.  This may shed some light on why there is a greater 
prevalence of aggressive offences against the person in the ex-Services group 
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when compared to the general offending population, as we saw in the 
Introduction. 
 
Rhymer believes that suppressing grief in the Army led to an inability for 
him to grieve.  He sees men in prison grieving for their victims for years 
ȃeven though you didnȂt know them, you still as a human being need to grieve for 
them, but what if youȂre not encouraged to?  What if youȂre told not to grieve? 
What if youȂre encouraged to have a beer and shut the fuck up and crack on…?Ȅ 
After he left the Army he lost a number of close family and friends yet found 
himself numb to these events and unable to react.  Eventually the sudden 
death of his grandmother triggered a well of grief to flow.  He recalled how 
his world came down around him and how he ȃcould not cope with the death 
of my grandmother in any other way than what IȂd been taught, which was get 
pissed out of your fucking head and then fall asleep and youȂll be alrightȄ and he 
suppressed his emotion with months of heavy drinking.   However he found 
that this did not help him make sense of what had happened or get over 
things.  He asserts that it must be a conscious choice to experience the full 
range of oneȂs emotions ȃyou have to- itȂs the decision youȂve got to think of.Ȅ  
 
 
4.3 Expressing the Self: Redirecting Emotion 
 
Rosso was able to cope with a range of emotions with the exception of his 
time in Kosovo, the tour preceding his offending period ȃit was my last 
(Army) experience and it was a bad oneȄ he stated.  He felt isolated and 
unsupported but rather than express this directly to his superiors instead he 
was ȃphysically stomping around ... very angry a lot of the time.Ȅ Johnny released 
his feelings of isolation and frustration through music ȃif IȂd had a bad day, IȂd 
hire out the studio and sit on the drum-kit for hours and beat my heart out.Ȅ His 
metaphor uses language of battle as he ȁbeats his emotions outȂ.   “nger and 
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aggression were more culturally accepted ways of redirecting emotions 
such as grief and guilt which we focused upon briefly in Suppressing 
Emotion.  Rhymer felt encouraged to ȁfightȂ troubling emotions ȁout of his 
systemȂ and he recollected how if ȃyou get yourself in a bad space, you fucking 
work your way out of it.  Some people would fight to get out of it...or show 
aggression on the battlefield openly, some people would get pissed and then fight, 
coz thatȂs the hard bit, the hard bit is letting the rage out, you know, if you lose a 
friend or if your partner is cheating, they encourage that rage.Ȅ  
 
Soon after witnessing the car accident mentioned previously Cliff recalled 
how his behaviour began to change.  He ȃbecame moody, violent, non-
compliant...withdrawnȄ increasingly angry and frustrated and drank as a way 
to ȁmask the angerȂ because he didnȂt know how to deal with what heȂd 
witnessed.  He ȃstarted... having explosions of temper, smashing things, breaking 
things, it was never towards a person but it was always smashing... windows....I 
wouldnȂt have any control over that anger, IȂd just go into one and next thing I 
know IȂd look and see the damage IȂd done.Ȅ He couldnȂt ȃput my finger on why I 
get that angry.Ȅ Many of the men noticed changes in their moods and 
emotions, particularly those who had been in combat.  Cliff uses the 
expression ȁseeing redȂ to describe his anger which occurred during his 
offence and culminated in his accidently taking the life of a woman he had 
followed late one night with an intent to sexually attack.  He struggles to 
comprehend what happened in that moment recalling memories of himself 
as a child ȃnormal kid, happy go lucky, from a big familyȄ saying ȃthatȂs the bit I 
canȂt…I think that was that anger, seeing red, and that stemmed back from where I 
developed that temper in the Army, and thatȂs gone on now, when I see red I just go 
overboard with me anger…Ȅ   
 
Suppressing emotion seems to be a conscious choice whilst anger and 
aggression seemed to ȁeruptȂ as one lost control.  Lenny adds more to this 
construction of emotional control. He described after combat ȃitȂs almost as if 
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you become a slave to your memories, youȂre controlled by them, your actions are 
not just at that time, but further on in the future directly affected by your memories.  
Anger was a big thing for me...I snapped very quickly, IȂd a short fuse.Ȅ 
 
Many of the men recall incidents of reacting violently to situations in civilian 
life.  A violent over-reaction on  ”illyȂs part  resulted in his arrest and 
current prison sentence ȃThree guys...said comments about my girlfriend, they 
were drunk and even though I was sober...basically I went down to challenge them, 
and it escalated from there and I lost the plot.Ȅ In that moment he recalled 
imagery of a frightening incident in Bosnia where he had been surrounded 
by scores of  angry men threatening him with bayonets and Kalashnikovs 
out of which he narrowly escaped ȃ...every time IȂm surrounded by guys I go 
berserk.Ȅ  Cliff describes his reaction to an event shortly before his arrest.  He 
heard a car screeching and ȃlooked up and it smashed into the back of a car.Ȅ  He 
ȃover-reacted, went over to the driverȂs window and smashed and literally dragged 
the driver out coz I thought they were going to get crushedȄ details such as the 
ȁgoldyȂ colour of the car instantaneously bringing him back to the earlier 
road accident. He said ȃI scared the young lads in the car coz I was literally 
dragging them through the windows. I just felt that need, I had to get them out,Ȅ 
succeeding this time in doing what he had been unable to do at the earlier 
scene. 
 
When RayȂs relationship began to fail, he initially drew on a trusted strategy 
ȃI bottled things up, and I would drink at the weekends and if I was down.Ȅ  
However when his partner told him she was leaving he felt that ȃeventually, 
somethingȂs got to give and of course it came out on the wrong person.Ȅ  He 
believes that this rejection had echoes of childhood dismissal and he thought 
ȃI donȂt want this now, why is another person throwing me away?Ȅ He continued 
ȃI never addressed it.  So when it comes up for me, it comes up like a fucking 
volcano-IȂm not having this! IȂm never having this!Ȅ His emotion was diverted 
into aggression against her, accepted tactics which I propose he learned in 
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the Army as a way to express emotion when suppression wasnȂt an 
adequate shield.  It appeared to me that as with suppressing emotion, the 
strategy of re-directing emotion evolved and utilised within the Services 
context tended to remain with the men as they adjusted back into civilian 
life.  Discouraged to show any emotion suggesting vulnerability or 
weakness, they were used to squaring up to reality with haste and 
portraying ȁpowerfulȂ, free to express emotions such as anger and rage.  I 
believe that many of the men in this study left the Services well practiced in 
drinking and fighting their emotions out, and were inclined to fall into this 
pattern again when faced with uncomfortable feelings such as anxiety and 
confusion.  Thus, in my view, both of these strategies of suppression and re-
direction of emotion played a sometimes significant role in many of their 
offences, in particular those of an aggressive nature. 
 
 
4.4 Expressing the Self: Emerging Emotion 
 
Lenny controlled emotions with alcohol and drugs but when he no longer 
tried to assume charge he started to ȃcome apart at the seams.Ȅ  He became 
aware of a transition in his emotional state ȃOver a period of a few months after 
I came out of the Army, my emotions started to evolve, to come out.Ȅ He recalls his 
first flashback ȃI didnȂt know what the hell it was in those days.Ȅ He draws on 
the metaphor of Pandora Ȃs ”ox1 to explain ȃMost people have a box that they 
put things away in, the only trouble with mine was that the locks came off.Ȅ  This 
process of emerging emotion is one referred to by many of the men, to 
describe how emotions previously suppressed began to be experienced, 
often out of their conscious control.  Most of them use imagery related ideas 
to describe this.  Twelve weeks prior to our meeting Lenny felt he was ȃno 
                                                     
1 In classical mythology Zeus gave Pandora, the first woman a box with instructions not to 
open it. Pandora's curiosity soon got the better of her, and she opened the box and in so doing 
released the evils and miseries of the world which flew out to afflict all humankind 
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longer coping, I was having difficulty differentiating between reality and dream 
world or flashbacksȄ and he sought help from the mental health prison in-
reach team.  In the months after leaving the Navy Martin became aware of 
his emotions emerging ȃit started to rear its head and in the beginning I was more 
effective at suppressing it than in the later stages.Ȅ  He still experiences 
flashbacks of a scene where his ship was threatened with attack; images of 
him interrogating ambiguous radar movements evoking fear to this day.    
 
 Rhymer described the frightening images which came unbidden to his mind 
after the Army ȃIt affected me in ways I couldnȂt imagine... IȂll see a baby in the 
street and picture a baby IȂd seen without realising IȂd seen a baby.  I would get a 
picture flashing in my head of a baby IȂd seen in amongst the hundreds of bodies at 
times that you would see, their burnt features or their bloated... it was fucking 
horrible you know...Ȅ  Many of the men experienced recurring dreams and 
disorientating flashbacks and some of them were working with 
psychologists at the time of interview, assessments being done of symptoms 
potentially indicating Post-traumatic stress reactions.   Dave reflected that 
the things that he and his colleagues had seen ȃleave an imprint, I donȂt care 
who you are or how good a solider you are, itȂs still there in the back of your mind.Ȅ  
 
Rhymer described how soon after leaving the Army and for many years to 
follow he was brought back to horrific scenes by a range of sensory triggers 
ȃI could not stand being in phone boxes or lifts, I think that was the smell of piss 
that used to do my head in.Ȅ He recalled being overly sensitive to potential 
threats ȃyou find that you canȂt switch off when you need to, you might be on a 
date and youȂre examining packages that people are carrying past the window or 
youȂre trying to sniff out smells and I canȂt really explain it...you just canȂt really 
relax.Ȅ Dave needed to sit facing the bar when out ȃIf youȂve got your back to 
the bar anyone could come and take you out couldnȂt they?  So if youȂre sitting 
facing it you can see whoȂs coming and going.Ȅ  CliffȂs efforts to suppress 
recurrent flashbacks were becoming less successful to the point that ȃI wasnȂt 
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concentrating on what I was doing... I was having panic attacks, my heart would 
start thumping, IȂd start hyperventilating, sweat, feel a bit dizzy and faint and my 
fingers would start tingling.Ȅ He worked as a coach driver and would need to 
stop the coach on the hard shoulder to wait for these feelings to pass.   In the 
time leading up to his offence Cliff was going off sick, his symptoms 
rendering him unable to work.   
 
Doug had ȃnightmares, reoccurrences, heightened awareness to noises....bangs, 
people coming across your periphery, youȂre so there, all the time ȃfor many years 
after leaving the Army.  This process of emotional subsidence has spanned 
over twenty years for him.  ȃImmediately afterwards (recurrent images) were 
stronger and more disturbing and the period that IȂve served now in prison they 
have grown to a remembrance rather than an intrusion.Ȅ Doug was in the Army 
for Ř.ś years.  He briefly did some ȁfocal therapyȂ in the Army which was 
useful but which he didnȂt see through to the end.  “t the time of our 
interview he was about to start group therapy, only the second time he will 
have received psychological support since he was medically discharged 17 
years ago.  Uncertainty around how to help himself meant that it has taken 
him ten times longer to recover from the psychological impact of his military 
experience than the time he actually served.  He speaks nervously yet 
optimistically of how he hopes participation in a therapeutic group will help 
facilitate his emotions to emerge in a controlled way in a supported 
environment.   Ray speaks proudly of the work heȂs done in prison based 
therapy ȃI stripped myself naked as such, took all the armour off.Ȅ Lenny reflects 
on the effort it takes to suppress or restrain emotions and how in 
suppressing we still attend in order to deny their significance.  The process 
of therapy has facilitated a controlled emergence of his emotions to himself 
and others ȃNot having secrets is a wonderful thing, because you no longer need a 
memory.  If you tell untruths, you need to remember who you told them to, so if you 
have no secrets, then you donȂt have to have a memory, hence I donȂt need to 
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remember things.Ȅ He leaves me with a sense of the freedom he finally 
experiences from his memories through his committed therapeutic work.   
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Chapter 4 
Discussion 
 
 
1. A Framework and a Theory 
 
There were many differences in how the men experienced the military 
context, in what they perceived was expected of them and in how they 
acted upon their situation. Yet there were also shared expectations around 
what it meant to be part of a unit and to behave according to its cultural 
rules and rituals.  The focus of the processes outlined here is on in-Service 
experiences.  We saw in the Introduction that much of the research focus 
on antisocial behaviour has been on combat exposure and pre-Service risk 
factors however from these research participants comes through an 
emphasis on their time within the military, thus agreeing with and 
building on burgeoning work considered in the Introduction on the 
impact of in-Service factors on psychological well-being, by Engelhard & 
Van den Hout (2007) and on anti-social behaviour by Booth-Kewley et al., 
(2010).  Vogt et al., (2005) finding of gender difference in stress rating of 
in-Service factors also gives weight to the individualised nature of this 
impact.   
 
The ideas proposed within this thesis lean on a social interactionist 
framework which asserts that we possess a unique construction of our 
situational goals, while living together with others in a shared physical 
and symbolic environment (Effrat, 1973).  In the proposed theory the 
physical and symbolic environment is described as a series of four 
ȁSituational Demands.Ȃ These four demands describe what the men 
perceived was expected of them in a particular space, time and social 
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context.  Drawing once again on ClarkeȂs construction of the situation, this 
is not to say that situational demands are static (nor causal, intervening 
and contextual as according to Strauss, 1979) but instead that elements 
(both human and non-human) are co-constitutive.   Thus in setting out a 
set of situational demands I intend to depict participantsȂ perception of 
what they deemed as challenging and interpret their responses on an 
intrapersonal and interpersonal level.  Their actions seemed to serve the 
aim of reducing contextual ambiguity and inner conflict and gaining them 
back a sense of control.  Their responses are described under the heading 
ȁSurvival StrategiesȂ which I propose they evolved to protect their sense of 
self or identity.  
 
Breakwell (1986, p23) asserts that two important principles predict the 
operation of processes in any theory of identity, assimilation and 
accommodation and evaluation.  She describes assimilation as the 
absorption of new components (or situational demands in this case) into 
the identity structure and accommodation refers to the adjustment (or 
survival strategy) which occurs in the existing structure so as to find a 
place into which to fit the new elements.  Evaluation entails the allocation 
of meaning and value to identity content both new and old. Evaluation, 
she describes, will influence what is assimilated and the form of 
accommodation. These two processes interact and act simultaneously to 
change the content and value dimensions of identity.  She proposes that 
these two identity processes work to produce uniqueness or 
distinctiveness for the person; continuity across time and the situation; and 
a feeling of personal worth or social value.   The processes themselves do 
not change across time while their outcomes may (Breakwell, 1986, p24).  
In my view, Breakwell provides a plausible sense of the nature of the 
constant thinking process taking place for us at each moment in time 
which is pivotal to how we perceive and respond to our environment.  
Thus the theory presented here explicitly outlines two elements related to 
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the menȂs perception of situational demands and the intrapersonal and 
interpersonal responses they enact along with possessing an implicit 
underlying assumption that they employ cognitive processes as described 
by Breakwell to make this possible.   
 
Goffman (1959) describes people as social actors who strategise how to 
control their encounters.  In my view the men were responding to 
situational expectations they perceived and were acting with the intention 
of gaining a sense of control, reducing the ambiguity of their situation and 
minimising internal conflict or anxiety through securing their sense of self, 
be that socially, in time and space, in relation to their military actions 
and/or in the regulation of their emotional experience.  All of the men 
made reference to these four situational demands in some shape or form, 
while the meaning they attributed and the action they chose remained 
unique to them.   
 
I suggest that the men carried strategies into civilian life which they 
evolved during their time in the Services.   Resick, (2001, p4) proposes that  
ȃwhen the stressful situation abates, the behavioural reactions lessen but poor 
coping styles and rigid or faulty thinking patterns may have evolved that will be 
used and abused in future stressful situations.Ȅ 
 
She asserts that someone who develops new and healthy coping strategies 
may be left much stronger and more resilient to face future stressors.  
Threat to our survival is a strong reinforcer and plays a crucial part in the 
indoctrination and preservation of rules, habits, attitudes and behaviours 
that are perceived as helpful for coping with threat, which are integrated 
into the identity and endure over a life-time (Sturgeon-Clegg, 2008, p123).  
She makes use of BreakwellȂs ǻŗşŞŜǼ definition of a coping strategy as ȃany 
activity, in thought or deed, which has as its goal the removal or modification of a 
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threat to identityȄ (Breakwell 1986, p79), which fits well with the concept of 
a survival strategy used here. 
 
Thus to summarise, two important notions underpin the theory presented 
here.  Firstly, GoffmanȂs notion of individuals as actors operating with 
intent towards their situation.  The intention espoused here is to reduce 
ambiguity and internal conflict experienced in response to situational 
expectations and to enhance the security of oneȂs sense of self.   Secondly, 
resting on ResickȂs assumption, adaptive intrapersonal and interpersonal 
strategies are proposed to evolve over time in the Services and may be 
carried  into civilian life to be drawn upon once again when the individual 
is faced with situational ambiguity.   In my view this can be described as a 
Psychosocial theory as it attempts to capture symbolically the interaction 
between the individual and their perceived situation, the psychological 
and the social.   
 
 
2. Situational Demands and Survival Strategies 
 
The following section provides an overview of four categories of situational 
demands and strategies chosen in relation to them (see diagram). 
 
The situational demands are proposed to be experienced by the men 
generally in the sequence depicted. They may attribute meaning to events 
after a period of evaluation soon after the event or much time later, thus 
their chosen action isnȂt presumed to follow in this order. 
  
Securing the Self refers to the social expectation placed on the men to 
become part of the group, their adjustment to being constantly in the 
company of others, their self-perception through the eyes of others and 
their chosen response.  
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Structuring the Self refers to the assimilation of the unitȂs goals with oneȂs 
personal goals.  The model describes how the men adapted to the structure 
and routine of the Services and later adjusted to their absence in civilian 
life.  
Defining the Self describes the expectations the men encountered in 
relation to their military duties.  This category explores the conflict 
experienced between operational demands and individual beliefs and 
values and considers how the men struggled to re-define a sense of 
themselves during and after their time in the Services.    
Expressing the Self relates to the cultural expectations around the 
expression of emotion in the Services, describes how in the short term they 
were accommodated to by the men and the impact of these strategies on 
their dealing with emotion in the longer-term.    
 
In the following section we will explore the four categories in the light of 
existing literature.  Links will be made to ideas presented in the 
Introduction and new material of relevance to these categories also 
introduced. This chapter aims to show how the four emerging categories 
complement existing theory, how they relate to each other and where they 
diverge to suggest new perspectives on offending in the ex-Services 
population.   
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Figure 1.  Four Core Categories  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL CONTEXT CIVILIAN 
SITUATIONAL DEMANDS  
 
CIVILIAN MILITARY 
 SECURING THE SELF 
- Integrating with others 
- Protecting self through others 
- Being in the eyes of others 
- Submerging the self 
SITUATIONAL DEMANDS 
 
STRUCTURING THE SELF 
- Dealing with time 
- Finding self in routine 
- Being purposeful 
- Locating self in the present 
SITUATIONAL DEMANDS 
 
 Survival Strategies 
SITUATIONAL DEMANDS 
 
Survival Strategies 
EXPRESSING THE SELF 
- Putting on a brave face 
- Suppressing emotion 
- Redirecting emotion 
- Emerging emotion 
DEFINING THE SELF 
- Denigrating judgement 
- Black and white thinking 
- Switching on 
- Believing the self 
 
 Survival Strategies  
 Survival Strategies 
 
Transitioning between individual and group social structures 
 
Accommodating to and relinquishing the rules and routines of the 
military system 
 
Managing the expression of emotion in line with rules of military 
and civilian society    
 
Bridging the conflict between operational duties and individual 
morals and judgement 
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3   Securing the Self 
 
3.1  Securing the Self: Integrating with Others 
 
As we saw in the previous chapter, the Services was initially about a social 
experience for the majority of the men. Social integration has already been 
suggested as important in the transition into and out of the Services.  
Research on homecoming experiences emphasises the positive effects of 
social support on the readjustment process and on helping to overcome 
traumatic experiences (Fontana et al. 1997a; Johnson et al. 1997).  So how 
might social integration be an important part of the adjustment and 
readjustment process? 
 
Group cohesion is one of the earliest topics addressed in military 
psychology, generally considered from a performance perspective with 
which it is positively correlated, as with psychological well-being, while 
negatively correlated with psychological distress (Bliese & Halverson, 1996; 
Hoyle & Crawford, 1994; Oliver et al., 1999).  All of the men placed great 
significance on how they integrated with others in their unit and for many 
of the men it was a positive part of their Services experience.  Ray for 
example, embraced a social identity of ȁsoldierȂ and unit member and in so 
doing experienced confidence as never before.    
 
Social identity theory brings an interesting perspective which helps to 
conceptualise the process of integrating with others.  Our social identity has 
been defined as: 
ȃthat part of our self-concept which derives from knowledge of oneȂs membership of 
a social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional significance 
attached to that membershipȄ 
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       (Tajfel, 1981, p255). 
 
Social identity theory posits that simply categorising oneself as a group 
member has been sufficient to lead people to display in-group favouritism 
(Turner and Tajfel, 1986).  One reason for this may be down to the idea that 
we derive a sense of psychological well-being from assuming a social 
identity (Cameron, 1999).  The in-group may become part of our self and 
acquires social and emotional significance for us (E. R. Smith & Henry, 
1996; Tajfel, 1981).  Turner and Tajfel describe how the quest for positive 
distinctiveness from the out-group means that peopleȂs sense of who they 
are becomes defined in terms of ȁweȂ rather than ȁIȂ. The majority of the men 
in this study used the pronoun ȁweȂ to a much greater extent than ȁIȂ when 
sharing their positive memories while ȁIȂ was more commonly used by 
those who felt socially excluded.  I noticed that the nomenclature changed 
from ȁIȂ to ȁweȂ and back to ȁIȂ for several of the men as they described their 
transition into and out of the Services group which I believe signalled a 
declining degree of identification.  
 
Along with drawing confidence from their membership of a military unit 
the men also seemed to derive a sense of agency. Remember DaveȂs assured 
sense of purpose and agency while acting as part of a unit, yet frustrated 
aimlessness after the Services? Ahronson (2007) offers a sense of how the 
subcategory integrating with others may relate to being purposeful.  He 
suggests that if people perceive that their team shares closeness during a 
task, these cohesive beliefs may bolster their confidence in regards to the 
agency of their actions.   
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3.2     Securing the Self: Protecting Self through Others 
 
Many of the men suggested that while it was initially presented as an 
external directive to ȁprotect your buddy,Ȃ gradually they seemed to take 
this on as a personal responsibility and in so doing, found physical and 
emotional protection for themselves.   Through the act of protecting others 
they appeared to become more integrated and connected to the group.   
Having identified with others, individuals are more likely to make 
sacrifices for them (Bartone, 2010).     People who feel more social 
connectedness with others have been found to be more likely to engage in 
pro-social behaviour (Lee, 1998).  This notion of social connectedness is one 
to which we will return in the next section.      
 
I would argue that protecting others may be an example of pro-social 
behaviour in people who already have a bond, however, in addition, 
through the act of protecting others, one may also become connected to 
them and begin to trust and feel physically and emotionally protected in 
turn.  Perhaps this comes about because in assuming an obligation towards 
others, one focuses on them rather than on oneȂs own feelings?  RayȂs 
vocabulary suggests that it was only on leaving the Army  that he began to 
be concerned with protecting himself, words such as ȁwaryȂ and  ȁsafetyȂ 
becoming apparent in his lexicon in his description of the period 
immediately after the Army.   It seems that for him vigilance was also 
required in civilian life and his words suggest a sense of danger more 
concretely than that experienced on tour.   A majority of the men stated that 
they feared their buddyȂs injury more than their own, thus in this context I 
would propose that protecting others served an anxiety management 
function.  The majority of the men referred to high levels of loyalty and 
trust which existed with their unit colleagues surpassing that engendered in 
previous and subsequent friendships in civilian life, loyalty that remained 
strong years after their unit had disbanded.  The development of 
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relationships of enduring strength with those with whom you have shared 
threatening experiences has been seen with other groups.  Sturgeon-Clegg 
(2008) identified a similar process taking place in adults who had been 
evacuated from London as children during the Second World War where 
some of them referred to developing a life-long relationship with those 
people on whom they had relied during those unsafe times.  
 
3.3    Securing the Self: Submerging the Self 
 
Integration into the group entailed assimilating itȂs beliefs, ideals, attitudes, 
prejudices, and ways of viewing and valuing the world. For some men, this 
evoked personal conflict as they grappled with how to merge a previously 
individual identity with a social one.   This process of assimilating the 
groupȂs ideals was an important transitional one.   
 
“ssimilation may be experienced as ȁtensionȂ ǻCrandall et al, ŘŖŖŘǼ, but 
Sherif and Sherif (1953) asserted that ȃeventually concepts and ideas concerning 
social relations become oneȂs own concepts and ideas, part of oneȂs personal 
identity.Ȅ DougȂs experience suggests otherwise.  He was aware that his 
ideals remained strongly in situ throughout his training.  Assimilating the 
groupȂs ideals was a difficult process for him, whereby he felt like an aspect 
of his self was being ȃstripped away.Ȅ  Concepts and ideas were ȁtried onȂ 
by him, but not entirely bought. There was something distinctly ȁhisȂ which 
remained throughout his training, which he continued to experience as 
discrete from the group.  He was conscious of an intractable character to 
some of his personal ideals evident during literal and symbolic clashes with 
his unit.   After carrying out a number of challenging tours in Afghanistan 
and Kosovo, Rhymer began to reflect on his actions and realised that they 
went against his ideals and beliefs about who he was.  He began to identify 
more with a previously held individual notion of his self which seemed to 
have remained distinct in his memory and to dis-identify with his more 
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recent group identity of ȁsoldierȂ.  I wanted to explore relevant ideas as to 
how this might come about. 
 
Contemporary cognitive theories of identity view the self as comprised of 
many divergent, identities of which only a subset, known as the working 
self-concept (Markus & Kunda, 1986) is accessible in memory at any given 
time (Stryker, 1980).  This idea seems to complement the notion within 
social identity theory of our having a capacity to ȁtry onȂ identities based on 
what we perceive to be appropriate to the demands of our context, and that 
we may later revert to a previous self-concept. In my view this helps to 
understand Doug and RhymerȂs experience to some extent. They appeared 
to submerge their self for periods of time depending on how coherent their 
individual idea of self remained with the groupȂs ideals.  They seemed to 
engage in an ongoing process of self-monitoring of their actions against 
their accepted values and ideals.  This is backed up by GilbertȂs ǻŘŖŖś, pŘŜŚǼ 
observation that the brain sends and receives signals that are social and 
reciprocally role forming.  This proposition seems more reflective of these 
menȂs experience than the ideas offered by Sherif and Sherifǲ however it 
fails to capture the emotional conflict which accompanied this process, 
something to which we will return later.  
 
 
  3.4   Securing the Self: Being in the Eyes of Others 
 
The perceptions of others seemed very much in mind for the men as they 
described the complex social hierarchies and rules they had to navigate 
their way through. Cliff, Billy and Johnny spoke with anger and frustration 
of colleagues who ridiculed them for appearing unable to cope or managers 
who cloistered them and blocked their career progression.  How we are 
seen by and reacted to by others constructs much of our social experience 
ǻakin to CooleyȂs notion of the ȁlooking glass selfȂ presented in the 
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Introduction).  Integrating less than smoothly and being ill-thought of by 
colleagues could significantly shape oneȂs experience of military life and 
sense of well-being.     
 
What are the implications of believing one's self to be positively viewed by 
others?  In my opinion, these men appeared to more fully embrace the 
group identity and seemed more connected to others in their units.   Lee & 
Robbins ǻŗşşśǼ use the term ȁsocial connectednessȂ to describe the subjective 
awareness of being in close relationship with the social world and propose 
that we seek to be socially connected with others in order to feel a sense of 
belonging.   Our level of connection with others appears to have numerous 
implications.  People with high levels of connectedness have been found 
better able to manage their own needs and emotions (Tesser, 1991).  Low 
levels of connectedness may be related to a reduced ability to manage oneȂs 
needs and proneness to low self-esteem, anxiety, and depression (Kohut, 
1984).  Those with a weak sense of connectedness may display low levels of 
trust and are more likely to retreat from social opportunities and experience 
daily life as more stressful (Lee, 1998). Cliff was shocked and scared by the 
experience of witnessing a traumatic road accident.  His distress was 
enhanced by his anxiety that others thought him to be coping badly and he 
felt ashamed and withdrew socially while outwardly trying to maintain a 
brave face. His drinking escalated and he began to react increasingly 
aggressively to his workload and emotions, which served to further 
distance him from others.  Later in the portfolio within the Client Study we 
visit GilbertȂs ǻŘŖŖŜǼ ideas around shame, which he describes as a social 
emotion which involves a complex interaction between self-experience and 
ȁself in the mind of the otherȂ experience.  
 
Social exclusion has been found to have a number of important 
consequences.   Conversely to social connectedness, the likelihood of 
altruistic, pro-social behaviours seems to decrease as a consequence of 
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social exclusion and rejection (Baumeister & Tice, 2001).  People who have 
been excluded tend to show increased levels of aggression and antisocial 
tendencies and respond more aggressively to both provocative and neutral 
encounters.  Excluded people are more likely to break rules and engage in 
risky, unorthodox behaviours (Twenge et al., 2001) even in the absence of 
any mental health diagnosis.   From my understanding, little research has 
been undertaken on how social integration may link with aggression and 
antisocial behaviour.   I believe it is worth further exploration with regards 
to the ex-Services group.  There are implications for clinical work.  
Psychologists need to ask questions of how well socially integrated clients 
were both during their time in the Services and currently in civilian life.  
Difficulties experienced in this area should be discussed, with specific 
enquiry into challenges experienced integrating with others, the impact on 
the person and strategies they used for dealing with possible isolation.  
Within the military, social integration needs to be attended to and concrete 
efforts made to help assimilate all personnel into the unit and wider social 
system. 
 
Emily White (2010, p91) wrote a fascinating exposition on the nature of 
loneliness and reflected on her experience of protracted loneliness.  During 
what she describes as more socially ȁembeddedȂ times of her life she 
recalled having a robust attention span.  She described how as her 
loneliness began to span out, her attention ȁfracturedȂ.  She cites research by 
Perlman (1989) who reported that lonelier people were more distractable 
and seemed to have a reduced capacity to control their attention (Cacioppo 
et al., 2000).   Her ideas lead me to speculate on potential links between 
poor integration with others and a reduced capacity to remain focused on 
and attentive to oneȂs goals, thus also related to characteristics of the 
category structuring the self, to which we will move next.  
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 4   Structuring the Self 
 
How the men adjusted to a lifestyle ordered and ordained by the unitȂs 
duties began to evoke my curiosity.   I wondered how did they later adapt 
to the unstructured nature of civilian life where once more they were 
ȁmasters of their own environmentȂ?  What implications, if any, did this 
have for their offending behaviour? 
 
4.1   Structuring the Self: Finding Self in Routine 
 
In the Services day to day life was highly structuredǲ the unitȂs military 
goals were translated into a daily plan for each of them.   While this 
reduced some of their sense of control over things, the routine and order 
also absolved them from the responsibility of having to make their own 
plans.  Transitioning back into civilian life, it was now down to them to take 
charge, to secure accommodation and employment and construct ways to 
fill their time.  Many of the men who had joined the Services as teenagers 
returned home to be treated as adults.   Civilian life calls for a multiplicity 
of decisions to be made which seemed to have been quite overwhelming for 
some.  Finding ways to shape time back in civilian life was one of the 
biggest challenges for all of the men.   
 
 
4.2   Structuring the Self: Being Purposeful 
 
Some of the men dealt with the ordered nature and frequently frenetic pace 
by finding a personal sense of purpose in military goals, Dave and Doug 
sought to protect others, each focusing on situational goals, one task at a 
time.    
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Frankl (1963) believed that we are driven to find meaning or purpose in life.  
He argued that frustration in relation to this ȁforceȂ leads to a feeling of 
ȁexistential vacuumȂ.  People without structural frameworks to integrate 
and organize goals have been found to display lower levels of health and 
well-being (Donahue, Robins, Roberts, & John, 1993; R. A. Emmons, 1991).  
Life goals or purpose may be important but, according to Shek (1992), also 
need to be accompanied by a subjective feeling that life is meaningful in 
order to be a determinant of psychological well-being.   
 
Developing and living in accordance with a purpose (through pursuit of 
goals and day to day tasks) seemed to have become particularly important 
for the men as a way to structure time in the Services.  Living in alignment 
with a purpose may have been a positive means to deal with the risk, 
ambiguity and anxiety of a stressful context. Giving some credence to this 
idea, purpose has been proposed to serve as one potential variable in 
resilience for dealing with dangerous situations (McKnight & Kashdan, 
2009).  Operating in accord with a purpose has been proposed to increase 
endurance during mentally and physically challenging activities and 
sustain vitality in the aftermath (e.g., Moller, Deci, & Ryan, 2006; Muraven, 
Gagn, & Rosman, 2008).  In my view a sense of purpose played a role in 
maintaining well-being for the men.  It may also have operated as a 
mediator for emotional experience and emotional expression.  When Dave 
returned to a day to day life he perceived as mundane, associated memories 
seemed to slowly surface which, in the thick of action, he had been able to 
keep at bay.  A sense of purpose and the ensuing plan diverted his attention 
from his feelings, however returning home absent of purpose and devoid of 
distraction, his emotions came to the fore.  The challenge of finding purpose 
for oneself demands ongoing effort.  As Weixel-Dixon & Strasser (2005, 
p229) point out  
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ȃwe are not allowed the luxury of making significant and difficult choices around 
purpose in living just once: we have to consider and re-consider these possibilities 
again and again.Ȅ 
 
Research supports the converse proposition that the absence of purpose 
may have negative consequences for well-being thus may suggest why the 
absence of purpose in civilian life can be a struggle to cope with.   For 
example, an absence of purpose in the lives of able individuals is one factor 
in elevated rates of depression, feelings of emptiness and suicide in the 
elderly (Richman, 1993; Ruckenbauer, Yazdani, & Ravaglia, 2007).    Several 
of the men turned to alcohol as a way to fill downtime in the Services and 
carried this tactic with them into civilian life.  A number of studies suggest 
that purpose in life is negatively related to alcohol use (e.g., Jacobson, 
Ritter, & Mueller, 1977) and general drug involvement (Padelford, 1974).  
 
Aligning oneself with a clear sense of purpose may have served to 
consolidate a belief in a rightful cause and inherent in this, oneȂs approval 
of oneȂs actions.  ”andura ǻŗşşşǼ found that we can morally justify our 
behaviour to some extent by depicting it as serving a valued or righteous 
social purpose (e.g., defending freedom).  Training seems to have a played 
an important role in accentuating this process.  Many of the men described 
how their training bolstered their belief in and adherence to the militaryȂs 
goals.   Research suggests that training which invests harmful conduct with 
high moral purpose has been found to eliminate self-censure and engage 
self-approval in the service of destructive exploits (Kelman & Hamilton, 
1989) which indicates how training may have enabled the men to carry out 
certain aggressive acts.  Over time, when the menȂs actions conflicted with 
their sense of purpose and meaning I propose that this had a destabilising 
effect on the menȂs beliefs about themselves and the world, as seemed to 
have occurred for Rhymer and Lenny amongst others. Purpose and 
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meaning in oneȂs life need to be validated by personal experiences ǻNygren, 
2005) in order to serve to maintain self-approval.    
 
These men had been used to possessing a strong sense of purpose in the 
Services and its initial absence in civilian life seemed to have presented a 
challenge for them.  Several of them discovered a renewed sense of purpose 
and a reassertion of goals and structure through criminal contexts.  I 
propose that the criminal context enabled some of the men to regain a sense 
of purpose which reinvigorated their agency and confidence.  Rhymer for 
example, began to integrate back into society through the support of a man 
who later introduced him to a criminal lifestyle.  Loyalty to his new friend 
and ȁfamilyȂ prompted him to begin to undertake burglary jobs and 
gradually through this he began to develop a sense of agency, purpose and 
structure in his life.  Doug, Dave and Cliff, drew parallels between the 
clarity of purpose and sense of a plan involved in a military mission and in 
their offences. 
 
It seems that a renewed sense of purpose was sought and attained, certainly 
in the short-term by many of the men through activities related to their 
offending behaviour. I propose that this is an important issue which needs 
to be highlighted in clinical work.  While issues of employment and 
accommodation are tackled on a practical level by many Services charities, 
more consideration should be given to how ex-Services personnel regain a 
sense of purpose, through supporting them to take back responsibility for 
constructing short to medium term goals and a daily structure as a matter 
of course.   
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 4.3   Structuring the Self: Locating Self in the Present 
 
Several of the men seemed to live their life solely in the present tense in the 
Services, their focus on activity in the here and now.   Civilian life however 
demands a present and future orientation in order to make and carry out 
decisions.  Signing up to a tenancy, employment or phone contract, all of 
these require some degree of future orientation and commitment to that 
imagined future.  This may require a shift in mind-set, situating decision-
making in relation to oneȂs intentions both now and in subsequent months.   
Zaleski, Cycon, & Kurc (2001) found that future time perspective, and 
especially possession of long-term goals, positively correlated with virtually 
all aspects of well-being, meaningful life, social self-efficacy, and 
persistence. Remember how Rhymer lived for over a year after the Army in 
squats, removed from other people, existing day to day?  I believe that by 
locating himself within the present tense he could maintain the 
psychological mind-set he had developed in the Army.  In my view, 
making decisions requires one to construct and attach oneȂs hopes to a plan 
and to other people.  People, in his experience could be lost at any moment; 
no body and nothing could be relied on to remain.  There was less for him 
to lose if his hopes and emotions were not attached to people or events in 
the future.  The here and now was a safer place to be. 
 
The notion of ȁdetemporalisationȂ has relevance here, describing how 
someone may detach from the present moment and become alienated in 
time (Beere, 1995) the word alienated striking a chord for me in relation to 
Rhymer.  Potentially, attending to the present to the exclusion of past and 
future may have enabled the men to remain at a distance from their 
feelings.     By living in the present tense Rhymer seems to have protected 
himself from past memories and the potential that he might evaluate 
himself unfavourably in later light.  Sar & Ozturk (2007) assert that 
experiences are not conceived of as traumatic while the event is happening, 
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but become psychologically traumatic only after it is over.   In this static 
existence perhaps he shielded himself from having to integrate his ȁsoldierȂ 
experiences into his sense of self in civilian life and the difficult emotions 
this process might provoke.   
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 5   Defining the Self 
 
A number of internal cognitive processes seemed to be taking place for the 
men as they struggled to overcome conflict between their self-definition 
and the actions they were expected to carry out as part of military 
operational requirements. 
 
  5.1   Defining the Self: Black and White Thinking 
 
Many of the men referred to a cognitive shift they made as they realised 
that they needed to hand over trust to the system and colleagues for their 
safety and in turn relinquish faith in their own authority.  Downplaying or 
denigrating oneȂs own judgement served benefits for military life however I 
believe created challenges when suddenly the men were required to 
exercise autonomy again in civilian life.  Transferring faith in oneself to 
faith in the system occurred as a gradual process over six months of basic 
training, however the requirement to be self-reliant once more arose over 
just days, commencing on disembarkation from the plane as they stepped 
back onto home soil and into civilian life.   
 
Adopting a black and white approach to decision making appeared to be a 
naturally occurring cognitive strategy for many of the men, potentially 
propelled by a number of factors.  I believe that thinking in black and white 
terms may have helped them to assimilate and follow protocol.  
Identification with the group combined with this cognitive strategy appears 
to have culminated in positioning the other as the ȁenemyȂ and oneȂs own 
group as ȁgood.Ȃ ”eck ǻŗşşşǼ proposes some relevant ideas around the 
cognitive adaptations people make in response to perceived threat.   In the 
Introduction we considered his term ȁdichotomous thinkingȂ in his 
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conceptualisation of anger and aggression.  He describes how in place of a 
normal tendency to judge other people across a broad spectrum ranging 
from good to bad, aroused people make extreme categorical judgements 
based on the notion of ȁtotally good usȂ and ȁtotally bad themȂ.  In 
consequence, the other becomes the ȁenemyȂ and their actions are 
rationalised as ȁwrongȂ while my behaviour and those of my counterparts is 
ȁright.Ȃ  Robert Lifton illustrates this, describing a soldierȂs contradiction in 
weighing up his responsibility in the My Lai massacre in Vietnam in 1968 
when a unit of the US Army massacred a small village in what was 
perceived to be a revenge attack:  
ȃIf evil has been done, he cannot have done itǲ if he did it, it cannot be evil.Ȅ 
        (Beck, 1999, p222)   
 
Beck suggests that holding a global image of the Enemy as bad extinguishes 
empathy and concerns regarding the taking of human life.  According to 
the men in this study, their basic training appeared to expedite a naturally 
occurring cognitive process as soldiers are taught to depersonalise and kill 
the enemy.  From my perception of this data, it seemed that the faster a 
decision could be made and operationalised, the less time there was for 
potential human implications to come to mind or difficult emotions to rise 
to the surface.  Decision-making made expedient.  Beck proposes if the 
enemy is perceived by the soldier as a real, similar human being, the desire 
to kill is inhibited and replaced by a feeling of guilt if he decides to fire his 
gun.  Adoption of this cognitive strategy seemed to protect the men from 
troubling, self-conflicting emotions, at least in the short-term. 
 
Beck (1999, p221) also emphasises loyalty to the group.  He describes how 
having ties with others ȃgives the group cohesiveness, definition and boundariesȄ 
and these ties help to strengthen the distinction between ȁusȂ and ȁthem.Ȃ   
Ties and loyalty to the group conveyed a suggestion of protection to the 
men in this study; they came to believe that their safety was associated with 
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belonging to the group which served to consolidate their position against 
the enemy.  In my view, a plausible relationship may exist between the 
processes of ȁintegrating with othersȂ and the adoption of ȁblack and white 
thinking.Ȃ  “s the number of deployments increased and further experience 
in combat gained, solidarity with oneȂs group and loyalty to the cause may 
have strengthened and thinking became further polarised and rigid in 
nature.  This shift may have been a temporary one or signalled the 
beginning of a longer term transition.  As we saw in the Analysis chapter, 
Doug believes that this cognitive shift was apparent in his thinking after the 
Army and significantly, during his offence.  Thirty years after leaving the 
Army the shift is still evident for Lenny as he observes how he ȃstill deals 
with things unconsciously on a black and white level.Ȅ  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Black & White Thinking 
 
I was aware of adopting a degree of black and white thinking as Ray 
described his experiences in Northern Ireland.  I grew up in Ireland, 
was raised Catholic and had a view on the conflict and involvement 
of the British Army in the North.  I was mindful of my 
preconceptions and attempted to bracket these in the interview 
however in the moment when he spoke with vehement hatred 
towards the Catholics and demonstrated disregard for their safety I 
experienced a strong internal reaction against ȁthemȂ-the British 
Army.   He showed insight into his own previously polarised 
perspective within the interview by acknowledging that given my 
accent I might be Catholic.  In parallel, I too tried to remain aware of 
and challenge my own dichotomous thinking so that I might remain 
genuinely open to hearing his experience. 
       December, 2010 
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5.2   Defining the Self: Switching On 
 
Doug described switching on as ȃa way to get the job done, to do what I had to 
do, to know the details, to be able to perform the task rather than switching on as a 
person, as an individual.Ȅ  Switching on appeared to involve being in a role, 
comprised of oneȂs identity and actions.  It seemed to involve two factors, 
commitment to oneȂs unit or buddy and the plan from which one derived 
purpose and focus.   Being switched on seemed to enable absolution from 
responsibility and protection from troubling emotions such as guilt or 
uncertainty while absorbed in that moment.   Categories are intricately 
connected within the model.  The process of securing the self relates to the 
process of defining the self. 
 
Commitment to the unit was important in order to sustain a switched on 
mode.  In his ȁsoldierȂ identity Doug was one of a pair, and he later 
described himself as being one of a pair during his offence.  Loyalty to 
another was necessary in order to carry out his job in the Army and like 
Rhymer, important in his offence.  I propose that a deep level of loyalty to 
his partner, which originated in their growing up together in a childrenȂs 
home, strong identification with him during their offence and the 
employment of black and white thinking all served to distance him from his 
victim and enabled him to carry out his offence.  Coming face to face with 
the victimȂs daughter however suddenly Doug was no longer dealing with 
an abstract other and he was jolted out of his switched on mode.   He was 
overcome with uncertainty, confusion and shame. 
 
Commitment to the plan was also essential.  It enabled a clear focus on the 
goal without the distraction of conflicting intentions.  Doug knew what he 
was expected to do at each step, no margin for uncertainty.  His own 
judgement was denigrated, superseded by his commitment to their plan.  
Switching on to carrying out a plan appeared to situate the person in the 
present tense, precluding them from evaluating future consequences or past 
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experiences, thus maintaining a sense of congruence between oneȂs actions 
and beliefs.    However when something unexpected took place, suddenly 
personal judgement was required.  In this moment the full human reality 
struck Doug, future implications rushed to mind.  The plan was inadequate, 
was superseded by a need for further decisions.  His judgement was called 
on which heralded the arrival of emotion and with that he could no longer 
remain in switched on mode.  
 
Some other writers have presented ideas of relevance here around a 
ȁsurvivor modeȂ.  Resick ǻŘŖŖŗǼ describes how at the moment we perceive 
serious ȁdangerȂ our body and mind immediately shift into ȁsurvival modeȂ 
and a range of physiological responses kick into action preparing us to fight 
or flee.   Earlier in the Introduction we considered Wilson & ZigelbaumȂs 
ǻŗşŞřǼ ȁsurvivor mode.Ȃ  I was struck by similarities between the combat 
related behaviours of their ȁsurvivor modeȂ and the process of becoming 
ȁswitched onȂ as described by a number of the men here.    
 
Wilson & Zigelbaum  suggest that this survivor mode can come into play if 
the individual perceives a situation to be threatening and their expectations 
of themselves in that moment create conflict between their self-concept, 
sense of morality, role obligations and commitments to significant others.  
They suggested that in response, a dissociative reaction may occur and 
proposed that the veteran is likely to function in the survivor mode by 
behaving as he did in combat in Vietnam.    I believe that their model 
suffers from a gap in that they donȂt explain how these conflicts above may 
instigate this survivor mode of behaviour however I propose that the 
processes described within this current model could potentially 
complement and enhance their ideas.  
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  5.3   Defining the Self: Believing the Self 
 
Through RhymerȂs quote on p 143 we can chart a course through the three 
core categories presented so far.  After a series of close contact battles he 
began to experience internal conflict and questioned just how different the 
ȁotherȂ was from him and whether his actions against a seemingly similar 
other could indeed be justified by the overall military goal. He began to 
believe that he was acting against his own personal purpose, of greater 
meaning to him than military goals, his spirituality and the humanity 
espoused within this.  What happens if we can no longer recognise the 
person we believe ourselves to be in our actions?  The subcategory 
Believing the Self describes the personal conflict which emerged for several 
of the men as their actions clashed with their beliefs about themselves as 
individuals.  Kelman and ”aron ǻŗşŝŚǼ propose an idea of ȁmoral 
dissonanceȂ which they state occurs when we perform an action which 
violates a moral precept or value.  They assert that this has direct 
implications for our self-concept and frequently arouses feelings of guilt.  
They suggest that we tend to be motivated to make reparations for the act, 
but if this isnȂt possible then we attempt to adjust the relevant attitude to 
justify our behaviour.  The extent to which the individual takes 
responsibility or blame for what happened and how far they regard the 
event as within their control may be a mediating factor in the development 
of PTSD symptoms (Farrants, 2001) and may be relevant in the process of 
moral dissonance.  Many of the men were able to rationalise their actions in 
the context of operational goals.  For some, this was not enough to reduce 
the internal conflict they experienced around their self-concept.   In Rhymer 
and LennyȂs cases along with personalising the enemy they also began to 
recognise the degree of control of their actions they had and experienced 
further guilt. 
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Several of the men went through a turbulent process of self-questioning and 
began to recognise that their individual beliefs about their actions were in 
contrast to the expressed beliefs of their unit.  Self redefinition through 
adaptation of their attitudes towards their actions was not enough to reduce 
their self-conflict it appeared that eventually they enacted behavioural 
change, dis-identifying from the group and leaving the Army before their 
term had been served either requesting to leave, obtaining medical 
discharge or behaving counter to Army rules bringing about their enforced 
discharge. 
 
 
6 Expressing the Self 
 
6.1 Expressing the Self: Putting on a Brave Face 
 
Emotions arise in social contexts, are sparked by interpersonal interaction 
and are generally about another person, as in love or hate, anger or pity 
(Solomon, 1993a, p. 129).  This research explores the emotion regulation 
strategies which appear to have evolved through time in the Services and 
considers how they may have carried into civilian life.  It assumes that early 
learning sets in place a critical foundation for oneȂs future emotional 
experience and builds on this by exploring how experience in a particular 
context may prompt the evolution of new strategies.    
 
All of the men made reference to cultural rules around expressing emotion 
and a perceived expectation for them to show strength at all times.   Rules 
around emotional display have been noted across cultures and occupations.  
Ekman and Friesen (1975) suggest that unwritten codes or "display rules" 
govern the manner in which emotions may be expressed and different rules 
may be internalised as a function of an individual's culture, gender or family 
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background.  Hochschild (1979) made the distinction between emotion 
management at a surface and deep level, where at one level we control the 
expression of our emotion by presenting a situationally acceptable face (as 
depicted in this subcategory) while at another level we suppress our emotion 
and try to control our actual experience. Using her conceptualisation, one 
may ȁput on a brave faceȂ and present a facade of calm yet internally be 
experiencing stronger or even contradictory emotions.   
 
Involvement in military operations offers a multiplicity of intense 
experiences, for example in training, poor conditions during operations and 
returning from operational theatre can evoke strong emotions such as 
euphoria, regret, grief, anger, or disgust (Blascovich, 2008).  In the military 
culture, expressing these emotions is suggested to be in contrast to menȂs 
masculine military identity, which includes expectations of strength, 
independence, and invulnerability to the stressors of combat (Arkin & 
Dobrofsky, 1978).  Scheiner (2008) cites a number of writers, describing how 
for those in combat roles, the ideal extends to include courage, autonomy, 
and risk-taking (Barrett, 2001; Sasson-Levy, 2003).  These descriptions fit with 
how many of the men portrayed their experience as they made frequent 
reference to the encouragement of displays of strength and aggression.      
 
Military training instils a value on emotional control because it is believed 
that the ability to regulate emotion under duress promotes survival and 
mission completion (Arkin & Dobrofsky, 1978) a belief imparted by many of 
the men.  The downside of this is that it may create avoidance, rigid 
emotional control and make veterans reluctant or unwilling to experience the 
emotions they learned to ȁturn offȂ ǻLorber & Garcia, ŘŖŗŖǼ.  We will pick up 
on this later in this section.  
 
How do group norms and expectations affect an individualȂs experience of 
their emotions?   Smith et al., (2007) provide an interesting perspective on 
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this.  They assert that people experience group oriented emotions that may 
actually be distinct from their own individual emotions.  They cite research 
which found that people experience group emotions in response to events 
that affect other in-group members but not themselves personally (Gordijn, 
Wigboldus, & Yzerbyt, 2001; Mackie et al., 2004).  They propose that  
ȃwhen group membership is salient, the group functions as a part of the self, and 
therefore . . . situations appraised as self relevant trigger emotionsȄ 
        (Smith et al., 1993, p303).   
 
This suggests that committing to membership of the group may lead to 
people experiencing the emotions of the group even if the sentiment is not 
congruent with theirs.   
 
This process may also be involved in denigrating judgement which we 
considered earlier.  Smith et al., propose that socially shared group emotions, 
as compared to individual emotions, are likely to be seen as true, objective, 
and externally driven in a social construction of emotional reality.  Just as 
belief consensus increases certainty, reduces anxiety, and motivates action 
(Kelley, 1972; Milgram, 1992; Turner, 1991), emotional consensus may also 
have implications for emotional well-being and social action.  
 
People who identify more strongly with a group, experience and express 
group emotions to a greater extent than those who are more weakly 
identified.  This was found to be particularly so for positive group emotions 
(e.g. pride, bravery) (Kessler & Hollbach, 2005).  Kessler & Hollbach found 
that the experience of anger towards the out-group was positively related to 
group identification, meaning that expressing anger against a common 
enemy served to make people feel more identified with their group.   
Negative group emotions (besides anger) were negatively related to 
identification. Thus, negative emotions may motivate dis-identification 
with the group (Smith et al., 2007).  The above points have particular 
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relevance for understanding the importance of creating and maintaining 
group cohesion in military training.  They also suggest further explanation 
as to why the expression of negative emotion is discouraged among 
Services personnel, as it may reduce group cohesion.  This is relevant for 
several of the men in the current study.  As the distinction between their 
group identity and the enemy began to blur for them, they began to 
demarcate their individual identity from their group identity and to pull 
away from the group.  The same process became relevant for them once 
again as they connected with new social groups and began to identify with 
their position towards other groups (which had criminal consequences for 
some e.g. Rhymer and Doug). 
 
Richards (1999) suggests that when we suppress emotion during social 
interactions, we potentially reduce the amount of information we can draw 
upon later to form subsequent judgments and decisions about these 
encounters. If this is the case he hypothesises, emotion suppression might 
be relevant to enhanced stereotypical thinking (e.g., Devine, 1989; Macrae, 
Bodenhausen, Milne, & Ford, 1997), stereotype vulnerability (e.g., Steele, 
1997) and inaccurate social inferences (e.g., Gilbert, Krull, & Pelham, 1988) 
and I would add, the cognitive strategy of black and white thinking.  Thus 
quite possibly, group identification and affiliation may not only shape 
expressed and experienced emotion, but also direct attention and memory 
for new information in a way that biases us towards information 
confirming our groupȂs beliefs and moral position.    
 
 
6.2 Expressing the Self: Suppressing Emotion  
 
A deeper level effort at managing emotions was also attempted by many of 
the men. Expressive suppression is a form of response modulation that 
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involves inhibiting ongoing emotion-expressive behaviour (Gross, 1998).   
Making a decision to not communicate oneȂs affect is described as a  
ȃdefence employed with the aim of preserving oneȂs private self and private spaceȄ 
       (Modell, 2003, p82).    
 
The ability to regulate emotions on a day to day level is proposed to be 
central to well-being and is defined as the automatic and intentional means 
by which people influence the emotions they have, when they are 
experienced, and how they are experienced and expressed (Gross, 1989).  
ThereȂs good reason for emotion regulation, both in day to day and military 
life.  Effective emotion regulation enables us to cope with a wide range of 
environmental events, particularly within social interactions and increases 
our capacity to cope in the moment.  Avoiding unpleasant thoughts, 
emotions and memories is one factor that has been associated with 
resilience in the face of extreme adverse events (Bonanno, 2004).   
 
What may be adaptive during high stress events doesnȂt necessarily make 
for good in the long-term however.  While a majority of these men referred 
to benefits of suppressing emotions such as grief, sadness and guilt to 
enable them to get on with the job, it didnȂt necessarily translate into an 
effective longer-term coping strategy.  Emotional processing of previously 
suppressed emotions continues for several of them even up to the present 
day, particularly so for Lenny, Martin, Cliff, Dave and Doug.  The following 
research is interesting in suggesting why this might be the case.  
Suppressing emotions has been proposed to lead to an increased amount of 
negative rumination (Gross and John, 2003) and potentially can become a 
development or maintenance factor in mental or physical ill health (e.g. 
Berenbaum, Raghavan, Le, Vernon, & Gomez, 2003; Gross & Levenson, 
1997; Pennebaker, 1997).   People who tend to suppress their emotions have 
been found to actually feel more negative emotion, ruminate more, cope 
less effectively and have less social support, all factors known to increase 
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risk for depressive symptoms (Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991). Thus 
conversely in the longer term, efforts to suppress emotion may in fact lead 
to longer term experience of negative affect.  One reason as to why this may 
occur is the cognitive load theory.    
 
Regulating emotional experience and emotional expression has been found 
to simultaneously degrade performance of subsequent cognitive tasks (e.g. 
Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 1998).  Individuals must remind 
themselves to suppress and self-monitor for signs of unwanted emotional 
impulses (Pyszczynski & Greenberg, 1987).  The considerable cognitive load 
of this process, by several of the menȂs accounts, appears to be draining, as 
Lenny suggests in his use of the word ȁenslavedȂ to describe the hold his 
memories had on him.   
 
ItȂs questionable as to whether efforts to suppress emotion are successful 
even in the short-term.  Studies have shown that while reducing the 
external expression of emotion, suppression didnȂt actually reduce negative 
emotional experience and led to increased physiological responsiveness and 
impaired memory for emotion-eliciting material (e.g. Gross, 1998a, 1998b; 
Gross & Levenson, 1993).  There are some studies which even suggest that 
emotional suppression may actually enhance emotional experience.  When 
asked to suppress their negative feelings while writing about a distressing 
personal memory, participants experiencing high negative affect ironically 
exhibited greater increase in negative emotions compared with a no-
instruction condition (Dagleish, 2009). This is particularly important in 
understanding long term implications for Services personnel of the 
militaryȂs cultural norms around emotion regulation. LetȂs consider why 
this might be the case.  
 
It has been suggested that emotion suppression results in a paradoxical 
rebound effect (Wegner, 1994) increasing physiological responses to 
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emotional material and impairing social functioning and memory (e.g. 
Gross, 1998b, 2007), similar to the effect seen with thought suppression.  
Dunn et al., (2009) describe how ȃintentionally pushing thoughts out of mind 
results in a paradoxical increase in their frequency either at the time of suppression 
or subsequently.Ȅ  Thought suppression has been implicated in the 
acquisition and maintenance of PTSD symptoms (Shipherd & Beck, 2005).  
Dunn et al, ǻŘŖŖşǼ asserts that itȂs viable that the rebound effect operating 
with emotions may be involved in the avoidance/numbing and re-
experiencing clusters of PTSD.  Lorber (2010) suggests that the more that 
negative emotions are suppressed and memories avoided, the more they 
intensify in the form of re-experiencing symptoms, particularly intrusive 
memories, flashbacks and nightmares.   
 
The majority of the men in this study who referred to continued efforts to 
suppress negative emotions also experienced flashbacks and nightmares 
beginning in the months after they left the Services.  Remember Lenny 
describing how over time he ȃisolatedȄ himself from his feelings and his 
sense of becoming ȃmechanisedȄ? He still experiences flashbacks and 
nightmares and it had been recently suggested to him by his Psychologist 
that he may be experiencing PTSD, even now, 30 years on.  The presence of 
images, in the form of intrusions, flashbacks and nightmares is among the 
diagnostic criteria for PTSD and these are hallmark symptoms of the 
problem (Grey, 2009).  At a less intrusive level, imagery has been found to 
play a role in a range of mental health presentations (e.g. Hirsch & Holmes, 
2007) and while awake and dreaming is a common way for our mind to 
process events and emotions.  In my view it seems plausible that sustained 
efforts to regulate oneȂs emotion by effortful suppression are of relevance to 
the origins of certain mental health problems, particularly PTSD, which 
contains a specific avoidance/ numbing category of symptoms along with 
those with a high anxiety component. There has been surprisingly little well 
controlled laboratory work on the consequences of emotion suppressio
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(Campbell-Sills, Barlow, Brown, & Hofmann, 2006) and given the 
significance of this process to the mental health of these ex-Service 
personnel it would be a valuable area for further research exploration.   
 
Alcohol appeared to play a significant role for these men in facilitating 
emotional suppression.  Most of them started drinking only on joining the 
Services and some learned of its utility for coping through social modelling, 
seeing their leaders turn to alcohol under heightened stress.  According to 
some, while the expression of certain emotions such as fear or grief was 
discouraged, anger and physical aggression were accepted and often 
encouraged.  These strong cultural messages around dealing with emotion 
were, I propose, significant in the development of emotion regulation 
strategies to deal with ambiguity and risk in Services life.  Listening to how 
the men described their responses to difficult emotions after the Services, I 
propose that these strategies were carried with them back into civilian life.   
This idea has particular relevance for those whose offending behaviour was 
of an aggressive nature.   Some of the men described how they had 
responded with anger and aggression to emotions such as rejection, 
confusion and fear which in some cases led to the significant injury or death 
of another person, as was the case in ”illy, Ray and CliffȂs index offences.  
Essentially, when it came to a choice between experiencing distressing 
emotions such as anxiety, fear and grief or anger accompanied by drinking 
and fighting, it was an easy one because as Rhymer reflected, weird as it 
was, in the short-term, it used to work.   RayȂs closing words on the matter 
are insightful ȃalcohol is the militaryȂs way of therapy.Ȅ Here we can see an 
important covert function of alcohol in the Services.  Like therapy alcohol 
served to facilitate the processes of experiencing and expressing emotion, 
however unlike therapy, the expression of emotion encouraged and 
demonstrated was not necessarily a true reflection of the emotion 
experienced.  This is likely, in my view, to have had long term negative 
implications for the menȂs psychological well-being. 
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 6.3 Expressing the Self & Integrating with Others  
 
In the Introduction we considered literature suggesting that interpersonal 
relationships often suffered after the Services, particularly so in those 
diagnosed with PTSD.  I would conclude that interpersonal difficulties are 
not necessarily limited to those who have developed PTSD symptoms, but 
may arise as a consequence of prolonged emotion suppression.  In my view, 
it is plausible that difficulties in fostering relationships may be a potential 
consequence of sustained emotion suppression developed in the Services 
and carried into civilian life.  I suggest that the degree to which one sustains 
a restrained approach towards emotions after the Services may depend on 
factors including the extent to which one identifies and integrates with 
civilian groups again and the level to which emotional suppression has 
become a necessary coping strategy.  Individuals habitually using 
suppression were found to be less likely to share their negative and positive 
emotions with others and also reported substantially more avoidance in 
close relationships (Gross & John, 2003).   Emotional suppression was found 
to have consequences including poor interpersonal coordination, decreased 
feelings of rapport and affiliation and increased negative feelings about the 
interaction (Butler et al., 2003).  Interacting with individuals who are 
suppressing their emotional expression is also rated as more stressful 
(Butler et al., 2003), all of this research adding further strength to the 
proposition that emotional suppression has long term implications for 
social integration and psychological health.  I believe that this area is a 
critical one for clinicians to focus on in their work with ex-Services 
personnel. 
 
Strategies of emotion management that have been learned over many years 
may require unlearning or counteractive ȁeffortful expressionȂ of emotion.  
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Some Psychologists have recently begun to apply these ideas with early 
success indicated with a programme placing emotion regulation strategies 
at its foundation (Wadlinger & Isaacowitz, 2011).  I am not suggesting that 
Services personnel be encouraged to express all emotions in the moment in 
which they experience them. As we saw earlier, there are numerous short-
term benefits to emotion regulation which far outweigh the negative 
consequences of short-term emotional suppression.  These strategies help 
personnel to deal with the risk and ambiguity of military operations and 
enable them to carry out their role in that moment in time.   To support 
Services personnel in the transition back to civilian and family life and to 
help them cope with emerging emotions in the longer-term I propose that 
training in emotion regulation strategies potentially before and certainly 
after tours could have important benefits and could slot into the cognitive 
therapeutic framework which is already commonly  used to treat symptoms 
of PTSD and a range of other mental health problems in the NHS and by 
other charity services supporting the ex-Services group.  This training could 
raise awareness of the emotion rules of military and civilian culture to 
encourage personnel to counter efforts to suppress emotions within the 
Services when they return to civilian life by actively working to express 
their emotions in an authentic way.   
 
 
 6.4 Expressing the Self: Emerging Emotion  
 
So how might suppressing emotions have negative implications for an 
individualȂs psychological health and their relationships with others? One 
way is that it may create a sense of incongruence between inner experience 
and outer expression (Rogers, 1951).  This sense of not being true to oneself, 
of being inauthentic rather than honest with others (Sheldon, Ryan, 
Rawsthorne, & Ilardi, 1997) may well lead to negative feelings about the self 
and alienate the individual not only from others but also from themselves.   
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Suppression was found to be related to in-authenticity while cognitive 
reappraisal, another strategy for dealing with emotion, was not (Gross and 
John, 2003). They concluded that individuals who chronically use 
suppression are keenly aware of their lack of authenticity and are conscious 
of deceiving others.   Experiencing incongruence between self and 
experience has been linked to distress and depressive symptoms (Sheldon 
et al., 1997) whereas individuals who habitually use reappraisal showed 
fewer symptoms of depression.  
 
Gross & John (2003) looked at the relationship between various emotion 
regulation strategies and indices of ȁwell-beingȂ as described by Ryff, ǻŗşŞşǼ.   
They compared people who tended to use suppression as an emotion 
regulation strategy to others who used cognitive re-appraisal strategies and 
found that suppression was negatively correlated to relations with others, 
self-esteem, self-acceptance, purpose in life, environmental mastery and 
autonomy.  Reappraisers they reported had higher levels of environmental 
mastery, personal growth, self-acceptance and a clearer purpose in life 
compared to those who tended to suppress their emotions.  Gross and John 
(2003, p359)   found the most significant positive relationship was between 
appraisal and environmental mastery and they conclude that ȃthe way 
reappraisers take charge of their emotional reactions appears connected to a more 
global sense that they are in charge of their environments.Ȅ This suggests that re-
appraisal as a specific emotion regulation strategy could also be a useful 
feature of training proposed above.  
 
Gross & JohnȂs research has interesting implications for the current study.  
It gives credence to a potential link between a personȂs capacity to 
authentically experience their emotions and integrate with others as has 
been suggested in this study.  In addition their research also suggests that 
emotion regulation may be related to possession of a sense of purpose and 
how one takes charge of or structures their environment, something which 
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was not explored in depth in this research but which would be something 
which could be further explored.  Finally, Gross and JohnȂs study suggests 
that emotion regulation may be related to autonomy, again something 
which was not directly explored within this study however is feasible and 
worthy of further exploration as it would have important clinical 
implications for this group.   
 
Gross and JohnȂs study suggests that there may be a range of potential 
negative consequences of suppressing or being inauthentic to oneȂs 
emotions in the long-term and backs up the notion proposed in the current 
study of a central role of emotion regulation in well-being and the way we 
relate to ourselves, others and the world.  It also suggests that emotion 
regulation may play an important role within all four categories of the 
model proposed (see Figure. 1 for a proposed diagram of this relationship). 
Given the potential impact of Services experience on these menȂs emotion 
regulation strategies the above constructs would be worthy of further 
investigation and consideration as to how they could be applied to clinical 
work.   
 
Counselling Psychology has a very important role to play in facilitating ex-
Services personnel to experience and express emotions in an authentic way 
and diminish the potential long-term consequences associated with 
emotional suppression.   
The idea of authenticity has emerged in work which aims to foster 
acceptance of our thoughts and emotions (Teasdale et al., 2002).  Differing 
from more classical cognitive approaches which look to challenge beliefs 
and change the ensuing emotional experience, the focus of this acceptance 
oriented perspective is on helping clients to adopt a position of non-
judgemental awareness and curiosity in relation to their mindȂs content.  
Dunn (2009) surmises that acceptance effectively involves relinquishing 
effortful emotion regulation.  Gilbert (2009) proposes a social basis for the 
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experience of shame.  He has written widely on the significance of 
developing a compassionate mind as an attitude towards oneself which 
encourages compassion for oneself and the full spectrum of oneȂs emotions. 
In my view his work may also serve as a useful framework for clinical work 
with the ex-Services group.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Central role of emotion regulation in four core categories
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 6.5  Integrated Model 
 
The diagram below is presented with the aim of integrating all four 
categories of strategies and noting how they are situated within the military 
and civilian context.  The four perceived situational demands arose loosely 
in this order and possessed an iterative nature, in that the military 
experience for most was firstly about a social process and secondly about 
adapting to a lifestyle, while the latter two processes appeared to become 
significant for the men as they spent more time in the military system, went 
through their training and carried out operational duties. This sequence 
was not necessarily followed by all of the men as they adjusted to the 
military and later back into civilian life but was more dependent on their 
individually perceived challenges. Each category was very much related to 
the other.   Strategies for socially securing oneself and managing oneȂs 
emotional expression had clearly been developed from childhood onwards 
and for this reason the categories sit across the two situational contexts in 
the diagram, while the other two categories relate to strategies evolved as a 
consequence of military specific demands, thus are positioned within the 
military context box.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Figure 3.  Context and iterative nature of the four core categories  
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 7   Implications for Counselling Psychology 
 
The theory presented in the current study identifies the situational 
demands perceived and acted upon by this group of men and suggests how 
intrapersonal and interpersonal strategies evolved may have carried into 
civilian life and potentially into their offending behaviour.  I propose that 
all of the processes outlined here were encountered by all of the men to 
varying degrees however specific elements factored into the trajectory of 
offending for each individual in a unique way.  The categories defined in 
the model are proposed to account for some important challenges faced by 
people during and after the Services however it is not claimed to be a 
comprehensive model of all plausible challenges and ways of responding.   
Beech & Ward (2006) assert that the strength of a proposed theory is in its 
ability to extend the scope of existing perspectives and to integrate 
competing or diverse approaches to the study of the relevant phenomena.  
This point will be addressed in the following section.  They also propose 
that it should account for research findings and survive hypothesis testing 
in order to be fit for scientific acceptance. In order to address the latter 
point, the model will be applied in a case study of one of the participants to 
demonstrate its potential as a working model in clinical practice (see 
Appendix N).   
 
We have already considered how the model may extend previous work by 
Wilson & Zigelbaum around a ȁsurvivor modeȂ and how it appears to 
complement the research findings of Gross and John (2003).  Some of the 
strategies evolved by the men are similar to those noted in World War II 
evacuees who developed cognitive strategies such as living for the day and 
not looking too far into the future and developing humour about the threat, 
along with feeling protected by a sense of comradeship (Sturgeon Clegg, 
2008, p 125).   Ryff (1989) proposed a six factor model of well-being which 
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includes the dimensions of self-acceptance, purpose in life, autonomy, 
positive relations with others, environmental mastery and personal growth 
and she has subsequently further validated these constructs (Ryff & Keyes, 
1995).  A number of the categories presented in the current model show 
potential to map onto Ryffȁs constructs, set out in Table 10. 
 
Table 10.  Mapping of current model onto RhyffȂs model 
 
 
 
Current Model 
 
Psychological Model of  
Well-being 
Ryff (1989; 1995) 
 
Integrating with Others 
 
Being Purposeful 
Structuring the Self 
 
 
Denigrating Judgement 
Believing the Self 
 
Suppressing Emotion 
Experiencing Emotion 
 
Positive relations with others 
  
Purpose in life 
Environmental mastery 
   
   
Autonomy 
 
 
Self-acceptance 
 
 
 
It is worth emphasising that the researcher came across this model only 
after the Analysis chapter had been fully completed.  The comparison above 
gives some support to the categories generated in the current model, while 
suggests that it also brings something new to the literature.  Comparing and 
contrasting the models, they differ in perspective and in the processes they 
set out to explore.  The current model suggests how strategies evolved in a 
military setting may carry through into civilian life while the earlier model 
explores the nature of well-being.  The current model also attempts to 
explore the demands of changing contexts as perceived by those within 
them and their intentions and actions towards them, while RhyffȂs model 
presents static psychological constructs.  RyffȂs model has received varied 
feedback, one critique being levelled that there is inadequate distinction 
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between the six factors with overlap suggested across personal growth, 
purpose in life, self-acceptance, and environmental mastery (Springer et al, 
2006).  This critique may well have implications for the current modelȂs 
categories Being Purposeful and Finding self in routine, indeed while 
separate, the two categories have already been suggested to work together 
to a degree and have been treated together in this Discussion section.  The 
topics of purpose and time have also been considered in concert by 
existential writers such as Heidegger (1962).  
 
8. Conclusion 
 
This research rests on the assumption that a range of issues are involved in 
the trajectory towards offending and Services experience is just one 
consideration.  The current research focus was on deployment related 
experiences.  Other important factors are likely to have affected the degree of 
challenge the men perceived certain situational demands presented for them 
and potentially created areas of vulnerability however these were outside the 
research scope.  Previous research has emphasised risk factors for offending 
behaviour such as early life experiences, socio-economic context and mental 
health problems.  While illuminating the bigger picture issues involved and 
significant in terms of implications for practical support around housing, 
legal and professional help which may be required by the ex-Services 
population, large scale quantitative studies derive less benefit for those 
undertaking clinical work with veterans  on a one to one level.   
 
This research advocates that Counselling Psychologists working with 
veterans in the Prison Services and in general should be aware of the 
potential challenges they may encounter and strategies they may have 
developed in the Services which may carry into civilian life.  The outcomes 
from this study indicate that it would be of benefit to anticipate potential 
challenges specifically around integrating back into civilian life and 
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reasserting oneȂs social identity as a civilian once more; taking back 
responsibility for oneȂs decision making and setting short-medium term 
goalsǲ assimilation of oneȂs military actions in relation to oneȂs personal 
beliefs and values and learning to experience and express emotions in an 
authentic way with trusted others.   
 
This study is comprised of an all-male participant group.  There is very little 
research looking at the mental health outcomes of military deployment in 
women and given gender differences in reporting on a range of issues (e.g. 
diagnosis and treatment of PTSD, Kessler et al., 2005; Hoge et al., 2004; 
reporting of unwanted sexual contact, Lipari & Lancaster, 2003) I propose 
that their experience merits a separate piece of research with urgency to 
examine both mental health outcomes post-deployment and Services 
experience and offending.   
 
The immediate next step would be to comprehensively explore with the 
current research participants how the proposed categories mirror their 
experience and how adequately they conceptualise the challenges they faced.  
Further qualitative research with a larger sample could be undertaken to 
investigate how categories stand alone and relative to each other and 
implications for clinical therapeutic work.  Findings from this study may 
have implications for other projects being undertaken currently in this area 
thus a further priority is communication of these findings to the wider 
professional network.   
 
 
Postscript 
I have taken initial steps in this through meeting with two participants at a 
recent visit to one of the prisons. Following a presentation to prison staff I 
met with the men one to one and presented the research outcomes to them.  
They considered the four main categories and subcategories and provided 
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their feedback.  Both men felt that the categories really described their 
experiences adjusting to military and civilian life.  Rhymer commented that 
he had reflected for a long time on his experiences and that the categories 
and process descriptions helped him to put words to feelings previously 
neither named nor articulated.  Doug expressed that he could really see how 
the four categories captured and made sense of his experience.  They both 
provided examples to further consolidate the categories and illustrate how 
they linked together.  Meeting with them again after all this time and hearing 
their feedback was an incredibly humbling experience which has really 
encouraged and given me new momentum to communicate research 
outcomes to people working hard to support this group, in clinical practice, 
rehabilitation, the charity sector and beyond.  
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1. Introduction 
  
In the early part of my Counselling Psychology training I completed a 
critical investigation of treatment efficacy for PTSD.  I compared treatment 
outcomes for a range of treatments and found that trauma focused cognitive 
treatments and EMDR appeared to have been subject to the most trials and 
were purported to demonstrate the greatest effect size in terms of symptom 
reduction.  Cut to two years later, in 2011, I returned to the literature to see 
what was emerging in more recent research on treatment efficacy and was 
really struck by an anomaly in outcomes in the veteran population.  Studies 
suggesting good responses to treatment in the general population were 
finding lower symptom reduction in veterans.  This really grabbed my 
attention, having spent so much time immersed in the world of military 
mental health in my thesis on military experience and offending behaviour.  
I wondered why it might be that there were poorer treatment outcomes in 
the combat veteran group?  As I  began to investigate this question I found 
that there were a number of reasons being discussed including help-seeking 
behaviour, the nuances of working with combat based trauma and the 
prevalence of substance use (alcohol in particular) in this group.  This last 
factor struck a chord with me given that the use of alcohol featured in 
almost all research interviews I had carried out. 
 
I was curious as to how well trauma treatment programmes and efficacy 
studies with the veteran population factored in the realities of the apparent 
norms around alcohol (and to a lesser extent drug) use? This literature 
review is an attempt to explore this question.  We begin by looking at the 
research around treatment of PTSD in general and move in to focus on 
treatment efficacy in the veteran population.  Next we will step back to 
consider the wider mental health profile of returning Services personnel to 
gain an understanding as to other presentations which commonly arise in 
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addition to PTSD.   As we move into the central part of this literature review 
we explore potential reasons for poor PTSD treatment outcomes in veterans, 
one of which is co-morbid substance misuse.  Given the prevalence of co-
morbidity in this population, how is co-morbidity factored into practical 
treatment strategies? In response to this question we consider various 
treatment approaches to co-morbid PTSD and substance misuse and review 
efficacy studies in this area.  The review concludes with implications for 
Counselling PsychologistsȂ training and practice.  
 
2. PTSD Treatment efficacy  
 
PTSD is proposed to arise from a psychological trauma involving direct 
personal experience of an event that involves actual or threatened death or 
serious injury, or other threat to one's own or anotherȂs physical integrity 
(DSM-IV, 2000).  Symptoms include the involuntary re-experiencing of the 
trauma in flashbacks and nightmares, distress on exposure to memory 
triggers, active avoidance of triggers and a general numbing of feelings. 
Mood and impulse control disturbance may be evident in the form of 
hyper-vigilance and aggressiveness.  It is characterised to arise due to 
severe difficulties in adequately processing an experienced trauma (Foa et 
al., 1989).   The impact on social, interpersonal, and occupational 
functioning can be marked and enduring for those who develop chronic 
symptoms (Litz & Grary, 2004).   There is a consensus that combat-related 
PTSD, if left untreated can become increasingly difficult to treat (Scheiner, 
2008) and untreated can last a lifetime (Kinchin, 2004).   
 
In the UK the NICE guidelines (2005) for the treatment of PTSD 
recommends that people should be offered a course of trauma-focused 
psychological treatment (TF-CBT) or Eye Movement, Desensitisation 
Reprocessing (EMDR).  Within the Introduction of the research in Section 
A we considered the debate around the construct of PTSD and challenged 
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how it seems to have captured the imagination and research focus of many 
working on mental health issues in the ex-Services population. This current 
review will take a different tack and will explore instead the relevant body 
of research generated on the back of the PTSD construct as a diagnostic 
category.   
 
Studies upon which these guidelines are based suggest reasonable 
treatment responses for these trauma focused treatments.  Bradley et al., 
within their meta-analysis (2005) reported that 67% of patients who 
complete trauma-focused treatments (including cognitive therapy, 
prolonged exposure (PE) and EMDR) no longer met diagnostic criteria for 
PTSD compared to 39% for supportive therapy.  Bisson et al., (2007) 
conducted a thorough large scale meta-analyses and also concluded that 
Trauma Focused CBT (TF-CBT) and EMDR did significantly better at 
reducing PTSD symptoms than other treatments including stress 
management and wait-list conditions.  These results appear to be in line 
with earlier efficacy studies which concluded that EMDR and Cognitive-
Behavioural methods were superior to other therapies (van Etten & Taylor, 
ŗşşŞǼ and direct comparisons of EMDR and C”T treatment methods didnȂt 
appear to reveal any significant advantages of one over the other, with 
respect to either treatment outcome or speed of therapeutic change (Taylor 
et al., 2003).  
 
Cognitive-behaviourally based therapies for PTSD have received research 
support (e.g. Foa, Friedman & Keane, 2000; Ehlers et al., 2005) notably 
Cognitive-Processing Therapy (Resick et al., 2002).  EMDR has also 
received support in terms of its treatment efficacy (e.g. Silver et al., 2008; 
Ironson et al., 2002, Lee et al., 2002; Carlson et al., 1998), however, there has 
been more controversy around EMDR with some challenging its impact 
(e.g. Albright & Thyer, 2010; Devilly & Spence, 1999). In the US where the 
debate around EMDR as a recommended treatment is ongoing (the 
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Department of Veterans Affairs recommends Cognitive Processing 
Therapy and Prolonged Exposure only for the treatment of PTSD), Shapiro 
(2011), the creator of EMDR and colleagues at the EMDR International 
Association are advocating a letter writing campaign to the US government 
in support of EMDR treatment for soldiers and veterans.   
 
3. PTSD treatment efficacy in veteran population 
 
The meta-analyses undertaken by Bradley et al., (2005) and Bisson et al., 
(2007) mentioned above concur on an important point around treatment 
efficacy rates.  Both studies conclude that treatment effect size was not 
matched across all groups and categories of trauma equally- effect size for 
combat trauma appeared to be consistently lower than for other trauma 
categories.  This finding, mentioned in passing, a caveat in small print, 
drew my attention.  Having become really immersed in the research on the 
prevalence of PTSD in returning Services personnel and the debates 
surrounding the topic within my thesis (see Introduction) I was concerned 
as to what this means for mental health outcomes for those who went on to 
develop trauma responses.   
 
Bradley et al., (2005) examined treatment efficacy in a number of studies 
with combat veteran groups (5 out of 26 of referenced studies focused on 
this population) and found symptom reduction of between 4-22% lower 
than rates reported for civilian populations.  Jensen et al., (1994) found that 
EMDR treatment showed less symptom reduction vs. a waiting-list in 25 
combat veterans compared to non-veteran trials.  Keane et al., (1989) also 
reported less evidence favouring TF-CBT for 24 Vietnam veterans over a 
waiting-list, in comparison to civilian based studies.  Positive results have 
been obtained in reducing symptoms of combat related PTSD using 
Prolonged Exposure (e.g. Boudewyns et al., (1990) with a sample of 20 
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Vietnam veterans) however again treatment effects were observed to be 
smaller than in studies with civilian populations.      
 
Lower treatment effects for combat veteran groups have been reported 
from the mid-90s (Fontana & Rosenheck, 1998; Ford et al., 1997; Rosenheck 
et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 1996).  Creamer & Forbes (2004) concluded that 
most treatment-outcome trials with veteran populations, both 
pharmacological and psychological, have shown lower efficacy rates than 
trials with nonveterans whose PTSD was related to other traumatic 
experiences such as sexual assaults, accidents, and natural disasters (Foa et 
al., 2000a; Shalev, Bonne, & Eth, 1996). The Australian Centre for 
Posttraumatic Mental Health report that around one-third of veterans fail 
to respond to treatment (Creamer & Singh, 2003). Typically in civilian 
samples Monson et al., (2006) report that all symptom clusters are 
generally found to improve (e.g., Foa et al., 1991; Nishith, Resick, & Griffin, 
2002; Taylor et al., 2003) while in veteran samples, the emotional numbing/ 
avoidance symptoms tended to be less treatment responsive (e.g., Glynn et 
al., 1999).  The majority of relevant studies are limited however by very 
small sample sizes.   The NICE guidelines promote TF-CBT and EMDR as 
the most effective treatments for all populations; however Bisson & Roberts 
et al., (2009) recently concluded that thereȂs no evidence that a generalised 
multiple-session intervention aimed at everyone, irrespective of their 
symptoms following a traumatic event is effective.  There appears to be an 
absence of good research which explores treatment effects specifically in 
this group in a comprehensive manner.      
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4. Mental Health in the returning Services population 
 
The next section takes a step back to examine mental health in the 
returning Services personnel group more broadly, looking at prevalence of 
PTSD and other presentations.  The mental health profile suggests a rate of 
mental health problems, specifically PTSD, of approximately 30%.  Milliken 
et al., (2007) recently reported 20% of active and 42% of reserve soldiers as 
requiring mental health treatment out of almost 90,000 US soldiers 
returning from Iraq.  In one of the first studies into the mental health of 
veterans in the US, Kulka et al., (1990) concluded that lifetime prevalence 
of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in Vietnam veterans was 30.9%.   
More recently PTSD and acute stress disorder in US troops deployed to 
Iraq or Afghanistan has been observed at 15Ȯ17% (Hoge et al., 2004).  
Across 19 UK studies Sundin et al., (2009) found the prevalence of PTSD in 
personnel varied between 1.4% and 31% after deployment to Iraq.  The ex-
Services charity Combat Stress (2006) recently concluded that the rate of 
admission from Iraq is much faster than previous conflicts, reporting an 
increase of 25% in referrals on the previous year alone. Short et al., (2007) 
also suggest mental health problems are likely to be on the rise in current 
conflicts. 
Caution is encouraged in interpreting and acting on these PTSD statistics 
by Murphy et al., (2008).  They state that whilst the media focuses on Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder, in reality the most frequent mental health 
problems for veterans are alcohol problems, depression and anxiety 
disorders. A UK based study by Jones et al., (2006) found that 
psychological distress  (measured by the post-traumatic stress disorder 
checklist  and the  General Health Questionnaire and excessive alcohol 
consumption were between four and eight times more prevalent than 
PTSD. These recent findings pointing to high prevalence of reported 
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alcohol problems in this group is important in my view, and something we 
will return to shortly. 
 
5. Reasons for poor treatment outcomes in veterans 
 
There have been a range of reasons put forward to explain the observed 
weaker PTSD treatment effects with combat trauma groups.  Engagement 
in treatment and the development of a therapeutic relationship is often a 
significant problem for veterans and serving military personnel with PTSD 
(Flack et al., 1998).  Building on this, Creamer & Forbes (2004) assert that 
prior trauma history, psychiatric history (Hourani & Yuan, 1999), military 
training, and the personality style of ȃtypicalȄ military recruits may 
interfere with engagement and the therapeutic relationship or with other 
aspects of the treatment process.  
 
Creamer & Forbes advance the notion that the nature of military 
deployments may result in a specific form of ȃtreatment resistant PTSDȄ 
(Foa, Keane, & Friedman, 2000b) and speculate that the extended duration 
of deployments may result in persistent changes to fundamental biological 
mechanisms associated with threat (potentially, they suggest, related to 
sustained periods of hyper-vigilance) that are difficult to reverse.  They 
also look to the environmental context.  Experience of a ȃmalevolent 
environmentȄ has been shown to be a powerful predictor of subsequent 
adjustment among Vietnam veterans (King et al, 1995).  Specific types of 
combat exposure have been purported to affect the onset of symptoms of 
PTSD after deployment (Smith et al., 2008; Barrett et al., 2006).  Thus, it 
may be that characteristics of the context or traumatic exposure may make 
treatment more challenging.   
 
Another angle on this issue has been put forward in the U.S.   Veterans, it 
has been suggested, may over-report trauma exposure and symptoms and 
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under report treatment benefits (Frueh et al., 2003) and legal differences 
mean a more prevalent compensation-seeking culture exists there in 
comparison to the UK.  However indicators of this are not clear-cut.  
Fontana & Rosenheck (1998) found that compensation seeking veterans in 
outpatient programmes improved more than non-compensation seeking 
veterans while conversely those in in-patient programmes either improved 
to a lesser degree or deteriorated in comparison to those not seeking 
compensation.  While some veterans may downplay treatment benefits in 
order to claim financial compensation for injury from the US Military, this 
is unlikely to account for all the reported differences.  
 
A further perspective in attempting to shed light on poor efficacy statistics 
in the combat trauma group is around clinical practice.  Content of 
traumatic experiences for those returning from combat may frequently be 
of a very distressing nature and clients may potentially engage in 
avoidance strategies to minimise the resurgence of difficult memories.  
Therapists may serve to maintain and reinforce these avoidance strategies 
(Farrants, 2001) as they can be cautious about coming face to face with very 
distressing material.  In fact, Farrants (2001, p 161) found that the therapist 
initiates much of the avoidance during sessions. She described how 
therapists use a range of discursive strategies to move away from their 
clients' emotional material, including focusing on the positive, changing 
the subject away from feelings and referring indirectly to the traumatic 
experience.  So a clientȂs inclination towards avoidance may be 
compounded by therapist anxiety around hearing about their clientȂs 
distressing experience, out of concern for themselves as much as their 
clients. This may also have implications for critique levelled by some 
authors  of high attrition rates due to avoidance of exposure in exposure 
based therapies (Gulliver & Stefan, 2010) as it may be that the therapist as 
much as the client cultivates an attitude of avoidance.  
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Forbes & Creamer (2003) suggest that pre-treatment anger has the potential 
to interfere with the engagement of the client in the therapeutic alliance.  
They propose that this may result in a negative impact on PTSD symptom 
change or, indeed, in premature termination of treatment (Stevenson and 
Chemtob, 2000).  They conducted a PTSD treatment study with 134 
veterans with a cognitive-behaviourally based programme consisting of 
group and individual components. They found that pre-treatment 
depression and anger scores accounted for 8.7 and 2.8% of the variance 
respectively in PTSD scores following treatment.  They raise concern with 
regards to the negative impact of anger on symptom change after 
treatment, particularly given that anger has been identified as a prominent 
feature of combat related PTSD (Novaco and Chemtob, 2002), as we saw in 
the thesis Introduction, and potentially central to its development 
(Andrews et al., 2000; Feeny et al., 2000).  Forbes & Creamer (2003) 
conclude that anger has the potential to be a common obstacle to treatment 
response for combat veterans with PTSD and may, in part, account for the 
modest recovery rates quoted elsewhere in the literature (Shalev,1997). 
 
Finally, we will consider a potential factor of significance around the 
observed co-morbidity of PTSD and other presentations, namely substance 
misuse, prevalent within the combat veteran group.  While undertaking 
initial research related to my thesis I had observed the high rates of 
substance use ǻȁsubstanceȂ referring to both alcohol and drugsǼ in the 
military population.  Stirman (2008) adds credence to my concern, pointing 
to the high rate of co-morbidity as being a particular complicating factor 
among those with PTSD (Kulka et al., 1990; Bradley et al., 2005). 
 
What does treatment efficacy research tell us on this note?  A number of 
studies were of interest in my consideration of this question. Treatment 
outcomes and prognosis for patients presenting with PTSD and substance 
misuse are asserted to be worse than for patients with only one or other 
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disorder or other dually diagnosed patients (Ouimette et al., 1998; 
Ouimette, Finney, & Moos, 1999).  On the other hand, Forbes & Creamer 
(2003) found that pre-treatment alcohol use accounted for only 2.3% of the 
change in PTSD scores following treatment.  Substance abuse treatment 
patients with PTSD tend to report significantly more drug use at 
admission, have poorer treatment adherence, and exhibit more substance 
use at 3-month follow-up (Hien et al.,2000).  
 
Stirman (2008) questions how applicable treatments studied using 
randomized controlled trials may be to individuals who present with more 
complicated symptom profiles, an important question in my view.  The 
prevalence of co-morbidity between PTSD and substance abuse in the ex-
Services population is an important issue which I believe has not been 
adequately considered in the trauma treatment literature.  This literature 
review aims to focus on this topic and will consider how co-morbid PTSD 
and substance misuse is treated in clinical practice with a view to 
informing Counselling Psychologists working with the veteran population 
of current perspectives.   
 
6. Co-morbid PTSD and substance abuse 
 
Conceptually, a number of causal pathways have been proposed for PTSD 
and substance abuse including a self-medication hypothesis, common 
vulnerability or susceptibility and the notion that the presence of one 
disorder may confer high risk for the other (Gulliver & Steffen, 2010).      
In attempting to ascertain the prevalence of co-morbidity of PTSD and 
substance misuse the following estimates give us some indication.  Busuttil 
(2009) cites co-morbidity rates of PTSD and alcohol abuse of 6 - 55% and 
drug abuse of 25% from the National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment 
Survey undertaken by Kulka and colleagues (1990). Estimates of the 
percentage of Veterans seeking PTSD treatment, who also have some 
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history of substance abuse have been put at between 60% to 80% (Kofoed et 
al.,1993).   
 
Conversely, there has also been a lot of literature proposing high rates of 
PTSD among male veterans seeking substance abuse treatment (e.g. Hyer 
et al., 1991; McFall et al., 1991 and Triffleman et al., 1995).  Out of 750 
veterans returning from ȁOperation Enduring FreedomȂ in “fghanistan 
ǻOEFǼ and ȁOperation Iraq FreedomȂ ǻOIFǼ tours screened at a Veterans 
Affairs Medical Centre for mental health problems 59% screened positive 
for depression, 50% for PTSD, 46% for high risk alcohol abuse, and 19% 
were positive for all three (Seal et al., 2008). Co-morbid PTSD/Substance 
Use Disorder (SUD) was observed at a rate of 17.4% in a recent study of 
OEF/OIF Veterans Affairs patients (Baker et al., in press).  Alongside data 
confirming the high incidence with which these two disorders co-occur, 
Back et al. (2006) state that patients themselves frequently report a 
functional relationship between their substance abuse and PTSD 
symptoms.  There is not a lot of information on co-morbidity of PTSD and 
Substance Abuse from the UK, which needs to be addressed before more 
detailed data may be reliably gathered on treatment efficacy in this group.  
Stirman ǻŘŖŖŞ, pŘǼ asserts that the ȃfailure of many researchers to report 
rates of co-morbidity among study participants makes it particularly 
difficult to determine whether results of a study can be generalized to a 
particular patient population.Ȅ    
 
7. Substance Use in military groups 
 
Earlier in the research portfolio (Section A) we saw how the role of alcohol 
emerged as a topic of importance to many of the men in the study.   For 
many of the participants it served initially as a social lubricant, as a way to 
fill time and later as a way to distance oneself from and re-direct energy 
away from painful emotions.  As one of the participants, Ray put it ȃalcohol 
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is the militaryȂs way of therapy.Ȅ We also heard from Fossey (2009, p14) 
writing for the Centre for Mental Health, who concluded that UK studies 
on alcohol use have not yet drawn any clear conclusions, and there is a 
need for further research in this area.  Fear et al., (2009, p47) report that the 
current generation of UK military personnel, both serving and ex-serving 
show higher rates of heavy drinking than the general population. 67% per 
cent of men and 49% of women in the UK Armed Forces drank to a level 
defined as ȁhazardousȂ compared to řŞ% of men and ŗŜ% of women in the 
general population according to an earlier study by Fear and colleagues 
(2007).   In another study of significance,   12% of soldiers returning from 
Iraq and Afghanistan described themselves as ȁmisusingȂ alcohol (Milliken 
et al., 2007).  Jacobson et al., (2008) suggest an interesting correlation, 
reporting that personnel who had been exposed to combat in Iraq or 
Afghanistan were significantly more likely to experience ȁȁnew onsetȂȂ 
heavy weekly drinking, binge-drinking, and alcohol-related problems (9%, 
śř%, and ŗś %, respectivelyǼ compared with ȁȁnew onsetȂȂ rates for non-
deployed personnel (6%, 26.6%, and 4.8%, respectively). These findings 
suggest that high alcohol consumption may be quite prevalent in military 
culture, emphasising the likelihood that Services veterans who develop 
PTSD symptoms in response to traumatic events may develop these 
symptoms in the context of already high alcohol consumption patterns. 
 
Hooper et al., (2008) carried out one of the first studies to investigate the 
association between traumatic combat exposure and substance use in a 
prospective military based study. 1,382 members of the UK Armed Forces 
were surveyed and followed up 3 years later. They found that alcohol 
consumption and binge-drinking increased over the 3 year period and the 
increase in alcohol consumption was greater in those subjects who had 
been deployed, in particular in those who thought they might be killed or 
who experienced hostility from civilians while on deployment.  Fossey 
(2010) suggests that there is a high prevalence of drinking in the Services 
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because alcohol remains very affordable and drinking, often to excess, is 
socially acceptable and encouraged, particularly among lower ranks.  As 
we saw earlier, he concludes that despite the high co-morbidity between 
high rates of drinking and mental health problems, very little academic 
research has been undertaken on the consumption of alcohol in the veteran 
population.  
 
Statistics on the use of drugs in the UK military are harder to come by.  The 
House of Commons Defence Committee (2008) stated that the estimated 
lifetime prevalence of drug use or dependence among male combat 
veterans is 5.7% and the estimate for current drug use or dependence is 
1.8%.  Last year, The Independent newspaper reported that more than 6,000 
soldiers have failed drugs tests over the past decade (Savage, 2010). In an 
extensive review of the literature on UK military veterans Fear et al., (2009) 
reported that they were not aware of any systematic studies of drug use 
among UK Service personnel.  Most of the contemporary data appears to 
be from the US.  There seems to be a dearth of research examining drug use 
among UK Service personnel, research examining co-morbidity of PTSD 
and substance misuse in this population, along with specific 
recommendations for clinical practice. 
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8. Patterns of help-seeking in veteran population 
 
WeȂve considered possible reasons why combat veterans may demonstrate 
lower symptom reduction rates than civilian groups.  However challenges 
in clinical treatment with this group begin to appear well before treatment 
issues are factored in, at the point of veteran engagement with mental 
health services.  Stigma associated with seeking help has been 
acknowledged as a significant barrier to veterans obtaining the mental 
health care they need (Hoge et al., 2004).  Hoge and colleagues in the US 
reported that out of OEF/OIF soldiers who met strict criteria for a mental 
disorder 81% acknowledged a mental health problem, between 38-43% 
indicated an interest in receiving help yet only 13-27% of that group had 
actually sought and received professional mental health care in the 
previous year.  This guarded help-seeking behaviour seems particularly 
pronounced in those with concerns around alcohol consumption.  
 
In a study of mental health service utilisation and treatment receipt in a UK 
military sample comprised of regulars, reservists and veterans, Iversen et 
al., (2010) reported that 64% of those with PTSD and 50% of those with 
depression or anxiety sought professional help compared with only 23% of 
those with alcohol problems.  The same pattern was true for informal help-
seeking (reporting of problems with alcohol was at 73% compared to 82% 
for depression and 85% for PTSD).  The rate of help-seeking for alcohol 
problems in comparison with depression and PTSD is reported elsewhere 
to be especially low in military populations (Erbes et al., 2007).    Iversen et 
al., (2010) observed that co-morbidity was common in the group however 
they investigated service utilisation for the single ȁmost significant 
problemȂ as defined by the participant and didnȂt consider treatment-
seeking behaviour on the basis of co-morbid mental health and substance 
use problems.  It would have been very useful if they had addressed co-
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morbidity, as to my mind, looking at only one diagnosis may have blunted 
their conclusions.  It seems plausible to hypothesise that given these figures 
above, there may have been some under-reporting of mental health 
problems, including PTSD in those identifying themselves primarily as 
misusing alcohol.  Their results suggest that veterans with PTSD co-morbid 
with alcohol or substance use problems may be significantly less inclined 
to seek mental health support than veterans suffering from PTSD alone.   
 
9. The challenge of treating co-morbidity 
 
Currently NICE Guidelines (2005) recommend that in PTSD sufferers with 
drug or alcohol dependence, the drug or alcohol problem should be treated 
first.   
 
Where substance dependence has developed, they state that this should be 
treated before the patient can benefit from trauma-focused psychological 
treatments.  In cases where dependence is severe, the suggestion is to work 
collaboratively with specialist substance misuse services.  There is some 
clinical debate around this order of treatment however.  On the one hand, 
treating the substance abuse first runs the risk that untreated PTSD 
symptoms may precipitate a relapse,   however on the other hand, veterans 
who self-medicate for their PTSD symptoms with drugs or alcohol may 
find it difficult to give this up to participate in a substance abuse program 
when they havenȂt received help to deal with their PTSD symptoms 
(Bernhardt, 2009), thus creating a challenging catch-22 scenario.  
 
Recent research strengthens the hypothesis of a relationship between PTSD 
symptoms and substance use.  Ouimette et al., (2010) explored the 
interrelated fluctuations of symptoms in the co-occurring conditions over 
time, following 35 substance misuse patients with PTSD symptoms for 26 
weeks.   They found that change from subclinical to full-blown PTSD was 
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associated with an 11% relative increase in probability of alcohol 
dependence symptoms, a 29% relative increase in probability of cocaine 
dependence symptoms, and a 94% relative increase in the probability of 
opioid dependence symptoms in the following week.  Findings from an 
earlier study consistently suggested that the onset of alcohol and substance 
abuse was associated with the onset of PTSD symptoms and the increase in 
use paralleled the increase of symptoms (Bremner et al., 1996).  Ouimette et 
al., (2010) conclude that PTSD and SUD symptoms may co-vary 
concurrently.   Hien et al., (2010) and Back et al., (2006) propose that 
declining substance use in parallel with reducing PTSD symptomology 
following treatment begs the question of whether it is even necessary to set 
out to target substance misuse in the first place?  In my view, research 
needs to explore treatment effects and concurrent substance use in groups 
differentiated according to longer and shorter term alcohol and drug 
problems.    More recent approaches have argued for concurrent treatment 
models that address both substance use and PTSD symptoms as part of an 
integrated approach (Najavits, 2003; Ouimette & Brown, 2003).   A search 
of the literature by the current author produced only one treatment 
programme described as ȁintegratedȂ which had been formally trialled, a 
programme called  ȁSeeking SafetyȂ (Najavits, 2003) which we will consider 
shortly.  
 
 
10. Treatments for co-morbid presentation 
 
There are three different approaches to the sequencing of clinical treatment 
for co-morbid presentations of PTSD and Substance Abuse; sequential, 
concurrent and integrated treatments.  LetȂs take a look at these three 
approaches to better understand how they tackle the treatment of co-
morbid presentation, their findings around treatment response and the 
quality of their programme trials.  Many of these treatments have been 
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developed and trialled in the U.S thus much of the research originates 
there. 
 
 10.1 Sequential Treatment 
 
Clients attending specialised PTSD treatments at a Veterans Affairs 
Medical Centre in the U.S. are often referred to an intensive outpatient 
substance abuse treatment programme first, with a view to treating their 
substance abuse and PTSD independently (Bernhardt, 2009).   
Psychological components included in co-morbid treatment packages tend 
to be composed of cognitive and/or behavioural therapies.  We saw earlier 
in this review that in the U.K. EMDR is promoted as equally efficacious as 
CBT.   In the U.S. while there were some early programmes promoting 
EMDR in the treatment of PTSD and substance abuse (e.g. Omaha et al., 
1998) there hasnȂt been a great deal of research developing and trialling 
EMDR based integrated treatments ǻbased on the authorȂs extensive 
searches on Psychinfo and Google Scholar using keywords ȁSubstanceȂ, 
ȁPTSDȂ and ȁEMDRȂ and variants of these termsǼ.  
 
One example of a sequential programme is Transcend (Donovan et al., 2001) 
introduced 10 years ago. The programme is a 12-week partial 
hospitalisation treatment for veterans with PTSD and Substance Abuse 
diagnoses.  Treatment is based on concepts derived from constructivist and 
dynamic paradigms as well as cognitiveȮbehavioural and 12-step theories 
(Donovan et al., 2001).  The first half of the programme is dedicated 
towards skills development and the latter half towards trauma processing.  
46 male participants completed an addiction treatment programme and 
were required to be substance free 30 days before beginning the Transcend 
programme within a trial conducted by Donovan and colleagues (2001).  
For this reason Donovan et al., (2001, p768) acknowledge that ȃitȂs not 
possible to attribute symptom reduction solely to Transcend programme 
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interventions.Ȅ The outcomes from their initial study suggested a reduction 
in PTSD symptoms and addictive behaviour which seemed to be sustained 
at 6- and 12-month follow-up with the exception of the arousal cluster 
(Donovan et al., 2001).  However they acknowledged limitations to their 
study as they utilised a single group design with no other treatment or 
wait-list control and a non-randomised population. 10% failed to complete 
the full programme.   There do not appear to have been results from 
further trials published, thus it is difficult to obtain quality outcome data.   
 
Another sequential programme, Substance Dependence PTSD Therapy 
(SDPT; Triffleman et al., 1999) is presented as a 5-month, two-phase 
individual cognitive-behavioural  treatment which includes relapse 
prevention and coping skills training for substance abuse along with 
psycho-education, stress inoculation  training, and in vivo exposure for 
PTSD.  SDPT was described as designed for use in mixed-gendered 
civilians with varied sources of trauma.  Triffleman and colleagues 
conducted a comparison between this programme and an addiction 
focused group with 19 participants and reported that patients in both 
conditions demonstrated reductions in substance use and PTSD severity.  
However the sequential treatment was not found to be superior to the 
addiction-focused group. They concluded that their open trial pilot data 
indicated efficacy in reducing PTSD severity although design limitations 
(including small sample size and attrition rates) meant further trials were 
necessary.  Published trials of note do not appear to have been forthcoming 
from the team. 
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  10.2 Concurrent Treatment 
 
McGovern et al., (2009) trialled a concurrent PTSD treatment programme 
with civilian addictions patients attending group therapy.  They reported 
that the CBT component had a significant impact on PTSD symptoms with 
20% of the group displaying symptoms at a 3-month follow-up.  In 
addition, patients who received CBT for PTSD showed a reduction in 
severity but not frequency of their substance use.  There are a number of 
methodological concerns which limit the capacity to generalise from their 
findings.  Their participant group consisted of only 11 participants and a 
single group design with no control group which the authors recognise 
made it difficult to ascertain treatment effects occurring due to ȁtreatment 
as usualȂ for addiction vs. the C”T for PTSD programme.  Of significance, 
they also used a loose estimate of treatment ȁcompletionȂ of 75% of planned 
sessions and against this criteria state that 65% of patients completed the 
therapy. This is a low completion rate which in my view raises concerns 
regarding the validity of the study.  They make no reference to how they 
linked the substance abuse programme with the PTSD module if at all, 
however they are not alone in failing to make this explicit as the following 
study also fail to make this connection.   
 
”rady et al., ǻŘŖŖŗǼ trialled a combination therapy called ȁConcurrent 
Treatment of PTSD and Substance “buseȂ.  The therapy consisted of 
imaginal and in-vivo exposure techniques for PTSD symptoms and 
cognitive-behavioural techniques to treat cocaine dependence.  They 
reported that treatment completers demonstrated significant reductions in 
all PTSD symptom clusters and cocaine use from baseline to treatment end 
and improvements were maintained over a 6-month follow-up period. The 
study is limited by the uncontrolled nature of the design, small number of 
subjects (n=15) and high dropout rate (Brady et al., 2001).  From 
preliminary outcomes they suggested that exposure therapy may be 
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effective in the treatment of PTSD in some individuals with cocaine 
dependence.  
 
A concurrent approach was trialled by Back et al., (2006) for PTSD and 
alcohol dependence.  94 participants (mixed gender group) took part in a 
double blind placebo controlled medication trial. They reported that 
following this treatment nearly 50% of participants showed substantial 
improvement in both PTSD and alcohol-related outcomes.   Their study is 
of note for the proposed correlation observed between PTSD and alcohol 
consumption patterns more than for the overall treatment effects seen.  
Significantly more women than men showed no response to treatment 
(29% vs. 71%) however the authors do not explain this discrepancy nor 
discuss its significance in relation to their findings.  They found that a 
reduction in hyper-arousal symptoms was related to substantially 
improved alcohol use. Alcohol symptoms tended to start improving either 
before or in conjunction with PTSD symptoms.  The treatment group 
underwent a weekly CBT session along with a medication component 
however they do not report whether psychological therapy, medication or 
a combination of both components of the concurrent treatment seemed to 
have the most impact on PTSD and SUD. The study suffers from a lack of 
detail on symptom outcomes related to the initial treatment trial.  Their 
study was small and participants were from a civilian population thus 
findings may not be generalisable to combat trauma groups.  A similar 
study with PTSD and cocaine dependence with 23 participants indicated a 
similar pattern, with improvement in PTSD symptoms found to be 
associated with a decrease in cocaine use (in 63% of participants).  Of note, 
they also reported that 41% of participants preferred a concurrent model of 
therapy in which cocaine use and PTSD were treated simultaneously.  I 
believe that there needs to be further exploration of concurrent treatments 
to consider how best to meet clientsȂ needs through programme content 
and design. Further trials and dismantling studies undertaken to identify 
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which aspects of treatment seem to have the most significant impact on 
reducing co-morbid symptomology. 
 
 10.3 Integrated Treatment  
 
The focus in integrated treatment is balanced around education, symptom 
management, and coping-skills development, with exposure-based 
interventions introduced only when there has been a cessation of alcohol 
use or use is stable at low-risk levels for a sustained period (Creamer & 
Forbes, 2004). There is strong support from some for integrated programs, 
”ernhardt ǻŘŖŖşǼ proposing that they represent the ȁwave of the futureȂ 
based in his view, on their effectiveness in treating co-morbid PTSD and 
SUD.   
 
The promoters of the Seeking Safety programme (SS; Najavits, et al., 2008, 
p83) try to distinguish it from other programmes by describing it as the 
only model for co-morbid PTSD and SUD that ȁmeets criteria as an 
effective therapyȂ based on the number of randomized controlled trials that 
have been undertaken with various populations (although it should be 
noted that not all of the programme trials undertaken actually utilised a 
RCT design in practice, however what is clear is that vastly more trials 
have been conducted with this programme than other co-morbid 
treatments). The programme is made up of 25 cognitive-behavioural and 
interpersonal modules. Early studies were conducted with female clients 
and recently several more have been conducted with men (Cook et al.,2006; 
Najavits, et al., 2005; Najavits et al., 2009; Weaver et al., 2007). Bernhardt 
(2009) suggests that the approach has been empirically validated in 
numerous studies, including one with veterans (Desai et al., 2008; Desai et 
al., 2009).   
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Desai et al., (2009) conducted a study with 359 female homeless veterans 
who either undertook the full Seeking Safety programme or their case was 
managed by the Homeless Women VeteransȂ Service as normal.  The SS 
cohort were reported in the initial findings to have shown significantly 
better outcomes one year later in employment, general symptoms of 
psychiatric distress and symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder 
compared to ȁtreatment as normalȂ, a care management programme.  
Participants in the SS programme along with the control condition both 
showed significant improvements on drug & alcohol use however there 
wasnȂt a significant difference found between treatment conditions.  The 
authors add that following statistical correction SS appears to have been 
associated with improvements over and above the comparison condition in 
avoidant behaviour and social support but not in the symptoms on the 
PTSD checklist (Desai et al., 2009).   At 12 months follow up there had been 
a high level of attrition for both conditions (with only 27% remaining in the 
SS group and 53% remaining in the treatment as normal condition), which 
makes it difficult to ascertain long-term impact and validity of results.  In 
my view, the high drop-out rate in itself raises concern with regards to the 
programme.  
 
Norman et al., (2010) conducted a SS programme trial with veterans 
presenting with PTSD and either drug or alcohol dependence.  14 
participants took part and treatment consisted of 10 weekly sessions. Only 
nine participants completed treatment and post-treatment assessment and 
six completed follow-ups at 3 and 6 months.  Results appear to have been 
very variable; 8 showed a reduction in PTSD symptoms while the 9th 
participant actually worsened.    Half of those presenting with alcohol abuse 
indicated a reduction in drinking frequency.  The authors acknowledge 
that there were study limitations, including small sample size,  lack of a 
control condition, poor reporting of all substance use post-intake, 
inadequate data on study dropouts (which were high at 42%) along with 
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poor follow-up assessment completion.  They conclude that future research 
is needed to understand how better to engage and retain veterans with 
concurrent PTSD and SUD in treatment. 
 
While there have been a reasonable number of trials undertaken with the 
Seeking Safety programme, and the programme appears to have had 
positive treatment effects on participants, in my view these results have 
been modest (often not significantly greater than the control condition) and 
studies have been challenged by high attrition rates.  It seems that research 
findings lag behind the claims made by some supporters of this 
programme (e.g. Norman et al. 2010) and further research should be 
carried out to understand more about the specific impact that this 
programme may have on participants in order to maximise its utility. 
 
Hien et al., (2010) who delivered the SS programme demonstrate thinking 
in the same direction as Back et al., (2006).  They found that subjects who 
demonstrated improvements in PTSD symptoms were significantly more 
likely to show subsequent improvements in substance use disorder 
symptoms, but the reciprocal relationship was not observed.  They propose 
that if a patient with PTSD and a substance use disorder can achieve PTSD 
symptom reduction, he or she will likely also experience a reduction in 
substance use disorder symptoms, however, if only substance use 
symptom reduction is attained, PTSD symptoms may be more likely to 
remain. This supports the ȃself-medicationȄ hypothesis that posits that 
patients with PTSD and a substance use disorder consume alcohol or 
drugs, in part, to help dampen PTSD symptoms (Back, 2010).   
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10    Conclusions 
 
We have seen that PTSD trauma focused treatment efficacy is much lower 
with veteran populations in comparison to effect sizes in the general 
population.  The argument has been made here that whilst there are a 
number of potential reasons for lower effect sizes one of the most 
significant contextual factors of relevance is the prevalence of substance 
use-alcohol in particular (based on emerging findings from this research on 
the role of alcohol and from others on the prevalence of substance use in 
general in the military population).  Yet despite the high level of co-
morbidity of PTSD and substance misuse noted within contemporary 
studies this literature review finds that there are no specifically designed 
treatment approaches, various treatments on the market appear only to 
combine and repackage existing treatments.  I believe that clinicians need 
to start with a comprehensive conceptualisation of the functional nature of 
co-morbidity and design new tailored programmes on this basis. 
Unfortunately many of the programmes which have been trialled and 
reviewed here appear to suffer from problematic research design and 
questionable efficacy outcomes. More tailored programme design needs to 
be followed by high quality efficacy trials specifically for the veteran 
group.   
 
While some innovation is evident in the adaptation of treatment 
approaches to best tackle symptoms of both co-morbid presentations, trials 
reviewed here have been characterised by small sample sizes, absence of 
control groups, non-randomised treatment group assignment, high drop-
out rates and low magnitude of difference between specific programme 
and treatment as usual efficacy rates. As we saw earlier, much of the 
differential outcome data suggests low levels of success with veteran 
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populations thus these results above from largely civilian based studies 
with wide-ranging triggering traumas, while useful in examining co-
morbidity cannot be assumed as representative of treatment efficacy in this 
group.  
 
The majority of the studies which do look at co-morbidity fail to mention 
whether participants had a long term history of substance abuse or if onset 
was concurrent with PTSD symptomology.  Creamer & Forbes, (2004) 
advocate the importance of understanding whether substance abuse is best 
conceptualized as being secondary to the PTSD (as a way of managing the 
painful symptoms), whether PTSD is secondary to pre-existing substance 
abuse, or whether the two are co-morbid but independent conditions?  
They assert that this is a critical issue in determining the optimum 
sequence for treatment when these co-morbid issues are present.   
 
Through this discussion I wish to encourage Counselling and Clinical 
Psychologists to work with each personȂs presentation uniquely and carry 
out a thorough historical and functional analysis of their substance use 
before deciding accordingly on a treatment approach and sequence.  I 
would also like to advocate that the significant gap in good research 
around comorbid PTSD and substance abuse treatment in the general 
population and specifically in the returning veteran group be bridged.  I 
believe that this needs to be rectified imminently with funding directed 
towards research and creation of specialised treatment for Services 
personnel, increasing numbers of whom are returning from conflicts in 
Iraq and Afghanistan at the current time to prevent long-term mental 
health problems. 
 
In my view clinical training should reflect the complex reality of the clientȂs 
experience and offer training in psychopathology which deals with the 
pattern and progress of symptoms of both discrete and co-morbid 
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diagnoses.    Carruth & Burke (2006) offer an interesting perspective on co-
morbidity which is one such example of a more coherent approach, 
conceptually at least.  They believe that where trauma and addiction 
integrate is the area of control. They assert that psychological trauma is 
characterised by disruptions in a personȂs sense of control and that 
addiction can also be viewed as a disorder of control, or of an inability to 
control (Carruth & Burke, 2006, p3).  They add that people who are 
concurrently traumatised and addicted are particularly difficult to treat in 
traditional addiction settings where implicitly or explicitly they are asked 
to give up control to the treatment programme and other individuals.  
They believe that understanding the dynamic of control with people who 
are concurrently impacted by trauma and addiction is essential to 
successful treatment.  Taking just this one example of a conceptualisation 
of co-morbidity, clinicians could progress to design a programme which 
features content aiming to build participantsȂ sense of control over their 
world.  There is a critical need to thoroughly review thinking in the area of 
co-morbidity and design new and effective treatment programmes to 
tackle it. 
 
Working with diagnostic co-morbidity is often challenging for clinicians.  
Najavits (2002) found that individuals with co-occurring disorders were 
perceived by clinicians as more difficult to work with as compared to 
individuals with either disorder alone. In my view this is as much a 
problem of multiple diagnoses as of multiple services and clinical expertise 
ill-matched to meet the reality of co-morbidity.   Public services and 
charities are often set up to deal with either trauma or addiction thus 
clinicians may be required to specialise in one area or the other rather than 
gaining experience and expertise in both concurrently.  Bernhardt (2009) 
makes some practical recommendations for veteran services to offer 
integrated treatments that address PTSD and substance abuse in the same 
program rather than requiring extended periods of sobriety as a 
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requirement for entering PTSD treatment. He advocates that there should 
be an educational component regarding the reciprocal relationship 
between PTSD and substance abuse for participants.  For clinical staff he 
suggests that cross-training between PTSD and SA services would ȃallow 
the left hand to know what the right hand is doing.Ȅ   While this is certainly a 
step in the right direction of offering a joined-up service for clients, in my 
view it is still some way from a truly coherent service which I believe needs 
to start with a more integrated theoretical foundation from which to 
construct practical clinical strategies.  I would advocate that Counselling 
Psychology is particularly well placed to take on this challenge as we as a 
profession bring a unique complement of research, clinical and therapeutic 
skills which can enable us to work with the complexity of the ex-Services 
clientȂs  needs.   
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Appendix M  CORE CATEGORY: Expressing the Self 
 
                                                                                                           
 
 
 
Putting on a Brave Face          Suppressing Emotion         Redirecting Emotion       Emerging 
Emotion 
      THEORETICAL CODES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Losing Face (3) 
Culture around emotion 
Fearing feeling emotion (6) 
Showing emotion led to others 
asking if you could do your job; 
being perceived as ‘lower’ (8) 
Being unable to open up to 
others; putting self on a desert 
island (8) 
Fearing expressing emotion 
(4)(6) 
‘Showing emotion ‘bad’? 
 
Being incongruent with/ pushing 
own emotions away (8) 
Drinking emotions away (4); 
drinking to mask emotions (3) 
Being numb to danger; being numb 
to emotions (6) 
Individuals with feelings is subdued 
(10) and one who can cope on a 
very deep level emerges (10) 
Successfully isolating self (10) by 
“Disappearing into a bottle” (10) 
Switching emotions off  
Suppressing emotions to get job 
done (6) 
Reliving experiences through images 
and associated emotions (3)  
Emotions experienced now, blocked 
out first time round (3) (6)  
Experiencing heightened emotions, 
movement across his periphery (6) 
Experiencing emotions such as guilt 
and shame after the event (6) 
Re-emerging of emotions through 
flashbacks; merging emotions, 
thoughts and morals (10) 
Coming apart at the seams; no longer 
being able to clarify reasons or analyse 
events and actions; losing control (10) 
Emotions emerging like the “locks 
coming off “Pandora’s box” (10) 
Being a slave to memories (10) 
Memories directing how to act; 
memories directing feeling 
Experiencing emotion in the present 
tense; dealing with what’s thrown at 
me; “seeing self in an honest way” (10)  
 
Attention turning inwards (9)  
Directing sadness and grief into 
revenge (1); directing anger into 
aggression towards the target (5) 
Turning fear into anger towards senior 
officers (2); fighting back (2) 
‘Doing battle’ with one’s emotions 
through fighting & drinking (1) 
Transferring internal conflict externally 
(5) (2) 
Losing control; reacting with anger, 
exploding, “seeing red” (3) 
Having a short fuse; being quick to 
anger in civilian life; towards people 
not doing things the right way in 
civilian life (10) 
Putting up defences; being suspicious 
of others; expecting to be tricked by 
others “What does this person really 
want from me?” (7) 
Covering emotions with dark humour 
and bravado (10) 
 
SUBCATEGORIES 
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Theoretical Sampling 
   FOCUSED CODES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Constant Comparison 
 
LINE BY LINE CODES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Masking Feelings         Using bravado to cover up emotions  Expressing and experiencing emotion     
 
Protecting self by isolating emotions   Switching off difficult feelings   Dealing superficially with emotions 
 
Drinking to suppress emotion    Drinking to control emotion   Releasing emotion        
 
Being unable to switch emotion back on   Being unaffected by things                 Emotions rising up after leaving the army            
 
Expressing emotion through anger and aggression  Experiencing guilt for actions                                   Managing feelings through alcohol and drugs 
'Seeing red' developing temper in army  Showing no chinks in your armour   Feeling alienated and alone and relying only on self 
 
Being afraid to ask for help with problems Questioning himself on whether he was 'too robust  Reacting to bad news with practical emphasis 
 
Feeling annoyed at self-perceived poor coping Becoming angrier as inabiliity to cope increased  Memory and effort required to keep emotions away 
 
Defining emotional characteristics of self  Distancing from death through humour   Becoming numb to own emotions   
 
Learning around managing emotions    Isolating or removing self to deal with emotion  Learning about the death of colleagues   
 
Being incongruent with emotions  Being unable to switch off from army   Showing emotion was a weakness 
 
Channeling upset into aggression                           Fighting emotions out of one’s system   Emotions rising up after leaving the army 
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       Selection of memos related to Experiencing Emoti 
 
Selection of memos related to Expressing the Self 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Becoming numb to emotion 
17/06/2010 
 
How many of them were able to square up their actions if they killed others?  Process of becoming numb to own emotions (in relation to what 
they were doing, managing own emotions in relation to bad new re others), shielding themselves through drinking and fighting, reacting 
automatically, reacting according to military training and without thinking, does it make the reaction of being 'switched on' more automatic?   
 
 
Emotions rising up years later 
17/06/2010 
 
Is this an inevitable process that emotions must appear again later to be processed?  Is it possible to keep them at bay?  Once any emotions 
are experienced is it likely that all, positive and negative will flood back?  Can one be selective with the emotions one chooses to experience 
and re-experience?  Do some people keep all emotions at bay for many years and not become affected by things?  If so, how? Is it a case 
that some objectify situations more than others? Something they have learned to do? 
 
 
Protecting self by isolating emotions 
17/06/2010 
 
Way that the army teaches soldiers to manage emotions so far has been talked about negatively as it blunts emotions and this blunting can 
remain.  However also important to state that this is a protective process, as without this distance between emotions and actions it’s possible 
that few soldiers would/could carry out mission.    So part of benefit of being de-humanised through the training may be that one remains 
'strong' and can 'steal' oneself against all that is to come. 
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Selection of memos related to Expressing the Self cont. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evolution of emotion 
17/06/2010 
 
Evolution of emotions where it feels like they are re-emerging again, after having been 'isolated' or hidden away.   He describes them as 
coming out-as if they are there, somewhere and they begin to cautiously emerge.  Are they in charge or is he in charge? Probably he can 
keep them hidden and can allow them out bit by bit but maybe there is a tipping point when they may spill?  (reminds me of client x as he 
was afraid to do the reliving work as reasonably in charge of things now but if he started to undertaking re-living exposure work then they 
might all spill out)?   It was about 6 months later that he began to experience flashbacks.  How do flashbacks and nightmares link?   
 
 
Disclosing emotions; being open and honest 
17/07/2010 
 
He appears to be describing how he decided to be open and honest about how he is feeling at all costs - even if the truth upsets someone.  
He seems to be describing expressing his feelings towards others as a new philosophy of life, rather than keeping things in.  This decision 
feels important as it appears to be an indication of how he has responded to his tendency (learned in the x Service or otherwise) to keep his 
emotions in check by acting counter to them.  How do others later respond to their experience of keeping their emotions in check?  Some of 
them tended to keep emotions in as a way of life, bottle things up and were unable to express themselves, here is an example of someone 
who is choosing to go the other way and ‘free’ himself.  This also relates to choices around whether to take care of self entirely or whether 
to accept help from others.  Within the A Service this man cut quite a solitary figure and he then went off and handled difficulties in a solitary 
way. Later he seems to be begin to realise that he can't get by on relying just on himself while in prison as things need to be managed in 
the outside world too. 
 
Turning anger at your treatment against opposition 
20/09/2010 
 
He believes that you are encouraged to turn your anger against the opposition.  He suggests that this process begins by being made to feel 
angry at the officers.  When he reflects on the process he identifies a sequence of emotions as part of a process of transition. What is the 
dynamic process experienced by the men in relation to their emotions? 
 
Humiliation - Upset - Injustice against your treatment - Being given a target to take anger out on - Personalising that target, so they is a real 
target for one’s anger - Encouraged - Anger stoked  - Fuelling the fire  - Roaring against the target - Release of anger, subsidence of anger 
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Selection of memos related to Expressing the Self cont. 
Becoming numb to emotion 
17/06/2010 
 
How many of them were able to square up their actions if they killed others?  Process of becoming numb to own emotions (in relation to 
what they were doing, managing own emotions in relation to bad new re others), shielding themselves through drinking and fighting, 
reacting automatically, reacting according to military training and without thinking, does it make the reaction of being 'switched on' more 
automatic?   
 
 
Emotions rising up years later 
17/06/2010 
 
Is this an inevitable process that emotions must appear again later to be processed?  Is it possible to keep them at bay?  Once any 
emotions are experienced is it likely that all, positive and negative will flood back?  Can one be selective with the emotions one chooses to 
experience and re-experience?  Do some people keep all emotions at bay for many years and not become affected by things?  If so, how? 
Is it a case that some objectify situations more than others? Something they have learned to do? 
 
 
Protecting self by isolating emotions 
17/06/2010 
 
Way that the army teaches soldiers to manage emotions so far has been talked about negatively as it blunts emotions and this blunting can 
remain.  However also important to state that this is a protective process, as without this distance between emotions and actions it’s 
possible that few soldiers would/could carry out mission.    So part of benefit of being de-humanised through the training may be that one 
remains 'strong' and can 'steal' oneself against all that is to come. 
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Appendix N Clinical Application of Model (with a veteran client) 
 
This section sets out how the proposed model might be used to conceptualise one 
participantȂs ǻDougǼ challenges and frame clinical work with him.  Two 
assumptions are made, firstly that this presentation is of an entirely speculative 
nature and secondly that the work would be undertaken shortly after Doug has left 
the Services.   
 
Case conceptualisation and Implications for clinical work 
 
Securing the Self  
 Doug was finding it difficult to relate to others and had withdrawn from his 
partner, children and family life.   
 Loyalty and the provision of protection had been important to Doug in the 
Army.  In civilian life he sought out ex-Army companions as a way to regain 
that sense of family.     
 An experience of being negatively evaluated and ostracised by the group 
had created such distress for him that he became very cautious against 
challenging the consensus and rocking the boat.  Reliance on his judgement 
was superseded by loyalty to the group, and this was a process which 
continued to play out for him in day to day life. 
 
Implications for clinical work 
 Present the current model  
 
Structuring the Self 
 He learned to focus on the here and now as a way to maintain focus on his 
military duties.  He found a sense of purpose in the Army through 
protecting his buddy at all costs.   
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Implications for clinical work 
 Constructing short-medium-long term goals  
 Creating structure in his day to day life 
 
Defining the Self 
 He questioned how his actions could have been so much in conflict with his 
core beliefs of fairness and justice.   
 He had formed a strategy of black and white thinking to help him make 
decisions efficiently, depersonalise the ȁenemyȂ and remain focused on each 
stage of the mission.   
 He adopted a mode he called  ȁswitched onȂ in which he could focus on the 
goals of the mission, carry out the required plan, one step at a time and 
attend to life in the here and now to the exclusion of future implications.  He 
carried these cognitive strategies into civilian life which continued to keep 
emotions at bay.   
 
Implications for clinical work 
 Exploring  conflict experienced between his beliefs about himself and his 
actions 
 Exploring personal implications of being in ȁswitched onȂ mode 
 
Expressing the Self 
 He was feeling isolated and believed that his experiences remained 
unacknowledged.  Civilians didnȂt seem to understand and he felt unable to 
explain how his experiences had impacted upon him.   Memories returned 
to him without warning through frequent nightmares and flashbacks.  He 
was easily startled and jumpy at loud noises and felt fearful, and equally 
ashamed and confused. With enough alcohol he didnȂt have nightmares and 
he had been drinking on a daily basis as a means to cope. 
 
Implications for clinical work 
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 Psycho-education: Socialising to the notion that intense experiences tend to 
lead to intense and varied emotional responses, these are not a sign of 
weakness.  Exploring behavioural and emotional ȁrulesȂ in the Services and 
the implications of these norms for him  
 Identifying how he manages his emotions, costs and benefits of his approach 
and the emotion regulation strategies he carried from the Services into 
civilian life 
 Highlighting the likelihood that suppressing emotions increases cognitive 
load and rumination   
 Encouraging authenticity of emotional expression (e.g. through work 
around identifying and labelling emotions, emotion regulation skills 
training including mindfulness based work to raise awareness of emotions 
in the present moment) 
 
This approach suggested above is based on my understanding of DougȂs story on 
the basis of two meetings with him for the purposes of research rather than therapy.  
In practice, work with Doug as with every client would be directed by his concerns 
which would provide the emphasis for our work. 
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Appendix O Clinical Application of Model (with a non-veteran 
client) 
 
This is a hypothetical application of the model with a client Lily, as 
described within the Professional Practice Section D.  It is envisaged that this 
work would take place over approximately 8 sessions. 
 
Securing the Self  
 Integrating with others 
  Lily grew up as an only child and she developed a very close bond with her 
mother. In adult life she prefers being in small social groups, finding bigger 
groups to be daunting and draining to integrate with.  A recent relationship 
break-up has led to her withdrawing herself socially, feeling lonely and 
seeking to connect more/create opportunity to find a new relationship.   
 Protecting self through others 
 She was and continues to be very close to her mother growing up, gaining 
protection from her and looking out for her welfare in return.  Her father on 
the other hand left when she was only a few months old.  PeoplesȂ proximity 
to her is an important sign for Lily that they love and care for her (presence 
requiring reminding by meetings, email and phone). She shows her loyalty 
and concern for othersȂ lives through initiating contact with friends with 
regularity.  Despite these efforts to maintain contact with others she feels 
this isnȂt always returned, thus she concludes herself to be unimportant to 
them (If they valued her they would show this by returning her level of care 
and interest in themǼ and sheȂs very disappointed that friends have not been 
more supportive of her since her break-up. 
 Early experiences of being ȁleft outȂ of the group began in university.   
 Being in the eyes of others 
 We saw earlier that Social Anxiety is defined as a persistent and marked fear 
of social or performance situations linked to fears by the individual that they 
will be embarrassed. Lily is concerned that others judge her to be boring and 
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ȁhard workȂ socially and itȂs an effort for them to include her.   She predicts 
their discomfort at having to ȃdrag conversation out of her.Ȅ   She experiences 
lot of anxiety and engages in rumination and negative self-evaluation about 
her performance after social events. She holds a number of images of past 
painful social scenes in mind where she felt excluded and anxious and 
ruminates on these when feeling low.    
 Feels that others are talking about her rather than to her (e.g. godmother 
enquires about Lily to her mother rather than to her directly).   
 Submerging the self 
 She feels shy around others and doesnȂt always feel comfortable in herself.  
Her own beliefs about her social success seem to be subsumed by her 
perception of how others see her.  Her worth is driven through othersȂ 
feedback/actions towards her which seem to take precedence over her own 
self-perception 
 
Implications for clinical work 
 This first category is particularly relevant for working with LilyȂs 
presentation of social anxiety.  Present the current model & relate to clientȂs 
situation. How does Lily feel it relates to her perspective?  
 What social situations provoke anxiety for her?  For what reasons? Draw out 
assumptions and beliefs she holds about herself and her relation to others 
 
 
Structuring the Self 
 Dealing with time 
 This concern for how she comes across to others is particularly relevant 
when it comes to how she organises her free time, and social events she 
seeks to build in to it.  She wants to attend social outings however 
sometimes her anxiety precludes her from feeling comfortable doing so 
 Finding self in routine  
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 Creating more regular social meetings enabling her to increase her comfort 
around different groups of people 
 Being purposeful 
 Her job is not giving her a sense of purpose as she no longer values what she 
does.  She undertook career related work recently to identify a new field of 
work and create plans to move into this area.  This is likely to positively feed 
into her self-confidence and esteem in the eyes of others 
 Locating self in the present 
 She tends to be living in the past, engaging in a lot of analysis of previous 
social encounters and in the future through concern around how things 
might play out badly for her (socially and in the future ).  Less of her 
emphasis lies in the here and now 
 
Implications for clinical work 
 Identifying a job for which she has passion and through which she may 
develop a sense of pride and confidence 
 Creating a weekly social structure and plans  
 Mindfulness based work to enable Lily to focus on experience in the present 
moment, and to generate the potential to step back and take an observer 
position on her patterns of thinking 
 
Defining the Self 
 Denigrating judgement 
 OthersȂ judgement of her situation deemed to be more important than 
her own.   
 Black and white thinking 
 Black and white thinking evident through a sense that sheȂs a social 
ȁfailureȂ, while others seem to be socially ȁsuccessfulȂ ǻor uneasy/at easeǲ 
capable/incapable)  
 Switching On ǻless relevant for LilyȂs presentationǼ 
 Believing the self 
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 Without social validation her sense of who she is seems to be less certain. 
Are her self-beliefs reflected by observations of those around her? Social 
aspect to this subcategory, as others judgement/differences can help 
validate our actions 
 
Implications for clinical work 
 Exploring her sense of her ȁselfȂ.  Is it the same or different to how others 
view her?  Exercises to obtain feedback from others as to how she comes 
across in one to one and social encounters. 
 What black and white polarities exist in her self-perception?  What evidence 
is there for and against her position on each construct? 
 Identifying behaviours in line with her imagined social self and practising 
these behaviours over time and social interaction 
 
Expressing the Self 
 Putting on a brave face 
 She was finding it difficult to say how she was really feeling to others.  
Felt that they wouldnȂt understand and that it was important that she 
maintain a brave face, an impression that all was well.  She believed that 
being ȁshyȂ was culturally shameful thus she needed to manage this for 
others, pretending to be more outgoing and less reserved than she really 
was 
 Suppressing emotion 
 She was ruminating on her social performance but holding back on 
sharing how she was really feeling, and she then became more 
depressed.  She worried that expressing how she really feels may lead to 
her being socially ostracised (linking this category with Securing the 
SelfǼ.  HereȂs where therapy serves the expression of her real feelings  
 Redirecting emotion 
 She has a tendency to quickly criticise those who she feels lack loyalty 
towards her  
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 Emerging emotion 
 She feels rejected by others and experiences low mood, a sense of 
isolation and a lack  of hope around her power to change things  
 
Implications for clinical work 
 Psycho-education: Socialising to the notion that intense experiences tend to 
lead to intense and varied emotional responses, these are not a sign of 
weakness.  
 Identifying how she manages her emotions, costs and benefits of her 
approach Highlighting the likelihood that suppressing emotions increases 
cognitive load and rumination   
 Encouraging authenticity of emotional expression (e.g. through work 
around identifying and labelling emotions, emotion regulation skills 
training including mindfulness based work to raise awareness of emotions 
in the present moment) 
 
 
 
